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The finest touring consoles
never stand

Many of the world's tcp artists regard
Soundcraft touring consoles as outstanding.
However, that hasn't made us complacent.
We've made a few enhancements to the
Series Four, derived prom listening to the people
who use it.
And based on the world's most successful
live sound desk, the 800B, we've developed an exceptional new touring console -the Series 8000.
Both possess the advanced ergonomics,
operational simplicity and reliability you've grown
to expect.
Series Four and Series BC00. Classic technology, created for music.
For further inforrrat:on, contact us today.

Soundcraft
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd. Unit 2. Boreharnwood Ind Par., Rowle- Lane. Boreham wood. Verts
WD6SPZ.England.Te1:O1. 207 SOSO. Tlx: 21198 (S::RAFT G Fa.. C1-2070194.
Soundcraft USA(618) 893 4351. Soundcrast Canada (514) 685 1610. Soundcraft Japan (031341 6201.
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Room Service?
HHB's reputation is founded on quality,
value for money and service, as well as
its commitment to the new technology of
digital recording.
So, as digital multitrack has yet to
become an affordable reality for most
people, we have sought out a superb range
of packages to fill the gap in analogue 24
track choice.
We feel these make sound economic
sense in the 2"jungle.
The picture shows the superlative
Total Audio Concepts 'Matchless' console
one of the large range from Amek/TAC and the Sony/MCI JH2424,
which has an established
reputation for quality and

reliability, further enhanced by Sony since
their acquisition of MCI. This package
of console and recorder, complete with

autolocator and audio remote, costs the
same as some recorders alone, but makes
no compromise on quality yet saves
thousands of pounds.
Alternatively, for an even higher mixer
specification, we can offer any of the
other Amek/TAC consoles, such as the
Angela or 2500 series, both of which are
available with automation if required.
All these consoles feature the famous
Amek EQ, thought by many to be
the finest available, as well as the
facilities that make Amek consoles
world leaders.
In addition to the analogue
Sony 24 track recorder, we
can also offer their digital
PCM 3324, as well as the
top -line Studer range.
Of course a multitrack
system does not start
and finish with the mixer
and recorder; we can
also supply everything you
need from digital
mastering systems through
signal processors and
monitors to microphones
and hardware.
We can also put you in
touch with the country's
top acoustic consultants,
and gain access to the
amazing Tecron TEF 10
audio analysis computer.
All this is naturally

supported by HHB's established advice and back-up
service.
So if you're on the
horns of the 24 track

dilemma, why not try HHB's
Room Service, and call Martin Westwood.

iamb

and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01-961 3295.
Telex: 923393.
HHB Hire
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer-Allen

You took the words right out of my mouth
As with most other areas in pro-audio at the moment, there
is a divergence of development in the effects market -place.

This issue is designed to show this as clearly as possible.
For openers the Lexicon 480DL featured on the cover is one
of the most advanced signal processing devices availablehardware and software updateable and with user
programmable and removable cartridges for those personal
programs. In the update article we look at recent effects
and reverb processors introduced over the last year, and
finally in the review section we look at a number of low
end non-programmable units that will also have a lot of
appeal to possibly the same users as the cover products but
for completely different reasons.
This divergence has become well recognised but
complicated by the ripples throughout the complete industry
caused by the Yamaha SPX90 processor. I sense a
realisation by the manufacturers and studios that they are
going to have to keep right on their toes all the time with
such changes occurring. One issue that has come to a head
recently, however, is that of sampling. In terms of the
recording studio and musicians' environment, sampling is a
well established technique but with the customary time lag
it is only now that the ethics and the copyright concerns
are surfacing.
Copyright in performance and composition is well
established in most countries throughout the world.
Sampling of sounds from copyright works does, however,
not contravene any copyright as a single sound cannot
comprise a performance. The compact disc provides an
excellent sampling source and we are now beginning to
hear the apocryphal tales that nobody is doing any new
sampling from real instruments and that every new
recording just samples from a previous recording-Phil
Collins' drums everywhere!
There is no way that ownership of samples can be proven
unless we are going to encode frequency notches into all our
recordings so that we can analyse everybody elses recording
to see who has stolen our sounds and this is not practical. I
fully sympathise with the artist/producer/engineer who has
spent days over creating a sound and then have it ripped
off in seconds with no effort by an unscrupulous copyist.
Is this situation all that new? The answer has to be no.
Tape loops have been an integral part of electronic music
for many years and these were often taken from other
sources. Successful sounds have been copied for years
although it has admittedly never been so easy to copy.
on a rigidly controlled requested
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There is really no way that there could ever be any
copyright on sound samples from a practical point of view.
For instance recording a TV interview in the street usually
requires recording the ambience of that location to create
the necessary atmosphere for the interview performance
which is a kind of sampling or even worse-it is more than
just a single sound sample-a continuous performance. Can
you imagine the problem that there would be in collecting
names and performance waivers from everyone whose feet
made click clack on the pavement, cars that passed in the
street, aircraft that passed overhead-let alone the costs
that would be involved. This is the case as the news report
would have copyright in its entirety and the ambient
sounds become an integral part of the copyright-a situation
I see as similar to the musical sampling issue. Apple
Records placed ads in the UK music press in the late '60s
for John Lennon and the Plastic Ono Band Give Peace A
Chance single quite simply stating 'You Are All The Plastic
Ono Band'. This of course generated the expected avalanche
of letters-"If we are the Plastic Ono Band when can I
expect my royalty cheque?" If you start playing that game,
you have to be prepared for the consequences.
There is a serious side to this however. According to
Billboard, August 2, the US musicians union has reported a
drop in total musician sessions fees for the eighth
successive year and they are claiming that the most recent
drop in earnings is fairly closely attributable to sampling.
There is also a case under consideration in the US at the
moment involving a dispute between a conga player whose
drums were sampled by Jan Hammer and used in the
Miami Vice signature theme. The conga player is now after
some form of remuneration for his `work'. There has even
been a suggestion that there ought to be a sampling union
rate for sessions used for sampling. There is of course no
way that such situations could be disciplined and they are
therefore quite unworkable.
A personal suggestion would be that we encourage as
much sampling as possible so that we get it out of our
system and use it just as another tool. If all recorded
sounds sound the same then there is only one way to gotry originality.
PS Billboard August 9 carries a feature in which the
sampling issue was presented to nine US copyright experts;
all but two were of the opinion that sampling contravened
copyright and in particular section 114 of the USC 17 of the
US copyright law covering derivative work!
Subscriptions, Link House
Magazines Ltd, Central House,
27 Park Street, Croydon CRO
1YD.

Tel: 01.760 0054.
US mailing agents: Postmaster
please send address corrections to

Studio Sound, do Expediters of the
Printed Word Ltd, 515 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

Total average net circulation of
issue during0.BC UK:
(985
6,335. Overseas:
audited).
Studio Sound and Broadcast
Engineering incorporates Sound
nternational and Beat
Instrumental. Printed in England.
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THE FUTURE IS... SOQND
Altec Lansing manufactures audio equipment
using a total concept for fixed Installations.
We Interact with sound design professionals to
produce superior systems with the flexibility
to meet the most complex specifications. The
Professional Sound Contractors who are members of our worldwide sales and installation
network transform our concepts Into reality.
Acoustical Consultants, Sound Design Engineers and Sound Contractors the world over have worked
together to design and install Aitec Lansing sound systems. They've specified Altec Lansing because of our
uncompromised quality and dependability. From stadiums,
convention centers and warning systems to theaters,
churches and teleconferencing suites, professionals whose
reputations depend on every installation have made us the
premier supplier to our industry. Fixed installations are our
only business. We've dedicated our 50 years of expertise
in support of the Professional Sound Contractors and
Consultants who rely on Aitec Lansing equipment to meet
the most exacting standards of audio reproduction. As a
result, our systems have been selected for many of the most
sophisticated installations in the world. We're proud of our
Image as a leader in our industry. And we realize much of
the credit for our recognition is a reflection of the confidence
sound system professionals have had in our products.
Together we've built a sound foundation for the future.

Altec Lansing Takes The Words, The Emotions, The Music
Of Man And Projects Them To Mankind.

ALTEC
LANSING°
a.gulIDn company

P.O. Box

26105

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73126 USA

405-324-5311

Telex 160-396

Europe

North America

European Office: 6 Market Hill, Royston, Herts SG8 9JL
England
Tele: 0763 47722
Telex: 818757 Altec G
Photo: Roger Stevens Center, Winston-Salem, NC Contractor: Long Communications Group, Winston-Salem, NC Consultant: Peter
George Associates, Inc., New York, NY Architect: Newman Calloway Johnson Winfree, Winston-Salem, NC
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Asia

IF
CLUBS
Go downtown and look around. The fancy pants dance where the music

are accessed through four stereo mixing buses, each with its own 4 -position

is cool. And the smoothest, easiest way to perfect a club's sound is Rane's

selector switch and Alps studio grade 60mm slider. Crossfade is completely

innovative MP 24.

assignable via another 60mm slider and two selector switches. Then there's
separate mic and program E0, mic and program loops, master

We've loaded this new Stereo Program Mixing Console to the

gills with features. You're looking at more flexibility and performance in this one unit than in any other mixer/preamp made.

RIGHT

balanced outputs, zone and booth outputs, light trigger output, cue
system ...whew! And that's not the half of it.
Those in the know are already saying our MP 24 will be the

Furthermore, its got the highest level of signal quality: noise and

AS

distortion are virtually eliminated.

Rane Corporation, 6510 216th Southwest,

Here's a partial rundown of why the MP 24 just made the

compettion obsolete. Nine stereo inputs (three phono and six line)

industry standard. But why be modest? We think it'll be the king.

RANE

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.206/774-7309.

UK Distributor:
Music Lab Sales, 72-74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY.

Tel: 01-388 5392

Telex 28159

7
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Treat your ears to ours...

E.A.R. 660 Lim/Comp.
Remember the Fairchild Lim/Comp? Well here is its modern equivalent. The all tube EAR
660. Keeps levelling under control without destroying the music. No more gritty clipping.
Get your EARS on good buddy and do your ears a favour.
E.A.R. 823MQ Mid Eq. and E.A.R. 822Q.
Both models are vacuum tube no loss Passive equalizers that are balanced input and
output to 600 ohm standards. The amplification circuits are all balanced push-pull with 3
tubes that are readily obtainable types and engineered to provide at least ten thousand
hours before re -tubing. The dynamic qualities and headroom are highly appreciated.

TRAD ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149B ST. ALBANS ROAD WATFORD HERTS WD2 5BB ENGLAND
WATFORD (0923) 47988/9 TELEX: 262741 Answerback TRADEQ

TRACITEL:

ARE YOU COST CONSCIOUS?
THENWE HAVE THE SOLUTION.1
KEYCART CARTRIDGE MACHINES OFFER YOU

.N...r.
VIEW

*
*
*
*
*

Excellent frequency response
Quiet operation
Easy maintenance
Remote facilities
Compact size

For further information contact:

KEYDIAL LIMITED
Units 2 & 3, Enterprise Estate, Moorfield Road, Slyfield Green, Guildford, Surrey GU1
Tel: (0483) 573221. Telex: 8955137 BCI UKG.
8
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1R13.

DEALS THE
WINNING HAND!
h-=

"Leaders of the Pack"
3 Rue Verte

9510e Argenteuil France.

-e{gphona: (1) 3.61.1562 Telex: 699672F SAJE.
9
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for complete Cassette Production:
Asona offers a complete program of tape duplication
and winding systems.
The Asona Loop -Bin, a 1 32 high-speed master tape
reproducer, shown with the classic Asona Mk 2
:

Twin Slave Unit.
For implementing duplicating systems at lowest costs

Twin Slave

Mkt

without sacrificing production capabilities. Equipped
with extended range duplicating electronics. Employs
neither compressed air nor vacuum and requires only
single-phase mains power.
Low maintenance requirements, low personnel costs.
Robust construction - rational design economical price.

We can

tailor

cassette production
system to your needs.
Write or call
for a proposal
a

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60, D-7634 Kippenheim
Tel.: (0)7825 - 1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d

PE2
Wednesday 24
25
26

Olympia 2

JUNE 1987

EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
APPLY NOW FOR EXHIBITION SPACE
23 Chestnut Avenue
Chorleywood, Herts
England WD3 4HA
Tel: 0923 772907
10
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FLEXIBL
System One offers FLEXIBLE audio test capability.
Broadband and selective level and noise, the + n, inter modulation distortion by SMPTE/DIN, CCIF, and DIM/TIM
methods, quantization noise and distortion, frequency, and phase; wow and flutter soon. Measures

common -mode rejection ratio without changing cable
connections.
Four detectors,
four high and
four low frequency
su
band limits,
PO. Box 2209, Beaverton, Oregon 97075
four sockets
503/297-4837, 1-800/231-7350
for optional filters.
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RIK
NEUT
connectors

swiss

The newly developed Neutricon
miniature professional circular
connector is the latest connector
product by Neitrik, famous for the XLR.
type professional audio connectors.

The Neutricon modular connector
system represents an innovative and
economical approach to a broad variety
of customer requirements, fulfilling the
most demanding standards in terms of
reliability and durability, as well as
offering a practical solution for ease of
assembly. Witn only 8 parts, pin
arrangments from one to eight contacts
(in any desiratle configuration), cable
connectors and chassis connectors can
be assembled.

Major Applications:
Independent or autonomous electronic
systems like medical equipment,
chemical laboratory apparatus, all kinds
of control equipment, robotic sensors,
positioners, resolvers, communication
and instrumen:ation equipment etc.
Sole Agent U.K.

Eardley Electronics Ltd
Eardley House
182-184 Campden Hill Road
Kensington, London W8 7AS
Telephone: 01-221 0606/01-727 0711
Telex: 23894 Telefax: 01-727 9556

Dynamic
Range

a

stW
7,7.=

Control
at its best.
xuA[i

N

%mete

525 Dual Gated Compressor/Limiter
Simul aneous compress/limit and expand/gate.
CL15C Fast RIMS -M Compressor/Limiter
A highly cost-eff -ctive single channel automatic gain controller.

rìx
SOUND TECHNOLOGY LTD
6 Letchworth Business Centre
Avenue One, Letchworth
Herts SG6 2HR
Telephone: 04626 75675

Peak RNS Compressor/Limiter
Simjl-aneou:s peak and RMS detection. An indispensable tool for PA.
522 CDmpressorJLimiter/Expander/Gate/Ducker
Versatile mul-i-fLnction processing for studio, stage, or production.
511 Noise Reduction System
Remo/es noisy trom an/ source, pre-recorded or live, mono or stereo.
501

Syrretrix prodaás are said and supported world-wide. When you
specify Symet-ix you specify quality, performance, and reliability.
1:3
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The

Definitive
Gate
The Rebis RA701 has been developed for the new breed of studios
where perfection is the only standard. It combines the very best of
digital and analogue technology to meet that standard.
Fixed or tracking four stage envelope lets

you create envelopes
them.

as

well as modifying

High resolution filters for frequency
concious gating or programme equalisation.

Velocity sensitive MIDI output drives
synths and drum machines without the
need for special pads or interfaces.
Merge input allows units to be chained
to give a single MIDI output.

Trigger mask up to four
seconds can be used to
remove offbeats or change
accent levels.

90dB attenuation range,
stereo and duck facilities,
external key input and 5

volt trigger outputs.

Envelope delay up to

two seconds gives
slapback and repeat
effects.

AGATE

Give yourself the creative
edge-get the full facts
today!

Rebis Audio Ltd. Kinver Street, Stourbridge West Midlands DY8 5AB. ENGLAND.
Telephone: (0384) 71865. Telex: 335494.
Australia; John Barn Group, Artarmon \.S.A\. 02 439 6935. Austria; Bauer Sound, Hirnberg 02235-89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles 522 70 tA. Canada;
Heini Electronics Inc., Ontario
727-1951. Denmark; Kinovox A/S, Lynge02 187617. Finland; Studiotec. Espoo 514133. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 8786210. High
Fidelity Services, Paris 2850040. Germany; Thum &
Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173-7806-0. Hong Kong & China; Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon 3-7125251. Italy; Startek, Bologna 32 10 63. Jamaica; Audiofon
Systems Ltd., Kingston
926-2569. Japan; Hibino Electro Sound Inc.. Tokso 442-4161. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035.
New Zealand; Maser Broadcast Systems Ltd., Glenfield
444-3583. Saudi Arabia; Fad il Hahn any & Sons, Dammam 8570848. South Africa; Tru-Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 786 7177. Spain; Singleton
Productions, Barcelona 237 7060. Sweden;
Tal & Ton. Gothenburg 803620. Switzerland; E.M.M. Studio. Basel. 061 54 20 45.
U.S.A.; Rebis U.S. Atlanta, Georgia 404 633 6626.

Lyrec TR 533

___________J
The one word that describes, not only

our engineering, but also our concept of
uncomplicated design solutions.
-

Technology where it counts and
only where it counts is Lyrec
policy. We have gone to great
length to ensure that high
technology and "bells and
whistles" are kept out of designs
unless really required. Microprocessors, for arguments sake,
are only used where they are at
their advantage. Uncomplicated
and easily understood solutions
to design problems are always
preferred as long as performance
remains uncompromised. Readily
available and well proven
components keep production and
end user maintenance costs
down.
The Lyrec TR533 is available in 16
or 24 track versions on 2" tape
format and with two metering
options.

-

Distributors to the Recording Industry
SCENIC SOUNDS (Equipment) Ltd.,
10, William Road, London, NW1 3EN.
Tel: (01) 387 1262 Telex: 2739 SCENIC

G

Lyrec Manufacturing A/S Box 199 Hollandsvej 12, DK -2800 Lyngby, Denmark.
Tel: 02-876322 22. Telex 37568 lyrec dk.

The standard version has its VU
meter panel built into the compact
mainframe, thus reducing overall
size.
Optionally the machine is
available with its metering panel
mounted in the more traditional

overbridge fashion.
User friendly tape transport logic.
Servo controlled solenoids.
Crystal controlled tape speed.
Phase locked loop capstan drive.
Phase compensated record
amplifiers.
Self aligning servo guide rollers.
Comprehensive and compact
Autolocator and
Full audio remote control.
Double indemnity record
function.
14" capacity.

U.K. (Broadcast and duplicators only)
LYREC (U.K.) Ltd, 13, Hampden Hill,
Beaconsfield, Bucks. HP9 1BP.
Tel: (04946) 4425 Telex: 838725 TTLG

Lyrec IM
MM OF

DENMARK

Technology where it counts
i.>

They build a
And we've built a great reputation in professional audio. So if
you're in the market for a digital multi -track recorder, the only logical
choice is Sony.
You can be confident of our experience in professional
electronics. And you can be confident of working with an established

great truck.
industry format. With over 200 Sony systems in use, compatibility
isn't a problem, it's a plus.
But best of all, Sony equipment is famous for working right out
of the box. So the quicker we get the box off the truck, the quicker you
can be in business. s

N
Y
O
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DOES YOUR LIMITER
MASSACRE YOUR SOLID?
can run hotter levels to maximize
signal-to-noise levels without fear of
chopping up your sound. The new Aphex
overloading your recording or transfer
Dominator" is the perfect solution.
mediums.
Unlike dumb, over-threshold devices, the
The Dominator is ideal for any situation
Dominator is an intelligent 3 -band limiter
where clipping is a
with a proprietary
problem, such as
circuit which varies
Provides Absolute Peak Ceiling.
digital audio, disc
the threshold for
Total transparency below
mastering, video post
limiting. The result is
processing threshold.
production and film.
an absolute peak
Increased loudness
Stop massacring your
ceiling while
Freedom from spectral gain
sound. Ask your audio
maintaining a
intermodulation
professional for a free
transparent sound.
Minimal loss of transient feel
trial of the Aphex
Selectable crossover
High density capability
Dominator. Once
frequencies, plus high
Flexible-easy to use
you've heard it, you'll
and low frequency
Multiple applications
never be satisfied
drive controls allow
Made in U.S.A.
with your old limiters.
creative flexibility.
Most limiters are far from perfect... literally

You

Aphex Systems Ltd.
13340 Saticoy Street North Hollywood, Ca 91605 (818) 765-2212 TWX: 910-321-5762
Dominator is a trademark of Aphex Systems Ltd.
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We have succeeded in keeping all the active controls of
this compact Stereo mixer on only two sides. The AD 260's
level controls, input attenuator, high pass filters, meters,
monitoring, limiters and tone generator are all on the top
panel. The pan controls and tape returns are the only active
controls on the side panel. It is this attention to ergonomically
sound design which has earned our company its reputation
for leadership in the portable sound mixing industry.
SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME
Want to hear more?
Hall Lane, Walsall Wood, Walsall, West Mdlands WS9 9AU, England
Give Antony Levesley a ring, you'll like what he has to say. Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 375351. Telex: 338212 Chocom G.

1O

DEVELOPMENTS LTD
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The smallest and most reliable
Radio Microphone System

I

Sennheiser manufactures an extensive range of Radio
microphones and audio products. Please tick the
appropriate box if you would like information on the

I

following.

I

Dynamic mics
Electret condenser mics Tie clip mics
Infra-red sound
Radio mics
Studio quality mics
Headphones
Ltransmission Headsets

I

Please send me further information on the Sennheiser
range of Radio microphones.

1

NAME
ADDRESS
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balk with the roughest co:-alitions to
gel the best in audio equipment to
people who can appreciate service
out of the ordinary.
Even to the hell of the French
Riviera in July. The Prave lads at
Hilton didn't flinch when stout
hearted volunteers were needed to
truck a cargo ot eigital audio
recording gear down to ,:acques
Loassier's Miraval Studios in le Val.
If Spandau Ballet want the best in

audio equipment in the far wastcs
the tkIe d'Azur then who are we to
complain? Muste, be downhill all the
way to the South of France though,
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because the lads seethed to lake a lot
longer getting back than they cid
going. Seriously though, the odd
glass of Chateau Miraval beside the
studio pool was well earned R & R
after breaking our own re2ortts
delivering and troubleshooting the
installatior.
That's the philosophy Hilton
Sound's reputation is built on.
Delivering the best service and
equipment to our clients. Whenever,
www.americanradiohistory.com

whatever and wherever they want it.
We cot Id do the sane for you.
'Zing Andy at Hilton Sound and find
out how we can make your life easier,
ho matter where yí u want to send us.

VS(KTIVI)

for
Mitsubishi

Steedrnan Street London SE17
idepnone: 01-708 0483.
EMU, REF: HILTON -SOUND- UK.
DCS 131L FAX NO. 01-703 0774.
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672A/67A Equalisers

622B Parametric Equaliser

A parametric EQ with graphic controls, including
variable high and low-pass filters usable as an
electronic crossover (mono or stereo)

An exceptionally versatile EQ

which has become the standard in
studios, broadcast and road shows.

oelon

Orban Associates Inc.
European Master Distributor

Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing Ltd
Unit 2,12 William Road, London NW1 3EN. Tel: 01-3871262 Telex 27939
Belgium Trans European Music (Bruxelles) Finland Studiotec (Espoo) France 3M France SA, Mincom Div (Paris) Germany Estemac (Hamburg)
Germany Hausman Electronic (Berlin) Greece Audiolab (Hellas (Athens) Holland Cadac Holland (Hilversum) Italy Audio Products International (Milano)
Norway LydRommet (Oslo) Portugal Ampere] (Lisbon) Spain Singleton Productions (Barcelona) Sweden Tal & Ton (Gothenburg) Switzerland Audio Bauer (Zurich)

ScotchCart1M
NAB HEAD
PENETRATION AND
CENTRING MARKS

NATURALLY
LUBRICATED
CONCAVE GUIDES

PLAYBACK
HEAD

SHIELD

WINDOW FOR VISUAL
SPLICE
IDENTIFICATION

NO

PRESSURE
PADS

CONSTANT
TENSION
CONTROL
ARM

TENSION
SPRING
NON -ROTATING

"Abbey Road
Studios
loved us,yeah,
yeah,yeah."
Abbey Road, probably the most famous studio in the world, chose
the Calrec UA8000.

PATENTED

HUB

LOW

FRICTION
HUB
FEWER
TAPE
LAYERS

4 SCREWED
CONSTRUCTION

LIFE

EXTENSION

NATURAL TAPE
PACK EXIT

CAM

SPECIALLY DESIGNED TAPE FOR LOW
AND HIGH FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE
(BIAS COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING "HOT" TAPE)

THE CLEAR SOUND CHOICE

°°

Puk Studios

the cartridge thought we
revolution were

The ScotchCart from 3M brings a revolutionary new design
and a new tape quality to broadcast cartridges.
This double breakthrough means you can now equal the
frequency response of professional reel-to-reel performance
with a cartridge that lasts up to five times longer than
conventional designs.
Cartridge design has no pressure pads and incorporates
a non -rotating hub. This improves troublesome tape
guidance, tape wear, modulation noise and eliminates hub
rattle. It also minimises wow and flutter and
over-shoot of stop cues.
The new lubricated
studio quality tape offers high
output and low noise for
recording at high levels
without performance loss.
For the full story, just
contact F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

3M

Puk Studios, probably the most talked about facility in Scandinavia,
chose the Calrec ÚA8000.

TIE CLEAR SOUND CHOICE
Now you've got a clear choice, which is great to hear.

cainsfec
Calrec by ams, Calrec is a division of AMS Industries plc.
AMS Industries plc, AMS Industries Park, Billington Road,
Burnley, Lancs. BB 11 5ES.
Telephone enquiries: (0422) 842159.
Telex 63108 AMS-G Attention CALBEC.

F W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WC6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502 Fax 01-2075970

The Queen's Award for Expon Achievement to Edendeck Ltd

984%5 and AMS

Industries plc I98ó

In July 1985 Edendeck Ltd became AMS Industries plc.
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Partners in time
Fm

Iecation to studio, Nagra Kudelski set the standarcs
with their IV -S Time CDde and T Audio Time Code machines.

[

SMPTE/EBU 80 COMPATABILITY

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM! VI DEC DUBBING

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECOGE

FILM /VIDEO SEPARATE SOUND

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECOCE

FILM/VIDEO SOUND FOLLOWER

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

FILM / VIDEC EDITING

NAGRA KUDELSKI TIMECODE

NAGRA

Please send me information on the Nagra Kudelski IV -S and
T Audio Time Code Machines.

-1,4l

Hayden Laboratories Ltd, FREEPOST, Hayden House, Ch Item Hi
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL99BS. Tel. (0753) 888447

NAME
I,

,ADDRESS

SS

108ó

Wandel &Goltermann
Electronic MeasurementTechnolcgy

The NFA-1
The right answer
to most
audio test problems

The NFA-1 is the simple, easy and reliable way to do audio tests. 30 measurement modes, max. frequency 200 kHz.
selective and wide High versatility:
band level meter phase and frequency
meter
noise level meter distortion
and differency frequency meter wow&
flutter runup time and rumble -voltage
meter
signal generator. No need to
bother with piles of equipment and
masses of cable.
Easy operation: Due to menu control
and memory for upto 49 complete front
panel setups. Paired, balanced inputs
and outputs. IEC/IEEE bus.

*
*
*

*
*

*

*

Wande &Goltermann, Abt. PMW, Postfach 45, D-7412 Eninger
Fed. Rep. of Germany, Tel. +(49) 71 21-89 1 Tlx. 7 29 833
would like
E an FA -1 colour brochure
a saes engineer
,

I

Name
Company
Street
Town.
Tel.

E

6369 K
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People, events, services

China Stage
Exhibition

&

Hosted by the China Council
for the Promotion of
International Trade (CCPIT)
Beijing Sub-Council, the China
Stage & Sound '86 will take
place between December 1st to
6th, 1986, at the Beijing

Exhibition Centre, People's
Republic of China.
The exhibition will cover
theatre, sound, lighting, film
and television production
equipment. According to the
promoters, representatives of
exhibiting companies will have
the unique opportunity to
meet key officials from China's
most influential cultural
organisation, in addition to
purchasing agents and
end-users.
The Ministry of Culture and

Agencies
BASF has appointed GAB
Studio Services, with offices in
Ayr and Minishant, as
Scottish distributor for
professional tape products.
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
has appointed Park Industrial
Exports Ltd as their sole and
exclusive dealer for Turkey,
handling the entire range of
Soundcraft mixing consoles,
tape machines and power
amplifiers. Contact Moiz
Fresko, Park Industrial
Exports Ltd, 73 Upper
Richmond Road, London SW15
2SZ. Tel: 01-870 0051/3.

John & Ivor Arbiter Ltd
have been given exclusive UK
distribution of Shiino
Corporation products including
the Vesta Fire ranges. They
have also been appointed to
represent Dynamix and RAM
mixing consoles. John & Ivor
Arbiter Ltd, JVC house,
Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, Priestley Way,
London NW2 7BA. Tel: 01-452
1132.

Harrison Systems Inc has
appointed three new US
dealerships for its broadcast
console line. Bradley Broadcast
Sales, MD; Broadcast Supply
West, WA; and CrouseKimzey, TX.

Elliot Brothers have been
appointed UK distributors to
theatres and broadcasters for
the Renkus Heinz Smart
loudspeaker systems. Elliott
Bros. Ltd, Osney Mead, Oxford
26
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Sound

APRS
news
The APRS has completed its

work on the design of colour coded labels for tape boxes.
Working in conjunction with
The Ministry of Television,
the Producers Guild the final
Radio and Film have both
designs are to be made
officially endorsed the
available in the form of
exhibition. These ministries
gummed labels in special
are committed to the
dispensers. The new system is
enhancing of cultural life
designed to avoid confusion
through the upgrading of the
between various `masters' and
technology of the 3,000
theatres and theatrical groups, production copies and the
APRS hopes the system will be
40 television stations and 80
adopted internationally.
radio stations that currently
The Technical Sub exist.
Committee is to go ahead with
The exhibition is organised
the organisation of a series of
by the China Expo
new technology seminars. This
Management Corporation
will concentrate strictly on the
(6 East 39th St, Suite 700,
New York, NY 10016) and co- latest technological
developments and will only be
ordinated in Europe by Nigel
open to APRS members. The
Clarke, Pressplan Marketing
first of these new seminars,
Ltd, 17 Verulam Road, St
will be held towards the end of
Albans, Herts AL3 4DA, UK.
Tel: 0727 33291. Telex: 24492. September and the first topic
will be Dolby SR.
Edward Masek has accepted
an invitation from the
Executive to retain his role as
OX2 OER. Tel: 0865 249259.
organiser of the APRS '87
Pacific Communications
Systems Ltd of Auckland, New exhibition. It is expected that
he will assist the new
Zealand has been appointed
exclusive dealer for the Texan secretary who is expected to be
appointed in September or
manufacturer Logitek's
October.
broadcast products in New
At the APRS AGM the
Zealand.
TracSystems, manufacturer APRS '86 show was acclaimed
as the best ever and the move
of professional high speed
to Olympia 2 was voted a
cassette duplicators, has
resounding success. The
appointed Clyde Electronics
Ltd as distributors in Scotland organisers felt confident that
the show, which was fully
for the CD201 cassette
booked in 1986, will continue
duplicator. Clyde Electronics
Ltd, Unit 45, 3 North Avenue, to expand and the possibility
of booking a further floor at
Clydebank Business Park,
Clydebank G81 2LA.
Tel: 041-952 7950.
D3
Audio Kinetics has
Sony Broadcast is setting up a
appointed SCV Audio to
UK digital users' group. The
represent their product range
group's foundation, announced
in France. SCV Audio, BP
50056, ZI Paris Nord II, 95947 at the APRS, is in response to
the growing number of UK
Roissy Charles de Gaulle,
professionals using DASH
Cedex, France. Tel: (1) 4863
format recorders and CD
2211.
mastering systems. The club
AK has also been setting up
takes its title from the three
a UK dealer network for the
`Ds'-DASH, DAT and Digital.
recently introduced Pacer
Initially the D3 Club will be
chase synchroniser. Companies
limited to sound engineers,
recently appointed include
CTI, 118-120 Lower Rathmines hire companies, producers and
musicians based in the UK.
Road, Dublin 6, Eire;
Meetings will be based on
Synchrotech, 66 Rochester
informal forums that will
Place, London NW1 9JX, a
include the presentation of
sister company of Multitrack
new equipment and ideas,
Hire; Raper & Wayman, 34
thoughts on how revisions and
Danbury Street, London
improvements can be made,
N1 8JU and ITA, 1 Felgate
appraisals of operational and
Mews, Studland Street,
service requirements and,
London W6 9JT.
significantly, the discussion of

Sony

Olympia 2 if required would
be considered.
The next APRS show may
be four days instead of three.
A provisional booking for the
Saturday has already been
made at the request of some
exhibitors and other APRS
members. It will be confirmed
if sufficient exhibitors agree to
the change.
At the 33rd Annual General
Meeting held on July 8th, Phil
Dudderidge, chairman and
managing director of
Soundcraft, was voted on the
the committee. He replaces
Peter Tattersall, formerly MD
of Strawberry Studios.
Re-elected were Roger
Cameron (representing Tony
Faulkner's Green Room
Productions), Bob Hine
(BASF), Bill Foster (Tape One
Studios), Tim Cuthbertson
(Audio Rents), Ken Townsend
(Abbey Road Studios) and
Simon White (Marquee
Studios).
At an Extraordinary
General Meeting which
preceded the AGM a
recommendation from the
Executive that a division of
the APRS should be created
under the name British Record
Producers Guild was approved.
It is felt that this development
will strengthen links with
producers and will lead to an
improved understanding of the
relationship between rates
charged in the studio and the
capital costs involved.

Club

studio techniques using
digital.
It is anticipated that there
will be two D3 meetings a
year. The inaugural meeting
which was in July will be
followed by a second meeting
planned for November 26th. In
order to keep the emphasis on
DASH it has been agreed that
the club will be geared to
large scale users of digital
recording equipment rather
than the ubiquitous PCM-F1
and PCM-701ES.
Although the organisation of
the D3 Club is initially down
to Sony, it is planned that the
group will eventually finance
itself and exert independent
pressure on the manufacturer
as time goes on.

Low- cost digital audio
comes of age.
The Sony PCM series has now been available
for several years. In this time recording and broadcast organisations, government, educational
and industrial establishments, as well as individual
users have all acknowledged the unique value
of these units, and made them a new standard.
It is the superlative quality of Sony PCM digital,
coupled with extremely low cost that has brought
about this professional acceptance of the range.
This is borne out by the number of new ancillary
products from other manufacturers, that have
further increased the flexibility and versatility of
the range. Examples of these products are the
'CLUE' logging and editing system from HHB, as
well as various interfaces which allow digital communication with the PCM 1610.
Sony has acknowledged that this acceptance
by professional users necessitates a change of

policy towards these products, Accordingly they
have upgraded them from the domestic catalogue, and, realising the need for professional
support and all that that entails, have appointed

dealers to represent them in
the pro -audio market.
We are proud to announce this appointment,
and happy to assure our customers of continued
availability of the PCM range. The re -instatement
of the PCM production line has been very largely
due to pressure from end -users, who are after all
the motivating force in the audio world. So if you
are involved with audio recording and are still
unfamiliar with Sony digital, then you owe it to yourself to call HHB - the No.1 name in Digital Audio.
HHB as specialist

SONY

FROM

HMb

HHB HIRE & SALES, UNIT F NEW CRESCENT WORKS, NICOLL ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX. TELEPHONE: 01=9613295.TELEX: 923393.
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THE SONY PCMF1 ADD PCM701ES DIGtFAL AUDIO PROCESSORS.
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Contracts
EMI Abbey Road studios
has chosen a Calrec UA8000
music console for installation
in Studio Three. This will be
the first UA8000 console to be
installed in the UK and the
first delivered after the merger
with AMS.
As a result of efforts by Dr
Martin Wesley -Smith, senior
lecturer in composition and
electronic music at the New
South Wales State
Conservatorium of Music, a
Fairlight CMI has been
donated to China's Beijing
Central Conservatory as a
cultural exchange gift. With

ME TWINS AMUSED THEMSELVES

BY TESTING TELCOM3 C4DM WITH
A SPONSORKD BACKSTAGETINDROP.,.
Everyone who gives the Telcom C4DM
we are by
this most effective noise reduction
system.
Its advantages over other systems are
its greater noise reduction and simplicity
of alignment. It is in fact the noise
reduction system you don't hear!
Telcom C4DM interfaces with all standard rack systems to produce a result we
think is comparable with the vastly more
expensive digital systems, yet produces a
more detailed musical quality of sound.
Enjoy hearing less of what you don't
want, and more of what you do.
We can supply all your U.K. audio
hire needs from a noise gate to a
complete multitrack recording pack.
Our full range of equipment is also
available in Europe, contact our new
German office at the address below.
a fair hearing is as impressed as

Contact: MATTHEW
7251

PE AVERS ELECTROSPACE GERMANY. WENTAL STRASSE 30.
WILMSHEIM WEST GERMANY. TEL 07044-42807

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON

N1

8QH

BRITANNIA
ROSA!

01

226 3377

COMPLETE SERVICE AUDIO HIRE
TEL: DAY 01-226 3377 NIGHT 01-2231901 BLACK 281
TELEX:268279 BRITRO G
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the help of the department of
foreign affairs, the music
board of the Australia Council
and the Australia -China
council, a substantial discount
from Fairlight themselves and
organisation effort of Musica
Viva the exchange took place

last June.
Denmark's Puk Studios
have decided to install Sony
and Mitsubishi digital
equipment. The facility now
has two Mitsubishi 32 -track
and three Sony 24 -tracks as
well as two Fairlight CMI
series Ills.

People
Audio Precision has
appointed Adolfo Rodriguez as
marketing product manager
for the System One audio test
equipment; he was previously
responsible for marketing
Tektronix audio test

director at Vitavox where he
will be responsible for creating
a combined technical
department for all three
subsidiary companies.
DeltaLab, pro-audio division
of Analog & Digital Systems
instruments.
Inc has promoted James D
Audio Kinetics' Suzanne
Sullivan, formerly assistant
Foster has been appointed
sales manager, to director. He
marketing co-ordinator
replaces Richard E DeFreitas
whereby she will continue to
who is to devote his time to
work with David Neal
engineering.
administering advertising and
Alpha Audio has announced
organising exhibitions but will the promotions of Carlos
also be responsible for
Chafin (formerly creative
generating and co-ordinating
director) and Robert Tulloh
the company's PR.
(formerly director of R&D) to
John Kaposi has been
vice-presidents of the
appointed group technical
corporation.

In brief
Strand Lighting has a new
telephone number: 01-560
3171. Other details including
telex, fax, direct line numbers
and address remain the same
and other Rank trading
companies on the Brentford
site will retain the old
number: 01-568 9222...
As of August 1 Precision

Instrument Laboratories

(PIL Ltd) ceased trading to
become part of Instruments
Electrical Co Ltd. IEC will

from The Secretary, Cristofori
Ltd, 20 Conduit Place, London
W2. Tel: 01-402 4304.. .
Carlsbro has opened a new
professional audio division in
Mansfield, Notts. The
demonstration room has been
developed along control room
lines. A 264 -point jackfield
allows access to around 50

outboard units including
products from Drawmer, Bel,
Lexicon, Symetrix, dbx,
Electrospace and Aphex. CPA
are also the sole Midlands
representative for TAC

then deal exclusively with the
home market for both the.
repair and supply of test and
consoles.
measuring instruments. A new Calsboro Sound Centres Ltd,
company called PIL

International has been formed
and will trade exclusively with
the export market...
Cristofori Pianoforti, UK
representative for Fazioli of
Italy, has announced the
availability of their pianos on
a rental basis. Further details

182-184 Chesterfield Road
North, Mansfield, Notts NG19

7JD, UK... Studio 301 are
now on electronic mail. They

are the first Australian studio
to sign on to the Australian
Management Communications
system of IMC/ESI. Their ID is
EMI -STUDIOS-AA.

111141
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AMS merger

Edge Technology buys
Turbosound and BSS

AMS Industries plc has
announced a proposed merger

between themselves and
Calrec Audio. Under Stock
Exchange rules AMS are to
call an Extraordinary General
companies.
Meeting to consider, and if
Edgetech, as the group will
thought fit, pass an Ordinary
be known generally, will be
resolution enabling AMS to
making further acquisitions
acquire the whole of the issued
but as yet no specific
share capital of Calrec.
indications of their interests
At the present time AMS
have been hinted at.
has offered £1,600,000 for
The Edge Technology Group
Ltd, 202-208 New North Road, Calrec, £360,000 to be satisfied
by the issue of fully paid new
London Nl 7BL, UK. Tel:
Ordinary Shares of 5p in AMS
01-226 0099.
and the balance to, be paid in
cash from AMS's existing cash
resources. In addition an
November 6 to 9 Institute of additional profit bonus may
become payable under the
Acoustics 2nd Annual
Conference: Reproduced Sound, service contracts for certain
Hydro Hotel, Windermere, UK. executive directors. The day to
November 12 to 16 81st AES day activities of Calrec will
remain under the control of
Convention, Los Angeles,
three executive directorsUSA.
K Farrar, D S Jagger and
November 19 to 22 14th
G M Waddington. C Beaumont
Tonmeistertagung Munchen
86, Deutsche Museum,
and K Ellis are due to retire
from the Calrec board in
Munich, West Germany.
BSS will be based at the same
head office they will continue
to operate as separate

The Edge Technology Group
Ltd has acquired The
Turbosound Group of
companies and Brooke Siren
Systems. The new holding
company will be based in the
UK with offices in New York
and Tokyo. Michael O'Flynn
has been appointed chairman
and directors of Turbosound
and Brooke Siren Systems are
to be principals in the new
company.
Although Turbosound and

Forthcoming events
September 19 to 23
International Broadcasting

Convention, Brighton, UK.
October 1 to 2 Sound Comm
86, New Century Hall,
Corporation Street,
Manchester, UK.
October 28 11th Sound
Broadcasting Equipment
Show, Albany Hotel,
Birmingham, UK.

January 1987 and March 1987
respectively. After the merger
AMS will continue to trade as
AMS Industries plc. All Calrec
products will be promoted as
`Calrec by AMS'.
Both AMS and Calrec are
currently heavily involved in
research and development of
digital audio techniques and a
sharing of skills and
understanding is felt to be
beneficial to the group and for
the industry as a whole.
In addition to the advantage
of a shared research group the
close proximity of the two
companies should allow a
trouble -free relocation of all
Calrec operations in Hebden
Bridge to the new AMS
headquarters 14 miles from

the existing Calrec premises.

New address
Vitavox has moved to
Vitavox House, Elstree Way,
Borehamwood, Herts WD6
1SF. Tel: 01-953 4151.
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Technically superior and totally dependable high
quality power amplifiers.
PPX, better performance.

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Abacus ARTA 600 analyser

Audio Precision modules
Audio Precision has introduced
new routing switcher modules
for the System One audio test
set. With the fully balanced
switchers it is possible to
automate testing of consoles,
distribution amps, multitrack
tape machines, audio routing
switchers and multiple units of
simpler audio devices.
Each module contains two
`common' and 12 switchable
connectors. Up to 192 inputs
and 192 outputs can be
obtained by daisy chaining
modules.

Four versions are available:
SWR-122M output switcher (12
male/two female connectors);
SWR-122F input switcher (12
female/two male connectors);
SWR-122P patch point
switcher (one generator
connector/one analyser
connector/12 5 -pin XLR-type
connectors) and the SWR-122T
which uses terminal strips on
the circuit board for customer
connection of multiwire cables
and connectors. Internal
jumpers allow the T module to
be used in any of the other

three configurations.
Brief manufacturer's
specifications include crosstalk
between any two channels of
-160 dB at 1 kHz, -134 dB at
20 kHz and -120 dB to
100 kHz with 600 S2 source or
load resistance on the
measured channel. Maximum
signal rating is 200 V peak
with relay contacts rated to
switch up to 60 W or 2 A.
Series resistance and shunting
capacitance are 0.5 f per side
and typically 80 pF each side
to ground.
Each module is lU high and

features high quality
armature -style relays with
positive wiping action and
gold-plated bifurcated contacts
sealed in a dry nitrogen
atmosphere. Typical relay
lifetime is 10 million
operations.
Audio Precision, PO Box
2209, Beaverton, OR 97075,

Abacus Electrics has developed
a
audio analyser
/-octave
suitable
for use with an
external large screen X/Y
monitor or DC -coupled
oscilloscope. Specifications
include 30 `single -pole pair'
1/2 -octave filters on ISO centres
(25 Hz to 20 kHz); a
measurement range from
-60 dBm to +20 dBm in five
switched ranges; spectrally flat
pink noise generator,
unbalanced 700 mV max level.
The display drive is variable
up to ±5 V with a 20 dB
display range and the unit can
display either energy levels,
X/Y signals for phase
comparisons or both
simultaneously.
Inputs include XLR-type mic
connector with 12 V phantom

powering and two unbalanced
X and Y inputs on 4 mm
terminals. Outputs are all
4 mm terminals and an
optional rack -mounting kit is
available.
Also available is the type
503 interface which links the
ARTA 600 to an Apple II
computer. This allows
measurements to be stored,
averaged and displayed with
other data, saved to and
recalled from disk and printed
out when required.

Abacus Electrics, 10 Barley
Mow Passage, Chiswick W4
4PH, UK. Tel: 01-994 6477.
Studio Agent: Quested
Monitoring Systems Ltd, 59
Maltings Close, Bagleys Lane,
London SW6 2BX, UK. Tel:
01-731 7434.

BGW SPA -1 and SPA -3 amps
BGW has introduced two new
signal processing power
amplifiers. The SPA -1 is an
integrated package designed to

facilities to the SPA -1, the
SPA-3 also features 2 -channel
all -pass filter delay, a high
frequency propagation loss
power sub -bass speakers in
compensation filter and a
high quality sound
socket for plug in input
reinforcement applications. In transformer. System
addition to two amplifier
configuration is via a plug in
modules (which can be quickly jumper network.
removed for servicing) the
Both amplifiers provide front
USA. Tel: (503) 297-4837.
SPA -1 features a number of
panel LED indication of
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment signal processing functions
status, ie amplifier on, input
Ltd, Unit 2, 12 William Road, including Linkwitz Riley
signal present, output signal
London NW1 3EN. Tel: 01-387 24 dB/octave or dual slope
present and overload. Power
1262.
12 dB/octave electronic
output for the SPA-1 is given
crossovers; minimum phase
as (dual channel mode) 250 W
type parametric equaliser and into 8 S2, 400 W into 4 S2 or
all -pass filter delay for
600 W into 2 S2. In bridged
The T2-H7-AC tentelometer
and the tape.
improved time alignment.
mono mode the output is
measures tape tension on
The unit's ability to measure
Other features include active 800 W into 8 S2 or 1200 W into
1/4 in reel-to-reel machines and
tape tension on 1/4 in machines balanced inputs, digitised
452.
of NAB audio cartridges.
can prove useful in diagnosing stepped attenuators (claimed
The SPA-3 has a total power
Ideally audio carts should
tape handling and wow and
to be accurate to 0.10 dB), fan output of 850 W (FTC) with
provide an optimum 1 to 3 oz
flutter problems. Also with
cooling and a cap screw
250 W into 8 S2, 400 W into 4 S2
of tape tension otherwise
`constant tension' recorders
security cover.
for the low section and 250 W
problems can occur. Low
this type of dynamic tension
The SPA -3 uses three BGW into 8 f, 125 W into 16 S2 or
tension can cause poor head to measurement is essential for
power amplifier modules and
300 W into 4 S2 for the mid and
tape contact and a higher
proper alignment and
is designed to drive modern
high. Maximum gain for both
incidence of tape destruction
maintenance.
PA systems with midrange
amplifiers is 30 dB each
due to wrapping around the
Crow Broadcast Systems,
speakers and wide bandwidth
channel.
capstan. Too high a tension
Hudsons House, 264 Bath
compression drivers and horns. BGW Systems, 13130 South
can cause splice failures,
Road, Slough, Berkshire
As with the SPA -1, the unit is Yukon Avenue, Hawthorne,
increased wow and flutter and SLl 4EW, UK. Tel: 0753
packaged in a 51/4 in rack
CA 90250, USA. Tel: (213)
faster wear both of the heads 31181.
mounting chassis. Similar in
973-8090.

Crow T2 -H7 -AC tentelometer
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The music mastering
machine by Revox.
The Revox PR99 MK II now
offers features like an LFT)
real-time counter for exact

elapsed tape time in hours,
minutes and seconds. An
Address Locate button to
automatically search for any
pre -selected address point.
A Zero Locate feature to bring
the tape back to the zero
counter reading. Auto Repeat
to continuously replay a tape
segment of any length. And
built-in variable speed control
to raise or lower pitch up to
7 semitones. Options include
monitor panel, remote control,
steel roll -around console, and
carry case.

If you're serious about
music recording, you'll want
to make your master tapes on
a professional open reel. And
if you want the best sounding
tapes, you'll use a tape deck
from the world's most
respected name in audio
recording: Studer Revox.
Audition the PR99 MI< II
today at your Revox

Professional Dealer.

EVOX
R
Dedicated to excellence.

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobad Street, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502 Fax 01-2075970
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Symetrix 528 voice processor
Designed for sound contractors
and contained within a single
U package, the Symetrix 528
is a dedicated unit for
microphone signal processing.
Various functions are provided
including mic amp, phantom
powering, compressor/limiter,
downward expander,
parametric equaliser and de esser. Up to 60 dB of gain is
available and although the
`normal' signal path takes in
all five processing stages,
provision has been made on
the unit for bypassing sections

The parametric EQ provides
12 dB boost or 30 dB cut and

has been designed to optimise
the response from lavalier
mics. In addition to equalising
the audio signal the
parametric section can also be
used in the 528's internal
control circuit making the
interactive dynamics processor
frequency dependent.
Finally, according to
Goutam has introduced the
and stereo output metering.
Symetrix the selectable
Aries 24/8/16 recording console Other standard features
frequency and range controls
featuring phantom power,
include channel peak level
of the de -esser permit higher
3 -band EQ with swept mid and LED, -20 dB pad, and
than average recorded levels
switched high and low
headphone amplifier.
or creating additional
to be used on tape and for this
frequency controls, channel
processing with each processor purpose they suggest the use
Goutam
Electronic
Products
mute, four pre/post aux sends,
section having its own set of
of the de -esser outputs on the
Ltd, 6-24 Southgate Road,
two returns with full routing
rear panel normalled patching rear panel when a logger feed
London
Nl,
UK.
Tel:
01-249
and mutes, 100 mm faders and 5306.
connections. Individual
is required.
remote power supply for low
processor bypass switches are
Symetrix, 4211 24th Avenue
noise operation.
UK: MTR Ltd, Ford House, 58 provided on the front panel.
West, Seattle, WA 98199,
The adjustable meter bridge Cross Road, Bushey, Herts
For normal applications the USA. Tel: (206) 282-2555.
contains 16 group meters, PFL WD1 4DQ. Tel: 0923 34050.
compressor/limiter and
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6
downward expander are
Letchworth Business Centre,
interactive in order to provide Avenue One, Letchworth,
the best signal to noise ratio
Herts SG6 2HR. Tel:
under the given circumstances. 046 26 75675.
Fostex is introducing two new
The new multitrack
stereo machines plus a
machines feature Dolby C. The
replacement for the B16 and
E8 provides eight tracks on
an 8 -track '/4 in recorder.
'A in tape and E16, 16 on '/z in.
Machines include full
Fostex Corp, 512
microprocessor control over
Miyazawacho, Akishima,
functions and feature
Tokyo. Tel: 0425-45-6111.
time/speed display, three
Telex: 2842-203.
motors, locate functions and
UK: Bandive Ltd, Brent View
edit and spooling modes.
A centre track for SMPTE is Road, London NW9 7EL. Tel:
01-202 4155.
standard on the stereo
machines. The new E2 is a
USA: Fostex Corporation of
'/4 in, 71/2/15 in/s machine, the
America, 15431 Blackburn
E22 a 15/30 in/s version using Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650.
1/2 in tape.
Tel: (213) 921-1112.

Goutam Aries console

Fostex E series recorders

Soundmaster Syncro
synchroniser
Soundmaster has introduced a
new integrated editing system
based around the Syncro and
controlled by IBM PC -based
Soundmaster software. The
Syncro communicates with the
host computer via a 5 MHz
data bus and `smart' machinemounted interfaces allow for
universal cabling. Each Syncro
contains an 8088 and 8087
microprocessor and onboard
RAM to support edit list
multi -tasking.
Among the features are
variable speed lock from '/a to
3 times play speed, numerous
32
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programmable closures for
external equipment tripping,
keyboard designation of
master machine, simultaneous
sync of all international
timecodes and the ability to
servo the master to an
external sync source. The
Soundmaster control software
is also enhanced and includes
significantly expanded edit list
features.

Soundmaster International
Inc, 306 Rexdale Blvd, Unit
5, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M9W 1R6. Tel: (416)
741-4034.
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COMBINATION
li

The Amek Angela must be now nearly as well known

you're putting together a new multitrack studio, or
as the MTR90. The attributes of the Angela are many and

upgrading an existing one, the combination of an Otani
varied, but those most commonly -quoted are the highly

multitrack and an Amek Angela has probably already
musical eq section and general transparency of sound,

occurred to you.
the incredible flexibility of operation and the very high
It's a combination that over the last two years has

standard of mechanical construction.

proved the most successful we've handled in our 14

ITA

years.

-

UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
OF
OTARI AND AMEK
Only ITA can offer the experience of having already

installed many OtarifAmek systems, for a variety of

different applications, from private studios to video
post-production facilities.
We don't stop w,th Otani and Amek; our product

range is about the largest of any UK supplier, and the ITA
The MTR90, as the world's best-selling multitrack

recorder, needs little introduction. Suffice to say the

service includes studio design and building as well as full
installation and back-up.

MTR90 is now the first choice of many of the world's

ITA-the one source. Call Mick Boggis now for the

leading producers and engineers.
full story.

The new Otani MX70 is a state-of-the-art 1"8- or
16 -track

drawing on the advanced design ideas of the

MTR90. The MX70 makes Otani performance and

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS

features available at a much lower price.

1

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVIS'ON

Felgate Mews, Studlard St, London W6 9JT. Tel: 01-748 9009 Telex:

21
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Alesis Midifex
QuAD 606

Quad 606 power amp
A high powered version of the

forward error correction
recently introduced 306 stereo (Current Dumping) with a
power amplifier, the 606 has a separate power supply for each
maximum power output on
channel. Primarily designed
music programme of
for the domestic market the
180 W/channel into 8 St falling amplifier features standard
to 140 W on sine waves.
phono connectors on the inputs
Roughly double the output is
and 4 mm output terminals.
available when used with 4 St
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
loads. Input level is 0.5 V for
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18
140 W into 8 St. The 606 is
7DB, UK. Tel: 0480 52561.
claimed to be unconditionally USA: Quad USA, 695 Oak
stable into any load and with
Grove Avenue, Suite 3a,
any signal.
Menlo Park, CA 94025. Tel:
The Quad 606 uses feed (800) 227-9985.

Following the success of the
Midiverb is a new signal
processing unit packaged along
similar lines. The Midifex is a
real time multiple effects
processing device with 63
preset programs. User controls,
indicators and rear panel
connections are all identical to
the original Midiverb.
The new programs feature
single, double and triple -tap
delays; classic echo effects;
stereo synthesis; reverb
programs with unique
envelopes or panning effects
and filtered settings with
multiple high pass, band pass
or low pass filters added to
provide various colourations in
the sound.
In all there are 21 echo
drived presets, nine double -tap
settings, six triplé ones, six
regenerated programs, five
slap, seven reverb including
reverse and reverse

regenerated, three multitap,
two thickeners and finally four
stereo synthesis presets.
Many of the effects
incorporated into the
Midifex-which are available
at the touch of a buttonwould require several digital
multitap delays, a high quality
digital reverb, a number of
parametric equalisers and
multiple channels on the
mixing console to achieve
conventionally, says Alesis.
Also new is a mounting
adaptor which will enable two
Midiverbs or two Midifexs to
be installed in a 19 in rack.
Alesis, PO Box 3908, Los
Angeles, CA 90078, USA.
Tel: (213) 467-8000.
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6
Letchworth Business Centre,
Avenue One, Letchworth,

Herts SG6 2HR.
Tel: 04626 75675.
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Deltalab ADM 465 delay and
M1 monitors
The ADM 465 is a triple -tap
digital time delay designed for
the sound installer. Features
include a 20 Hz to 20 kHz
bandwidth, 90 dB dynamic
range, 155 ms of delay at each
tap adjustable in 5 ms steps
for a possible 465 ms of
maximum delay. The 465
employs Deltalab's proprietary
Adaptive Delta Modulation
and comes with XLR-type
connections and a tamper
resistant, transparent security
cover.
The Ml represents a new
extension of Deltalab's product
range. A 2 -way nearfield
monitor with drive units and
crossover developed and

Deltalab ADM 465 DDL

manufactured at Deltalab, the
Ml has a frequency range

Alesis Midifex

Deltalab Ml monitor

has a sensitivity of 88 dB
(1 W/1 m).

The speaker uses a 1 in soft
dome tweeter woven from
polyester fibres and a 4 in bass
driver with a rigid yet light
Stifflite cone and butyl rubber
surround. The Ml is protected
from thermal or electrical

overload with auto reset
restoring the signal
approx 20 s after the amp gain
is reduced. The cabinet is
aluminium with a textured
grey finish and perforated steel
grille.

Analog & Digital Systems
Inc, Pro Audio Division,
One Progress Way,
Wilmington MA 01887, USA.

Tel: (617) 658-5100.
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6
from 85 Hz to 20 kHz, a power Letchworth Business Centre,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 2HR.
handling capability of
Tel: 0462 675675.3
30 WRMS (150 W peak) and

KLARK

ete

The first name with
sound system designers
Whether it's for Concert Sound,
Broadcast, Public Address Sound
Reinforcement, or the staging of
a complex theatre spectacular,
sound system designers who rely
on equipment performing to
specification have come to trust
Klark-Teknik's commitment to
the professional sound
engineering industry.
Klark-Teknik's Graphic
Equalisers, Digital Audio Delay
Lines and Spectrum Analysers
are living up to their reputation
for reliable and dependable
standards of operation in sound
systems throughout the world.
Klark-Teknik's progressive
electronic design and industrial
grade engineering practices, have
given these products an
unrivalled price/performance
ratio and meet specifications as
accurately as they reflect the
professional intentions of those
who use them.
products you
Klark-Teknik
can specify and build into your
sound systems with confidence.
Klark-Tekalk Plc
Klark Industrial Park, Walter Nash Road
West, Kidderminster, Worcestershire
DY11 7HJ, England.
Telephone:(0562)741515 Telex: 339821
Fax: (05621745371

www.americanradiohistory.com

MUSIC PAGE
MUSIC PAGE

Studio synthesis including new releases from the British Music Fair, by Mark Jenkins
Many of the most exciting new
introductions at the British Music Fair
had already been seen at the APRS
show, since several companies such as
Roland, Yamaha, Akai and Sound
Technology now fully recognise the links
between pro audio and instrument

marketing.

Simmons
Simmons launched half-a -dozen new
electronic percussion products at
Frankfurt but had two more for the
BMF. MIDI -compatible units now include
the MTM (MIDI -Trigger -MIDI) interface
which allows you to connect MIDI and
non -MIDI percussion and synths, while
the DSM (Dual Sample Module) allows
you to double the sound potential of the
existing SDS9 drums.
SDS1000 is a rack mounting sampled
kit with a wide variety of familiar and
more exotic sounds, while TMI is a
trigger -to -MIDI interface which copes
with up to eight pad inputs and
effectively adds MIDI to the unit.
SDC200 is Simmons' new dedicated
electronic percussion combo amp with
wide-ranging response for sharp
percussion transients, and the SDE
expander allows you to load pitched
percussion sounds such as marimbas and
glockenspiels from cartridge for playing
from Simmons pads.
The new MTX9 is a 3 -channel
expander primarily for the SDS9 which
accesses sampled tom, timbale, cabasa
and other sounds, mixing the SDS9
sounds programmably with 20 memories
accessible through a footswitch, and
adding digital delay effects.
The SPM8:2 is a rack mounting
programmable mixer with 30 memories
for HF, LF, two effects, pan and fader on
each channel. Dynamic pan and a_DDL
make it possible to select complete
changes in dynamics, stereo positioning,
mix and EQ instantaneously.

Simmons Electronics, Alban Park,
Hatfield Rd, St Albans, Herts AIA

OJH, UK. Tel: 0727 36191.
USA: Simmons Group Center Inc, 23917
Craftsman Road, Calabasas, CA 91302.
Tel: (818) 884-2653.

Casio
Two major introductions for the BMF
included the CZ-1, a velocity and

pressure sensitive Phase Distortion
synthesiser with fully programmable
memories and keyboard split memories.
The CZ-1 is Casio's first fully
programmable synthesiser (the previous
CZ models all feature some preset
sounds) and has 64 memories, 64
`Operation Memories' for split and
layered sounds with 64 more memories
available from cartridge.
Casio's other main introduction is the
AZ-1, a portable remote MIDI keyboard
with guitar -like styling. Its velocity,
36
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CZ-1

synthesiser from Casio

Simmons MTM signal processor

pressure sensitivity and extremely light
weight means it can be operated from
batteries or mains transformer.
Programmable functions include two
wheels, one slider, two switches and two
alternative or simultaneous MIDI
transmission channels.

Assessment
The CZ-1 indicates that Casio has been
listening to advice from musicians. All
the sounds can be reprogrammed and
envelope parameters can now be copied
to make this easier. The LCD display is
well lit and the velocity and pressure
response are highly versatile. The basic
sounds are the same as those on the
CZ-3000 but the fact that split and
layered pairs of sounds can now be
instantly recalled is invaluable.
UK: Casio, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular
Road, Staples Corner, London NW2 7JD.
Tel: 01-450 9131.
USA: Casio Inc, 15 Gardener Road,
Fairfield, NJ 07006. Tel: (201) 575-7400.

Guitar converter
Marketed in the UK by Barnes and
Mullins, Shadow is a 19 in mounting
unit which converts signals from a
special guitar pickup to MIDI. The
pickup requires only a stereo socket on
the guitar and the converter includes a
polyphonic sequencer, individual string
sensitivity controls, mono mode option
for a different sound on each string and
tuning, pitch bend and control options.
UK: Barnes and Mullins, 155 Grays Inn

Road, London WC1X 8UF. Tel: 01-248
4631.

Seiko
Harman Audio has launched a range of
MIDI processor units manufactured by
Seiko. The range includes a
programmable patch storage system
complete with footswitch selector, a
channel filter, a MIDI matrix, a Merge
box, and a MIDI effects loop switcher.
Also from Seiko but with different
styling is a deceptively simple -looking
MIDI sequencer at a budget price.
UK: Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.
USA distribution details not available.

Fender
`Genuine' Fender guitars will be
increasingly in evidence now the
company has announced the restart of
production at their US factories. The
Vintage Replica series guitars are
complete "down to the last winding and
piece of wax on the pickups" and include
'57 Stratocaster, '62 Stratocaster, '52
Telecaster, the '62 Jazz Bass, the '57
Precision Bass and '62 Precision Bass
models.
UK: Arbiter, JVC House, Eldonwall
Trading Estate, Staples Corner, Priestley
Way, London NW2 7AF. Tel: 01-452 1132.
USA: Fender Musical Instruments, 1300
East Valencia Drive, Fullerton, CA

92631.

dbx
Stanc up and be counted.
If you think you can't

afford a dbx compressor/

limiter think again.
With the 166 now you can.
Total cynamics control in
a brand new product
from (lox, the world's
number one manufac urer
of professional processors.
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dbx ?O Box 100C, 71 Chapel Street,
Newton, Mass. 02195 USA.
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EFFECTS
AND

REVERBERATION

the time to be
envious of manufacturers of
effects and reverb. Viewed
from the most negative angle,
all effects devices are only
some permutation of signal
level, EQ and time delaythis is perhaps not totally true. With
these limited physical tools we expect an
ever increasing breadth of effects and
reverb possibilities. Also manufacturers
with software based equipment have
difficulties attracting non -owners of their
hardware to look at new software in
units that look the same externally. The
software may change the function of the
unit completely but if the front panel
looks the same as it used to, then even
the possible attractions of Rev 3.4 will
not make any difference to the majority
of those who looked at the unit when it
was first launched. With more and more
effects and reverb devices being under
software control and capable of handling
a wider range of processing within the
same box, this is going to be more of a
problem-both for the manufacturer and
for the studio which was used to
accessing units just the once and
memorising the capabilities. Who is
going to take kindly to having to look at
the unit all over again with each release
to software? The situation is, however,
here for keeps and we will have to learn
to live with it.
Another area that both manufacturers
and users are going to have to live with
is that of paying for software and the
difficult role it can play in equipment
design. It is now not uncommon to have
equipment shown in `final' physical form
18 months before the software reaches a
stage that the complete unit can be
marketed. We are now seeing units
appearing on the market long before the
software is fully ready; the manufacturer
counters this by supplying software
updates free as they are ready. However,
we are also hearing complaints about
users expecting software updates for free
all the time while the manufacturers
running into escalating software
development costs are trying to make the
users adjust to the concept of paying for
the software. The concept of selling the
hardware long before the software is
ready and then supplying the software as
it is developed for free until the unit
then does everything it was originally
meant to do, is likely to mitigate against
the acceptance of such a change.
Now is not

40
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A look at

equipment
currently available.
Although to a degree a
question of semantics,
we have considered
sampling devices to be
short term digital
stores and as such will
be covered next
month.

If we have to look at market type
changes over the last few years we cán
see two major developments. The first

has of course been programmability. The

most logical step in effects development
is of course to give the maximum control
to the user, particularly in the area of
reverb type effects. This absolves the
manufacturer from getting the effects
`exactly right' and allows the precision
user the ability to exactly tailor to their
needs. This trend has been happening
over the last five or six years and it now
seems incredible that aside from the odd
bit of delay and EQ that we used to
accept the limited abilities of the plate
or chamber as the norm. Could many of
us function in a creative sense in the
studio today if we have to return to just
the processing tools of 10 years ago?
The other major trend has been almost
a reaction to the above. There are many
users who are more interested in the
musical aspects of recording and who do
not have the inclination to fiddle and

Ursa Major ADR68K-now the AKG ADR68K following purchase of company

perfect an effects signal or maybe even
the .ability to understand the processing
on some of the high order effects
systems. Although most of the signal
processing systems have had a limited
number of preset programs, the concept
of the non -programmable unit offering a
wide range of preset memories is a new
development. The marketing of such
devièes and the development has
normally been aimed at the low end and
semi-pro area although in certain
applications such units will be equally at
home in any facility as long as the use of
the units is within their `fully pro'
capabilities. Although such devices can
be very useful in offering the ability to
process as many of the less critical
signals as necessary, studios which are
selling their more sophisticated reverb
units to purchase half a dozen of a
cheaper unit are really doing themselves
a disservice which they will understand
in the future, although if you have an
undemanding clientele the temptation is
understandable.
MIDI has also made quite strong
inroads into pro -audio and making its
effect felt. Aside from the specific areas
of application, MIDI can allow control of
devices as effects even though the units
themselves are really not effects devices.
For example, the Stage Accompany
PPE-2400 2 -channel 4 -band
programmable equaliser now has the
ability to accept MIDI control data from
a keyboard, sampling system or
computer terminal. This aspect of the
unit together with its own programmable
memory will allow the user to select
completely different EQs as easily as any
other effect and the possibilities for such
a system are wide. There will shortly be
another interface available to allow
SMPTE timecode control from external
equipment.

On the subject of non -effect units being
used for effect, another very good
example of this is the ElectroSpace The
Gate. This is a full function noise gate
but it has the ability to count beats
before gating or releasing the gate. Up
to nine beats can be counted and there is
full provision for slaving other effects
units that could accept the keying signal.
Centralised control of effects or
switching is becoming a point of interest.
At the moment there is no agreed
standard to allow a computer to talk to
any effects unit-we will be stuck with
numerous control systems controlling
their own effects units for some time.
There are, however, a number of
manufacturers who are developing their
own interfaces. Quantec have developed
a system to control the QRS in the form
of a hardware and software package to
run on the IBM PC, Apple Macintosh or
an Atari computer. No modification is
necessary to the QRS as the remote
socket is used. Integral is a timecode
reader enabling the systems to adjust
front panel functions and memories
against timecode. The computer screen
will show full front panel information
including the memories.
The last year has seen a number of
software updates and new realeases for
effects systems although we as a
magazine find this rather hard to
monitor as the manufacturers tend
largely to run a `closed loop information
circuit' with their registered users which
means that only users are aware of the
new software. Software releases that we
are aware of, however, over the last year
include 42.00 from Klark-Teknik for the
DN780 reverb-mainly enhancements for
the existing programs with gated
versions of the `Alive', Non Lin, Reverse
and Infinite Room programs; from
Lexicon, enhanced software and new

Roland SRV-2000 digital reverb
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Publison Infernal Machine with IM90 remote
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programs for the 224XL and the 200;
major new software for the Eventide
SP2016-this is part of the standard
Generation II release and includes
programs such as RMX Simulation Plus
which simulates the AMS RMX digital
reverb with its reverse, non -lin and
gated effects. The update software is free
to existing users. Additional software
includes the Automatic Panner which is
available as an option together with the
Channel Vocoder ROM which enables
the SP2016 to function as a full 18 -band
vocoder. In the last couple of months
engineering staff from the original
SP2016 development team formed a
company called First Order Effects and
they are developing a completely
independent source of software for the
unit. Scheduled for release are programs
including a variety of reverbs, an LPCbased vocoder, psychoacoustic exciter,
stereo compressor/gate, sympathetic
string resonator, controlled filter
programs, binaural panner and
multiband filtered delays. Some of the
programs are structured as splits
allowing the SP2016 to execute different
programs in the two channels. MIDI
control will also be possible on suitable
units.
AMS made several new enhancements
last year for their products. The RMX 16
can now be supplied with a memory
expansion to increase the number of
factory presets available to a size capable
of accommodating all factory presets
available at one time. New programs
will continue to be made available on
bar code for those users suitably
equipped.
In the area of simple non programmable units Alesis has led the
field so far. Last year saw the
introduction of the XT, a simple digital
reverb that is fairly basic but of a
relatively high quality. Towards the end
of last year, an improved version-the
XT:c was added. The main new
introduction was the Midi Verb in the
spring of this year. This is reviewed in
this issue together with the MidiFex, a
similar type of unit. These boxes have 63
programs in each and there are no
programmable aspects at all apart from
the ability of the user to step up or down
in program selection over the 63 presets.
Although such a unit sounds limiting
there are a wide range of possibilities.
The MidiFex has some programs that
could tie up a large number of other
effects units to create a similar effect.
Again MIDI is featured, although they
work quite well without any form of
MIDI connections. Still waiting for
launch is the top of the range Alesis
product, the ai which is a very
comprehensive reverb system with a
quite unique hand remote that also
contains the manual and stores user
defined programs. The delay on this
system is the availability of the chips
and because of this no dates have so far
been set.
This year saw the end of a name very
much associated with effects and reverb,
Ursa Major. They have been acquired by
AKG Acoustics. The major staff of Ursa
Major are still working from the same
premises as the North American digital
R&D Dept of AKG. This change has
meant the demise of products such as the D
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SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10Hz - 28Hz i / - 3dB TOTAL HARMONIC
DISTORTION: Typically 0.01% @ 1kHz (Input OdBV, Output r 4dBV).
HUM & NOISE: (20Hz 20kHz, input termination 150ohms) Equival-

-

ent input noise- 126dBm. Residual output noise (all faders down)
- 86dBV MAXIMUM VOLTAGE GAIN: 88dB. CROSSTALK: Input to
input - 60dB DIMENSIONS (LxHxD): Of flight case (incl. wheels):
1651x337x1068mm, Of 24 -channel mixer: 1218x207x870mm.
Of 32 -channel mixer (1 add-on fitted): 1540x207x870mm. WEIGHT:
24 -channel 12M in flight case (incl. PSU) 75kg, 32 -channel 12M in
flight ccrselt5kg. ACCESSORIES: External Power Supply. DC lead,
AC bad.

THE STUDIOMASTER 12M MONITOR MIXING CONSOLE
Input cnd output connections are XLR type. All inputs
exciting new mixing console fronn Studionaster
are electronically balanced, high impedance for minigives the s.-roller bands and PA. companies the opportunmum interaction with the front-of -house desk. The inputs
ities to possess monitoring facilities and sound cuality
also have a parallel out socket. The outputs are unbalpreviously beyond their means.
anced, Icw impedance with a transformer option for
The 12M comes as standard in 24-12 4ormat but the
for a furlher
complete ground isolation.
flight case in which it is supplied has pro
A 12 segment display on every channel, combined with
8 inputs to be added -so if the time comes when you
the built in monitor output (for headphone or amplifier
want to expand your monitoring capabilities, then your
listening) allows the monitor engineer to constantly check
12M can expand with you.
the mixes le creates. The 12M also has a talkback system
The 12M has too many features to list here, but they are
which allows him to communicate with the artists on stage,
all to achieve the same result: -otal sound control of a very
particularly useful during soundchecks.
high standard. In particular, Studiomaster's acclaimed EQ
The 12M is not only electrically superb: the chassis is
facilities hove been expanded up to FOP bands on the
built with quality materials and careful consideration of
inputs and the output 4-band EQ has FULL -PARAMETRIC
the ergommic aspect has resulted in a logical channel
mid-bands.. The flexibility of this EQ can even render
layout Which combined with detented rotary controls and
outboard graphics unnecessary.
100mm AILPS master faders makes for confident, precise
Studiornoster have positively attacked the problem of
feedback with a number of features which. will eliminate it
adjustments.
at the desk: every input channel has a notch filter whibn,
With all these features and versatility though, the 12M is
by turning an infinitely variable rotary control will cut the
still very affordable. State-of-the-art design has made it
feedback f'equency with a ferry narrow -notch" in ,te
passible to offer no -compromise performance at a price
frequency response. Also, "Q" control on the output
which puts it in reach.
equalisatibin can be used to create another notch fiter
For rare details, contact:
effect.
This

STUDIOMASTER, Chaul End _ane, Leagrave, Luton, Beds LU4 8EZ
21'0582 570370 TELEX 825612 STUDIO G FAX 0582 570242

EFFECTS
AND

REVERBERATION
Space Station, the StarGates 323 and
626, and the 8X32. The MSP-126 stereo
processor will now continue wider the
AKG name as will the ADR68K, a
sophisticated effects system introduced in
the spring. Based on a 68000 processor,

the unit has 16 bit A/D convertors and
32 bit internal processing. Processing
capabilities include reverb, sampling,
special effects and EQ. Other features
include the ability to run two
independent programs at the same time,
switchable bandwidth, full MIDI
implementation, 'soft labelled' controls
on the remote panel and a removable
RAM cartridge that doubles parameter
memory and can be used as a portable
storage medium.
Lexicon introduced the 480DL digital

effects system. This is a processor that
allows a wide range of effects and reverb
with sampling, 2 -channel independent
processing, hardware and software

updatable, digital inputs and outputs
(PCM 1610 compatible and slaveable to
48, 44.1 or 44.056 kHz external word
clock), extended frequency response and
dynamic range. The unit is controlled
from the LARC as used with the 224XL
and there is front panel provision for the
use of a non-volatile memory cartridge.
The unit has not so far been
demonstrated publicly with all software
up and running such as the Dynamic
MIDI, although we understand that this
is very close. The other Lexicon product

released in the last year was the PCM
70. This is a digital effects system with
initial software derived from the larger
Lexicon units. There are 90 accessible
programs of which 50 are user
assignable. The front panel features
dedicated keys and a `soft' knob that can
be assigned to up to 10 different control
parameters. All these patches can be
assigned internally or via MIDI-with
the unit containing Lexicon's Dynamic
MIDI system.
A company called Clarity is now
marketing a unit by the name of the
MIDI/XLV which allows MIDI control of
the Lexicon 244XL- program change
and continuous change of all LARC
parameters from a MIDI keyboard or
other data source. The LARC controller
itself remains on line. In addition there
is provision for eight control voltage

outputs.
The Publison Infernal Machine 90 has
expanded rapidly with much new
software in the last year. Software
releases 863 and 863L have added
improvements since version 855 of
vibrato far functions 4 and 9 with four
variable parameters; the addition of
arpeggio feedback to function 4 giving
auto arpegio; the addition of a third
language for the operator-Italian; new
software for the aux key, memory out
key, MIDI control software; memory
security; optional SMPTE pitch tracking
that allows the unit to compensate for a
recording running faster than the
recorded speed by using timecode.
Multisampling has also been added. The
addition of a remote control unit
duplicating many of the front panel
controls has expanded the possibilities of
the IM90 considerably.
The last year has also seen the
introduction of a number of mid -price >

why we
excel!
RELIABLE

24 HOUR
SERVICE
round the clock service, no
other company ran equal our immediate response.
With 24 hourr,

Y day,

FINEST DIGITAL

& ANALOGUE
TAPE MACHINES
We

actively leoc th= way in tape machine rentals

with the Mitsub.shi X850 and X80 digital, Sony
1630 digital mcstering systems and Otani MTR90

and MTR12 reccrdcrs.

COMPLETE

PACKAGE
SUPPLIED
All machines and iastruments are supplied
professionally cased and include as standard all
necessary cables, manuals, disc library and latest
software updates.

FULL

OPERATIONAL

BACK-UP
Even

after installation our factory trained

operators and technicians are always available to
give advice on operation and programming.

RAPID
DELIVERY

ANYWHERE
ART DR -1 digital reverb

Our radio controlled vehicles provide rapid

delivery and installation nationwide while
international realils are easily arranged.

MUSICI
LAB/

HIRE

76 EVERSHOLT STREET LONDON, NW1 18Y

Apher Aural Exciter type C

TEL: 01-387 9.95,

TELEX: 28159 MUSLAB G

and a provision for comparison of new
sounds against sounds already in
memory.
ART has launched two new reverbs
this year. Last year saw the release of
new software for the 01 and the Ola
AND
although the emphasis this year has
been on the DR1 and the DR2a. The
DR1 has 40 factory presets and 100 user
stores with a wide range of adjustable
digital reverbs from Roland, Yamaha,
parameters on the front panel including
Ibanez, ART and Furman. The Roland
pre -delay, diffusion, dynamic decay, HF
SRV-2000 is a 16 bit reverb with 32
damping, position, MIDI programming
programmable memories for all front
and programmable preset sequencing.
panel settings. Reverb time can be
The DR1 also has a remote control unit.
varied from 0.1 to 99 s with a bandwidth The software release 1.2 has recently
of 10 kHz. The unit has full MIDI
added a chorus/flanger algorithm and
control. More recently Roland has
Performance MIDI. This allows the user
introduced the DEP-5 digital effects
to control and change any two DR1
processor set slightly below the
reverb functions from any MIDI control
SRV-2000 in performance but with
device. The system also allows MIDI
capacity for 90 stored settings, full MIDI slaving, preset dump and reload, and
control and the ability to handle digital
external sequencer or computer control.
reverb, chorus, parametric EQ and initial The DR2a is a low cost reverb with nine
delay all at the same time.
different room types accessible as three
The Yamaha REV-7 was launched last banks of three rooms. There are seven
year and was covered in more detail in
adjustable parameters with provision for
our last look at reverb but it has become three user preset stores.
a very popular unit and has appeared to
The Furman RV-3 is a fairly new
take sales that would have previously
product. Front panel controls include
gone to more expensive units. Yamaha
rotary pots to give access to major
have created another major impression
program type and decay times with
this year with the SPX90 digital multipushbutton control of pre -delay, room
effect processor. This unit has 30 ROM
position and filtering. Bandwidth is
presets with nine controllable
quoted as 14 kHz.
parameters. There are also 60 memories
In the area of psychoacoustics Aphex
in RAM for storage of settings. The
has launched two new products. Firstly
range of programs includes reverb,
the Aural Exciter is now available in a
vibrato, autopan, reverb and ADR
modular version to fit the dbx F900 rack
gating, pitch change, freeze, compression or the Aphex R-1 rack system giving
and parametric EQ. The capabilities of
nine or 10 channels in a rack
the unit are wide and although there has respectively. More recently the Type C
been adverse comment about some of the has been launched. This is very similar
unit's capabilities, its sheer versatility is to the Type B but with a slightly
the first sign of a new generation of
improved specification and with a
processing units with multiple functions. reduction in price.
Ibanez has made only a limited
A company new to this type of effect is
impression on pro -audio so far but the
the Dutch company D&R Electronika.
new SDR-1000 reverb has some
The Aurex is a compact stereo processor
interesting features. It is a 2 -channel
which D&R claim brings clarity and
unit and the two channels can be
brightness to all signals without lifting
programmed independently with
the HF end of the frequencies or
different modes or identical. There are
increasing overall level.
30 presets and 70 user stores with a
The Barcus Berry BBE 202R is a
wide range of general characteristics.
2 -channel processor unit that the
Other facilities include 4 -band EQ, 12
manufacturers claim restores the natural
edit modes and three MIDI parameters,
harmonic balances present in the

EFFECTS

REVERBERATION

TC Electronic TC 1210

ADA Pitchtraq with memory
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original sound. To do this it divides the
audio spectrum into three bands and
then applies phase correction across the
full spectrum and HF amplitude
compensation as required. The unit
continuously samples the relationship
between the mid and HF frequencies and
corrects automatically. Front panel
controls are simple allowing only LF
control and a control for the amount of
HF amplitude correction. The unit is
gaining a fair amount of interest and is
now available in the UK.
In the area of delay based effects, Bel
has launched a number of new units.
The BD series has been increased to
include the 80, 240 and 320 models.
These come with standard memory
capacity of 2, 6 and 8 s respectively
which can be doubled by halving the
bandwidth. There are also optional
memory boards that allow expansion up
to 8, 24 and 32 s respectively which may
also be run at half bandwidth doubling
memory. All the units have sample
editing, audio trigger and modulation
control. The 240 has a full 18 kHz
bandwidth while the other units are
15 kHz. Newer units are the BDE series
available as the 2400 and 3200. On the
straight delay side they have similar
facilities to the BD series but have the
full memory capacity, 99 memory store,
programmable sequencer memory
patterns, MIDI control, front, back and
window editing and the option of remote
control and floppy disk drives. Lastly,
the original BF20 stereo flanger has
been restyled to a single U size and
relaunched as the Mk IV.
DOD launched the 1900 (reviewed in
this issue) and the RDS3600 units. These
are low cost delays with pushbutton
selection of delay ranges. There have
been many other additions in this area
from other manufacturers but space
precludes covering all.
TC Electronic of Denmark has
produced two new units. The TC 1210
Spatial Expander+Stereo Chorus/Flanger
is a single U rack mount unit offering
effects such as delay, doubler, delay
panning, exciter, chorus, flanger and
spatial expander. This is an analogue
unit capable of creating a slightly
different range of delay based effects.
Slightly newer is the TC 2290
Dynamic Digital Delay & Effects Control
Processor. This is a comprehensive device
with 20 kHz bandwidth offering dynamic
delay, pan, sampling, modulation, 99
store preset memories with MIDI access
etc. Dynamic delay allows control of the
delay parameters such as volume,
feedback with the possibility of using an
inverse envelope to the signal to control
parameters. Pan has four modes with
possibilities of panning direct and/or
delay signal. Max delay will be 32 s with
full memory and future generations of
software will allow full sample editing.
ADA Signal Processors have just
announced the Pitchtraq, a pitch
transposer capable of producing
transposition effects within a two octave
range including harmony lines, octave
shifts, synthesised textures, de -tuned
chorusing and harmonic alteration. The
unit has 16 preset programs and there
are 16 stores for user settings.
Bandwidth is 15 kHz and there is an
optional foot switch controller.

AKG
acoustics
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For more information about programs, program storage, and future programs write or call
AKG AKUSTISCHE U. KINO -GERÄTE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.
Brunhildengasse 1, A-1150 Wien
Tel.: )222) 956517-0, Telex: (47)131839okgac a, Teelax: )222) 923458

AKUSTISCHEU U. KINO -GERATE GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.
Bodenseestraße 226-230, D -80W Munchen 60, BRD
Tel.: (89)8716-0, Telex: 523626. Telefax (89) 87162W

AD939F

AKG ACOUSTICS LTD.
Catteshall Wharf, Cotteshall lane, Godalming, Surrey GU711G, GREAT 3RITAIN
Tel.: 04868 25702, Telex: 859013 akgmic g, Telefax: 04868 28967

AKG OF JAPAN SERVICE CO. LTD.
401-3, Doiichi-Konoh-Bldg., 2.12-1 Kita Otsuka, TOSHIMA-KU,170 Tokyo, JAPAN
Tel: 9492905, Te efox: 8134033407
AKG ACOUSTICSINC.
77 Selleck Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06902, USA
Tel: )203) 3482121, Telex: 285481 AKG USA, Telefax )203) 3241942
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WE'VE GOT
THE BEST OF
24 TRACK
WRAPPED UP
FOR YOU.
When you're going 24 track, choosing the right
equipment is vital, because you'll be working with it
for the next few years.
So we put ourselves in your position. And
brought together the best in 24 track.
The result is the UK's only professional
24 track centre.
Here, for the first time, you can get your
hands on and discuss a unique range of equipment
all under one roof.
We've consoles like the Trident Series 75, the
SoundcraftTS24 and, for the firsttime in a UK showroom, the new automated Amek Angela.
Together with multitracks and mastering
recorders from Otari and Soundcraft and the latest

-

-

in synchronisers.

Our advice is free, our back-up comprehensive.
So come and test the best in 24 track for
yourself. We'll help you get it well wrapped up.

Stìrlìn
AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD

THE FIRST STUDIO SYSTEM CENTRE

I

Canfield Place London NW6 3BT Tel. 01-625 4515 Telex 946240 CWEASY G Ref No.

190 14280
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IN PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
Comment from Martin Polon, our US columnist

R-DAT is coming; R-DAT is coming.
Digital audio tape recording for the
home and beyond. Brought to you by
over 80 manufacturers worldwide; more
than 50 of them in Japan. Is R-DAT the
ultimate home audio gadget? Just the
thing for the world's ultimate consumers,
the 20 to 34 year old YUPPIES (Young
Urban Professionals) and the 35 to 54
year old COPIES (Crisis Orientated

Professionals Inexorably Searching) and
the over 55 year old WOOPIES (Well Off
Older People)? Will R-DAT challenge the
compact disc as a provider system for
digital audio software? Will jaded audio
columnists (present company of course
excluded) stop using DAT as a kind of
digital double entendre? Will the
broadcast and recording community show
interest? Will the International
Association of Automotive Audio
Requisitioners and Resellers (IAAARR)
vote R-DAT the car audio system most
likely to be stolen?
The R-DAT technology is the result of
the 1983 digital audio tape (DAT)
conference organised by the EIAJ
(Electronic Industries Association of
Japan). The conference looked at two
technologies: R-DAT with its rotating
magnetic head helically scanning the
tape and S-DAT with a stationary head
operating longitudinally. Although the
conference did not have the goal of
setting standards, it became clear that
the R-DAT system with its additional
300 kbytes of data for graphics, timecode,
contents and cueing information offered
considerable advantages in the short
term from a product development point
of view. The 16 bit R-DAT system uses a
miniaturised 2.875 x2.167 x 0.375 in tape
cassette filled with a highly coercive tape
somewhat similar to the formulation of
8 mm video tape. The format has been
`premiered' during 1986 at several
important shows, with 1987 targeted for
consumer roll -out. R-DAT units are
expected to be in the $1,000 price range,
at least initially.
The problem that is immediately
apparent is the ease with which the
record industry is dismissing R-DAT
technology as a consumer innovation and
little else. The most obvious analogy and
the one frequently heard is between the
LP and the analogue Philips cassette.
R-DAT is supposed to do for the CD what
the older cassette did for the LP. Such a
comparison immediately brings to record
company minds the threat of digital
piracy. Despite the most obvious mental
image of a pin-striped Hong Kong
Captain Hook riding off into the Asian
sunset perched high astride an IBM
system 3083 slaved to a hold full of
digital duplicators. That threat has not
been ignored in Tokyo. It has been
strongly suggested in several quarters in
the USA that the various Japanese
companies have unofficially agreed
amongst themselves to implement
anti -copying features in the R-DAT
48
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R-DAT is

that you?

format to forestall any legal problems
with at-home digital copying.
Whether or not Tokyo has heard the hue
and cry, the design concept for R-DAT
does make use of different speeds and
sampling rates for pre-recorded materials
and CD copying. The R-DAT format as
currently envisioned in the
pre -production plans of the Japanese
electronic giants, will handle
pre-recorded tapes in playback at a speed
50% faster than self -recorded material,
with 11/2 hr capacity for pre-recorded as
opposed to 2 hr for self-recorded
materials. More important, there are
currently no plans from most R-DAT
recorder makers to provide any kind of
digital to digital capability. Without a
digital 'bus' of some kind, copying tape
to tape would mean digital to analogue
conversion (D/A) and the obverse
analogue to digital conversion (A/D). At
present therefore, any copying would
have to undergo the obvious degradation
of double conversion in the D/A/D
domain. Further, R-DAT's 32 kHz and
48 kHz sampling rates are incompatible
with CD's 44.1 kHz rate. So even in the
unlikely circumstance of enterprising
electronics wizards `tapping' into their
R-DAT recorders and CD players to find
the digital signal, there would be the
need for a sophisticated standards
converter to connect the units together!
Clearly, these intended solutions to
R-DAT copying will thwart the vast
majority of home copiers. It may not
affect the pirate copiers of Asia, who will
modify existing hardware and create
their own technology as well to cash in
on the R-DAT pre-recorded boom. But,
one observer of the coming decantonment
of Hong Kong suspected, "Only the fear
of the agreed to coming of the Chinese
government to the nigh -on -to -anarchy of
the business world of Hong Kong will
eventually thwart digital piracy. Like
many other Hong Kong business types
interested in long term profitability, only
short term investments appear to be
attractive now to the pirates. 1998 is
coming much faster than any of us
thought possible. And, you have to
believe with absolute faith that a future
British government facing yet another
fiscal crisis will not acquiesce to the
siren song of fiscal savings by releasing
the reigns of government to the Chinese
gradually, beginning in the early 1990s.
Many Chinese here do not have that
faith; they believe that a gradual
takeover is virtually inevitable-the
pirates most of all. Considering the
multi -million dollar investment and the
10 years needed to amortise a CD plant
even for pirate operators, CD in its
current production guise will probably
not appear in Hong Kong. Even major
investments in R-DAT piracy will be
thought out very carefully in the same
way, despite its much lower initial cost."

Yet the real threat that R-DAT poses
to the world of commercial recording is
legitimate and open. Some engineers in

Japan are already pointing out that

R-DAT is superior to most professional
2 -track

digital systems and that editing

is an inevitable consequence down the
road for a system supported by nearly
100% of Japan's 50 -odd consumer
equipment makers. To some observers of
the consumer marketplace, the R-DAT
system is seen as potentially competitive
to the continued success of the compact
disc. Sony's enthusiastic and relatively
public unveiling of R-DAT at the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in
Chicago in June 1986 and previously
at the Dallas NAB (National Association
of Broadcasters) meeting in April, only
confirms that view for many.
The potential for success of R-DAT in
the home may well be equalled by
automotive R-DAT. The public's sense of
comfort with cassettes in the car will
render R-DAT appealing.
If the R-DAT indeed clouds the future
for CD, the problem appears to be the
recurring one of shortages and high cost
for CD software. R-DAT is a digital tape
cassette system, using a metal particle
tape similar to some current video tape
formulations. The cassette mechanism
could be produced with some
modifications of existing production
systems. It could well have the same
potential for contact `printing' by high
magnetic level saturation at high speed
already pioneered in Japan by
Matsushita and others for the evolving
VHS formats. The R-DAT system is
becoming an `instant standard' with
little left to chance. The obvious
economies of scale not available to the
manufacturing of CDs are in place in
Japan and elsewhere for the production
of the blank digital tape and cassette
packaging. So, it does not seem unlikely
that pre-recorded digital R-DAT software
will be available to consumers in 1987 or
1988 at prices considerably lower than
that of the $15 or $10 retail on the
compact disc. It also does not seem
unlikely that R-DAT could achieve depth
in the historic software catalogue and
commodity numbers in current releases
in a fraction of the time needed for CD if

the equipment makers and record
companies decided to implement the
format for reproduction as well as for

recording.
An insider at a major record label
commented guardedly, "CD could be in
for a real run for its money from R-DAT.
One problem is that CD software
production numbers may never catch up
with user demand. The Japanese and
Koreans are cranking out the CD players
at an amazing pace. In the US alone,
sales of CD players have moved from
200,000 units in 1984 to a projected 2
million plus units in 1986. CD players
have been selling this year for as little
as $150 even with the rise of the Yen.

With the coming of the digital age to music recording,
there's a new, critical awareness of sound quality. A new
era of no -compromise.
This has meant the need for an unusually high signal
path quality and technical performance in sound mixing.
To help meet this demand, and after a careful
research and development programme, Neve has
introduced the V series consoles.
A recording system that employs sound engineering
principles, state of the art technology and years
of acquired expertise to advance analogue
techniques to their outer limits.
The facilities and flexibility of the

Series, especially when combined with Neve's computer
mixdown system Necam 96, allow all
the normal tracklaying, overdubbing and mixdown
functions to be easily and
expertly handled.
And we believe that the
clean, musically sympathetic
quality and ultimate performance of
these consoles will never compromise the
finest of your recordings.
If you would like to know some
of the ways in which you need no longer
compromise, why not give us a call?
V

gye,

The Ultimate Performer
A

SIEMENS COMPANY

NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED CAMBRIDGE HOUSE MELBOURN ROYSTON HERTFORDSHIRE 508 EAU ENGLAND TELEPHONE (0763) 60776 FACSIMILE (0763) 61886 TELEX 81381
RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL PARK BETHEL CONNECTICUT 06801 USA TELEPHONE (203) 744-6230 FACSIMILE (203) 792-7863 TELEX 96-9638
RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED P01305 10108 NASHVILLE TN 37204 USA TELPHONE (615) 385-2727 TELEX 786569
RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED 7533 SUNSET BOULEVARD HOLLYWOOD LOS ANGELES 90046 LSA TELEPHONE 1213) 8748124 FACSIMILE (202) 874.1406

PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
N

The traditional monthly Schwann record
and cassette catalogue in the US is being
phased out in lieu of a monthly CD and
a quarterly LP catalogue. Industry
experts are telling consumers that the
LP will be all but invisible in five years.
Expect 3 to 4 million CD players from
manufacturers in 1987. The same kind of
thing is happening in the other three big
CD markets: Europe, the UK and Japan.
The US record companies backed away
from the big investment of a $20 million
plus CD plant for the last 10 years. Now
they are convinced CD is here to stay
they are all scrambling to build or obtain
the use of production facilities
domestically. Add the needs of pressing
CDs with information-the CD ROM or

CDI. Plants in Europe and Japan can no
longer meet their own burgeoning
demand and provide capacity for the US.
"Every time the record companies issue
a prognosis, the timeframe for projected
stasis between CD demand and CD
production slips another notch. First it
was the end of 1986, then mid-term
1987, now it's the first quarter of 1988
and still counting. The only thing the
record companies can deliver is the
`promise' of software from factories yet to
be built or still a -building. It takes six
months to get a kitchen remodelled in
America, let alone build a CD plant. So I
persist that CD software production
seems to be following the `Photomat
School of Management'-someday my

Superior Sound Control
Utilising the most advanced Microchip
technology HARRISON are proud to
introduce the GP -SERIES. Graphic
Equalisers which not only have more user
features than previous designs but which

instrument in a
compact IU high
19" rack mount
unit.

also outperform existing models. 'Use
GP-SERIES are precision units which
incorporate extra facilities to match the
requirements of today's sophisticated
sound systems.

The CPI30 offers real precision 30 band
rhrd octave control plus a three band
Notch Filter set in one neat package. last
but not least the CP230 combines two
channels each covering the full ihrd

Precision Model Range

octave 30 hand 150 centre frequencies
from 20Hz to 20k1 la.

The GP215
15

is a

2x

band %srd octave

l eatnre
protective rear
carrying handles.

Plus Extra Features.
Each model is more than a precision
Graphic Equaliser- it also includes extra
features that are essential to today's
sophisticated sound systems, Tuneable
low and high pass filters, e.g. Range
Switches, On/Off Switches, Peak LED's
and Switchable Inputs and Output Levels
are all provided. Electronic balanced
Inputs and Outputs with sockets for
balancing transformers are also key
features, and built-in Pink Noise
generators are included, as well as silent
switching and a fail-safe bypass circuit
and much more.

Security Cover Included
At no extra cost each model comes with
a tinted Perspex Security Cover which
prevents unauthorised tampering with
your control settings once the GP -Series
have been set up to give you the sound
you want.

Notch Filters
The CPI 30 Model
also includes a 3
hand tuneable
sweeping Notch

Filter set which is a
really cost effective
means of getting up
to + I0dB more
system gain from
your sound system.
This means that at last
annoying feedback can be "notched out
and you can get more sound level without

sacrificing quality.

Contact your nearest dealer or Harrison direct for a detailed information brochure.
HARRISON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LTD., UNIT
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BUTTON END, HARS ON, CAMBRIDGE CB2 SNX. 0223 871711. TELEX 81687

prints will come.
"Record retailers certainly echo my
feelings. They keep hearing about
promises from Sony, from Denon, from
Warners, from Philips -Du Pont but none
of the promises will take the place of
stock in the store that they can sell
today. And last but not least, the most
significant piece of data on the CD
shortage comes from the law enforcement
officials who have recently placed CD
records high on the list items desired by
so-called `commodity' gangs. These gangs
steal and fence desirable consumer goods
in short supply ranging from Gucci bags
to fur coats. Now they want CDs."
The ultimate blurring of consumer and
professional audio will occur as the
R-DAT system begins to impact

professional applications. Editing
systems will probably not come with the
initial technology but few observers
doubt that they will indeed come. Some
versions of the R-DAT will reach
professional audio users in the next
several years, if only as a digital 2-track
replacement for the analogue cassette
recorders. Certainly, the world
broadcasting community will also
embrace an inexpensive digital audio
recorder with the potential for
extraordinary cueing accuracy-as will
audio-visual, instructional and other
media producers. It is also quite
conceivable that such professional R-DAT
machines would eventually take the
place of encoders and U-matic VCRs for
final 2 -channel tape transfer in CD
mastering. The R-DAT standard is
capable of 44.1 kHz sampling as well as
the 32 kHz and 48 kHz envisioned for
consumer products. The presence of
digital busing also seems inevitable in
professional products. That of course
could muddy the digital piracy waters.
The contrast between the promises for
CD software production and the potential
for easy duplication of R-DAT tape
software does seem to confirm the image
of R-DAT as a definite contender in the
world of digital release formats. Its
professional implications cannot be
ignored. Yet it truly is not clear that the
R-DAT system was intended as anything
more than the digital equivalent of
analogue cassette recording. Like the
Philips cassette of 1960 that R-DAT
could replace eventually, evolution and
market forces will govern its progress
and permutations rather than the visions
of the system's designers.
And what of YUPPIES, COPIES and
WOOPIES-will they want R-DAT along
with the breasts of thousands of
slaughtered ducks and raspberry
vinegar? Which digital system will
succour the listening needs of deceased
audio enthusiasts? And will enthusiastic
automotive audio reclaimers shun the by now passé CD in favour of R-DAT
systems? Whatever the outcome,
consumer and professional audio will
never be the same.

IT MAKES TAPE MORE FLEXIBLE
Otani would like to draw your attention
to a remarkable new recorder. The MX70.
The MX70's microprocessor -controlled
tape transport, closed -loop tension control
and real-time tape counters give you instant,
accurate tape control. And that gives you
more time to do a better job.
The MX70 is designed for ease of use
with machine controllers and synchronisers,
meeting a variety of standards, including
SMI'l'h. This makes it as valuable in video

post -production and broadcast studios as it is
in audio recording.
Features like these, and many others,
make the MX70 one of the most flexible tools
any growing studio could wish for.
But there's one area where Otari's MX70
really does offer the kind of flexibility that no
other machine can match. In formats.
The MX70's option list lets you choose
between 1" 8 -track and 1" 16 -track formats.
Convert to 1/2" 8 -track. Or even switch
between all three options on the same
machine.
But while the MX70 sets new standards
for flexibility, the men at Otani have stuck
rigidly to tradition.
They haven't budged an inch on quality.

For more information on the MX70 or other Otari products, contact
Industrial Tape Applications, 1 Felgate Mews. Studland Street, London W6 917 Telephone. 01-748 9009
Stirling Audio Systems Ltd.,1 Canfield Place, London NW63BT Telephone- 01-6254515

Otani ElectricCo. Ltd.

Otani Corporation
2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415) 592-8311
Telefax: (415) 591-3377
Telex: 910-376-4890 OTA RICORP BLMT

4-29-18 Minami-Ogikubo,
Suginami-ku,
Tokyo 167
Telephone: (03) 333-9631
Telefax: (03) 331-5802
Telex: J26604 OTRDENKI

Otani Singapore Pte Ltd.,
625 Aljunied Road,
07-05 Aljunied Ind.,
Complex Singapore 1438
Telephone: 743-7711
Telefax: (743) 6430
Telex: RS36935 OTARI

Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH

Gielen Strasse 9,
4040 Neuss 1
Telephone: 02101-274011
Telefax: (02101) 222478
Telex: 8517691 OTEL D

BUSINESS
re)BUSINESS'Barry

Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Tapeless tape
It sounds like common sense to use
computer disks for recording audio.
Access time from disk is far more rapid
than from tape. And the domain is alldigital. Computer technology is getting
cheaper all the time through mass
production. Erasure and re -use is a
standard procedure. But there are snags.
Computer disks can store large
quantities of text and program data
because this soaks up relatively little
storage space. When the same disk is
used to store digital audio in 16 bit code
sampled at 44.1 kHz (or faster) real time
recording looks very greedy in
comparison. Also computers do not write
and read a continuous stream of data to
and from disk. They do it in chunks with
gaps between. This doesn't matter for
text but for audio (or video) memory
buffers are needed to bridge the gaps.
"The age of true digital audio began
today," pronounced US company
Compusonics at a New York press
conference in May 1984. A month later
at the Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show Compusonics showed the DSP-1000
and said it heralded "the arrival of a
new age in the industry's
history ... consumers (can) make home
digital recordings from any digital or
analogue source ... storing it in a digital
format on a high capacity floppy disk".
Compusonics filed a US patent which
was granted (4 472 747). Bear in mind
that the grant of patent is no guarantee
that an idea works-only that the
claimed idea is new. The patent
describes a recorder which takes acoustic
snapshots of the audio signal, at a rate
of 100 a second, compares them and
records just enough information to
describe the differences. This, claimed
Compusonics when the system was
launched and investors were sought,
could give 45 min of digital stereo on a
single computer floppy.
In July 1985 a US newsletter
announced that Compusonics had begun
pilot production of a version for radio
stations, and promised deliveries of a
consumer version in the fourth quarter
of last year. A deal was announced with
Siemens (Germany and Austria), AVMFerrograph (Britain) and NIAC (Japan).
"We shall be manufacturing a
Ferrograph product using the
Compusonics information compression
system," said Ferrograph. "We hope to
get into production early in 1986..
5 min of stereo or 10 min of mono is
achievable. It is hoped that the prototype
45 min recorder will be tested and
proved by the end of 1985."
Wisely Ferrograph then switched to
talking about selling the machine as an
alternative to NAB cartridge players, as
used by radio stations for jingles. Then
there was silence from Ferrograph.
From Compusonics came news of
another US patent, this time on a new
.
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magnetic storage system, which increases
the recording density on floppy disks
from less than 100 tracks per side to
more than 1,000.

Conventional disks record digital data
in narrow concentric circular tracks.
Each circular track is divided into
smaller areas called sectors. The tracks
are numbered (eg 1 to 40 or 1 to 80) and
so are the sectors (eg 1 to 8 or 1 to 9).
This pattern is laid out on a blank disk
when it is formatted. A stepper motor
moves the recording and playback head
across the disk to find selected track
sectors. Compusonics argues that a large
proportion of the disk capacity is wasted
because it is used to record guiding
information. Also the relatively coarse
servo cannot cope with very narrow
track spacing. The new idea is to record
locational information on the disk at the
time of manufacture, using a different
and more robust technique from that
used to record the data.
Extra concentric tracks called
`magnetic walls' are recorded between
concentric data tracks; alternatively the
magnetic walls and data can be recorded
as a double spiral like a gramophone
record with two grooves. The magnetic
wall tracks are pre-recorded at the
manufacturing stage, permanently
charged to the highest level which the
special high coercivity magnetic medium
can sustain. A coercivity of 1200 Oe is
suggested, so that the locational
information is not erased by the data
heads. Also, the location tracks are
recorded vertically and the data tracks
horizontally, or vice-versa, so their fields
do not interact. The strongly magnetised
locational guide tracks provide servo
information for the read-write head. But
additionally they provide a reaction
force. The servo system generates a
magnetic field which interacts with the
magnetic wall field so that the head
moves across the disk surface. This
interaction provides precise alignment,
after coarse movement controlled by a
conventional stepper motor. Hence more
tracks per inch and denser recording. All
this comes from the patent.
But Compusonics now says that the
DSP-1000 "is being held back while we
test higher density disk drive/diskette
sub -systems".
Investment bankers Blinder, Robinson
& Co, of Colorado, sent me their
information kit on Compusonics. It
includes over 40 enthusiastic press
cuttings but some interesting
explanations and admissions.
David Schwartz began research in
1981, raising $100,000 from private
sources. In November 1983 his company
Compusonics sold 32,500,000 shares to
the public at $0.02 per share. In April
1985 Compusonics sold another 9,275,000
shares at $0.16 per unit.
The DSP-2000 series is a professional
system for studio recording and mixing;
the DSP-1000 series is the consumer

system. The DSP-1500, is intended for
professional broadcasters as a
replacement for loop cartridges and costs
(with record facility) $2,995. It was
conceived "because of the inability to
obtain a floppy disk for use with the
DSP-1000 series with sufficient record
and playback capacity". It uses 51/4 in
disk with a claimed 6.6 Mbyte capacity;
this gives 4 min of stereo, or 8 of mono,
with 32 kHz sampling and 16 bit linear
coding. Quite a step back from the 45
min originally promised! I heard it at
NAB and it sounded rough to me.
The Colorado bankers explain that
"the company continues to incur
expenses in connection with the
development of its products and has not
received significant revenues ... past
projections for the availability of the
DSP-1000 series for marketing have
proved premature". The October 1985
financial results for Compusonics show
the recorded net loss for the quarter as
$2,309,227 on total revenue of $41,430.
At APRS in June a DSP1500 was on
demonstration at the AVM Ferrograph
stand-overstuck with a Ferrograph
label. The publicity literature was
similarly stickered. Ferrograph now says
it will start selling the DSP-1500 in
September for between £3,500 and
£4,000. Playing time is still 4 min of
stereo per disk. Compusonics people on
the Ferrograph stand now admit that the
disks have 3.3 Mbyte capacity, not
6.6 Mbyte as claimed in the brochure.
The only music for demonstrations was
pop and rock-nothing subtle like piano,
speech or natural woodwind.
The brochure quotes sampling rate at
32 kHz with 16 bit linear coding, it
certainly doesn't sound that way. "That's
because there is heavy data compression.
The data rate off disk is only 156 kbit/s"
explained the Compusonics demonstrator.
However clever it is to record a few
minutes of digital audio on floppy disk, it
seems a pretty pointless exercise when
DAT is so close to launch. DAT promises
cue and access time and genuine CD
quality. The Compusonics demonstrator
at APRS knew little about DAT.
The hard disk systems offer rapid
access in full bandwidth audio but at a
higher price. The technology is new and
in some cases quite secret. AMS
(Advanced Music Systems) of Burnley in
Lancashire sells Audiofile. AMS is cagey
about the technology wanting to keep
ahead in what it sees as a competitive
industry.
The price of PPG hard disk system
(from Germany), by professional
standards, is surprisingly low-a little
under £10,000.
One company is willing to talk
technical details-New England Digital.
NED's Synclauier is a spin-off from work
done at Dartmouth College in New
Hampshire where the BASIC computer
language originated. Some hard facts on
NED technology soon.

The electric

guitar hasn't changed
much since the 50's. Music has.
Synthesizers and digital technology
have revolutionized popular music
with the result that guitarists have to
some extent been left behind. Quite
a few have taken to the keyboard
synthesizer only to sound like every
other guitarist turned synth player.
Guitar synthesizers have been
around for a while but they have
been shunned by guitarists because
they are basically keyboard

synthesizers you can plug a guitar
into.

No one has built a
guitar -dedicated system.
Until now.
The STEPP DGI is the first digital
guitar designed totally and solely for
the guitarist the only other thing
you need to plug into is your amp or
mixing desk. It comes as a complete
unit, giving you the control essential
for dramatic guitar performance.
And it speaks your language.

-

Previously so called guitar
synthesizers and MIDI guitars failed
because they were locked into a
keyboard language far too limiting
for the enormous range of
expression and subtlety of the guitar.
The DGI is capable of instantly
analysing every chord, solo or strum,
and via its dedicated synthesizer
section can translate every nuance
into a whole new palette of sounds.
These can be stored in 100 memory
locations on the guitar itself.

I

4

1

I

THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING

In

addition every new guitar sound

can be modelled in performance by
the way you play.

STEW'S unique open architecture
and active performance software
(APS) allows parameters _o be

routed to 'real-time' controls such as
the ware bar, frets or strum area.
To take oneexample you can
wang volume, bend resorance and
strum filter cut-off, or just stick to the
traditional parameters such as
bending pitch.

In shot it's the most expressive
guitar ever developed.
And with MIDI -IN you can use a
sequencer to record and playback
your last solo or play bass while
playing rhythm and drums.
All on one guitar.
The STEPP DGI is a very
sophisticated instrument

harnessing the very latest in 16 bit

microprocessor technology.
But happily it is technology that
doesn't herald the end of the guitar.
Just a new beginning.
Call or write or a brochure:
STEPP Ltd,

3

Primrose Mews, Sharpleshall Street,

LONDON NW 18Y_. Telex: 267002 STEPP G.
Telephone: 01-222 5448(24hr)

THE STEPP DGI
YOU'RE A GUITARIST

- SO PLAY THE GUITAR
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Had Alfred Watkins, discoverer
of 'ley' lines and author of The
Old Straight Track, been a
musician, then it is highly
probable he'd have been more
than inspired to perform music
in Wool Hall Studios,
Beckington. For, give or take a
megalithic metre or so, the
studio stands on that most
famous `alignment' which
intersects the great stone
circle of Avebury, the
Glastonbury Tor and St
Michael's Mount in Cornwall.
Whether the studio is
permeated with anything other
than sonic vibrations from this
coincidence is ne'er our quest
but from the historical point of
view it has an even more
interesting and factual claim
to uniqueness. The building
stands adjacent to a rather
awesome and spooky, large
manor house called The Castle
which has the air that its
original occupant popped out
for a bottle of milk 600 years
ago and never returned and
now awaits the adventurous
curiosity of Indiana Jones.
Having its origins in the 11th
Century it is probably the
oldest building that a
recording studio has ever been
installed in.

Wool Hall Studios, Somerset

actually a sandwich of
chipboard, sand (6 ton) and a
damping membrane of heavily
doped PVC sheet which is in
effect like lead but a lot
cheaper and much simpler to
use. Between the layers is
Rockwool."

The upper floor was destined
to become the control room
and the hall below a very
ambient studio constructed of
wood cladding and
reconstituted stone facing.
Andy continues: "The liveness
was very much a requirement.
These days if someone is going
to record anything in the
studio, it's because they want
it to have a very high degree
of natural ambience to
counteract all the electronic

instruments."
Supported by a lighting grid
approximately 4 or 5 m above
experience as a musician since
the studio floor is a pair of
Pete called upon the
treading the boards at the
speakers specifically for the
expertise of Andy Munro of
Cavern Liverpool when it was
playing and subsequent reMunro Associates, London:
still electric with Beatlemania,
"When we first went to look recording by live mic of
touring Europe and being
at the place it was just a very, electronic sounds in the
involved with several record
natural soundfield. Had the
very old building but
labels such as Ork in New
nevertheless the walls were in positioning of the speakers
York and Do It in London, I
surprisingly good condition for been worked out beforehand?
Andy: "Trial and error
had the necessary experience
their age. The floors were also
to draw upon. It also meant
still remaining though not in basically, although you can
calculate the reverberation
getting the architectural and
such a good state, downstairs
time. It's really a question of
building schemes together, a
was virtually just an earth
microphone positioning, and
Mid-1984 saw Tears for
practical side of recording
floor with a few rotted
Fears' Ian Stanley and Roland studio installation which I'm
floorboards, and the first floor, juggling around with the
Orzabal recording the Songs
positioning of the speakers
particularly fond of. I cothough still intact, was very
from the Big Chair album in
themselves. Moving the mic a
ordinated the building with
thin and had little capability
few inches may make a great
the front room of Ian's house
Ian's father Eric, who has been of sustaining the proposed
in Bath, using a Soundcraft
a tower of strength when
control room. As the control
deal of difference, especially in
desk and Otani MTR-90 and
making sure the builders were room had to be above the
a live room that is not
various outboard equipment,
working to specification was
studio it also offered very little massive. If you go into a
concerned."
Chris Hughes producing.
isolation. So, what we did was concert hall or a very large
Looking for somewhere to
It was Pete's foresight which construct a steel subframe
studio, by large I mean 20 m
install the equipment as a
square by 10 m high, then the
got the scheme off to a good
which then enabled us to
modest recording facility, Ian
start by ensuring that the
soundfield will be very even.
`float' the control room
and Roland acquired Wool
In a smaller studio, however,
heart of the development, the
entirely separately from the
Hall, so named because during Wool Hall studio didn't present rest of the building. What
the soundfield will not be
constant by any means and
the mediaeval period it housed any major problems,
you've got in fact is a `raft'
a wool market. They brought
what you have to do is find the
acoustically or otherwise, in
which is floating on isolation
in an old friend of Chris's, Pete the future. Architecturally the mounts on the original
best spots within that
Dolan, to manage and oversee building is of basic format: a
structure but not structurally soundfield for the recording of
the development of the site,
large room above a hall which supported by the original
particular instruments. You
which also comprises stables, a is entered through an arched
can equalise the sound by
structure. It's all quite
barn and a large farmhouse.
double doorway; above this
elaborate. The idea is basically moving the microphone but
Pete Dolan's roots are firmly stone steps access the upper
that technique seems a little
that any vibration in the
in the music business, a
lost these days. The walls in
room. All too often buildings
control room doesn't get
Wool Hall are splayed at an
necessary requirement to
are purchased for conversion to transmitted through to the
recording studios and the
foresee the succession of
original floor and walls of the angle to direct the early
reflections upwards, the idea
changes which have overtaken owners forget to consider
building.
the studio in the relatively
exactly what is involved when
being that the sound has to go
"What we did was for load short time it has been open,
those precarious jumps are
up before it comes down so
bearing reasons, normal
that the amount of early
mainly due to the band's
made from 16- to 24- and 24 structural considerations and
reflections coming back on the
success.
to 48 -track. Computers and
also to get the maximum
"The situation was ideal for
power supplies end up being
amount of isolation. The result microphone are reduced. This
gets rid of any mid -frequency
me. I wanted to stay in the
shoved in cupboards in the
is good within the limitations
standing waves which are a
Bath area and having worked
office with all the attendant
of the design, ie we couldn't
with Virgin Records and Music noise problems for other
problem in so-called `live'
use concrete or anything like
Market on the expansion of
rooms which actually sound
personnel. And that's just one
that. It all had to be
their retail outlets, had
of the problems.
lightweight. The floor itself is `honky' and unpleasant."
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The EQ on this desk is the best I've
ever worked with, and I've worked on a lot.
M2500 desk, which has been
It just sounded better than any of
fantastic -I can't say how
the others we tried out. It emerged with
good it's been.
We bought tie first one, and amongst flying colours then, and it's still
the best now.
those who came to see it were Genesis,
If it wasn't the best, I wouldn't have it.
and they bought one as a result.
There's no-one more
Then Jo Julian frcm
demanding than
Musicworks bought one
producers and clients,
as well.
because they won't use it
Lots of people have
if they don't like it.
bought them as a result
The studio has literally
of seeing this one.
been built up by client
I'd very much like to
demand-they've said
get their latest desk,
what they wanted and
which I think will wipe
we get it for them. And it all started, of
the floor with any opposition.
People love AMEK desks because of course, with buying the AMEK with
the proceeds of my recording career.
the EQ and the routing.
diThe main thing has been an AMEK

Jon Foxx

Owner
The Garden Studios

The Garden
chose AME
Head Office and Factory
AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5I -VV, England

061-834 6747
Telex: 668127
Tel:

LTD

In the USA
AMEK CONSOLES INC.
10815 Burbank Boulevard

North Hollymod,CA91601
818 508 9788
Telex: 662526
Tel:

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The speakers are sited
approximately a quarter of the
way along the room diagonals
(which, if I remember my BBC
Studio Manager's Handbook, is
the correct place to record
someone to avoid standing
waves).

Although there are large
windows in the hall, metal
halide lighting units provide
ambient lighting of the same
colour temperature as natural
daylight to in -fill the shadow
areas thus reducing eye
fatigue. Installed by Lighting
Design Partnership of
Edinburgh who recently
worked with the Royal
Shakespeare Company, the
arrangement also maintains a

Wool Hall, continued
trunked in.
A sitar, providing

undeniable

proof of Pete Dolan's former
incarnation as a '60s hippy,
lies sedately beneath the stairs
which lead from the reception
area adjoining the studio to
the `Keyboard Club', machine
room and control room
upstairs. The Keyboard Club is
a room full of just about every
keyboard any electronic
musician could desire to
explore his imagination. In
undisturbed solitude, sounds
may be sampled and preprogrammed in readiness for
their application to the tracks.
The particular keyboard or
keyboards involved may then
be moved the short distance
through the machine room to
be installed conveniently on
shelves behind the mixing
console or alternatively the
sounds may be piped from the
room into the console via line
feeds. MIDI is also fed to
in/outs all around the

right hand monitor image is
switched from the video panel
on the SSL console and also
shows Total Recall, etc.
A 56 -channel series 6000
Solid State Logic console is
large enough to dominate even
the most spacious control room
and Wool Hall is not large by
any means. Not large enough
to allow Andy Munro the
space for a full LEDE -type
design. What trapping there is
had to be around the main
monitors (UREI 813As) and in
the ceiling. But it was felt that

the atmosphere created by the
original nature of the room
was just as important to the
clearer picture for the closed
character of the studio and its
circuit video installation which
marketability as a perfect
overcomes the line -of-sight
acoustic environment. The
problem between the control
whole development has been
room and studio. A video
careful to preserve the historic
camera is set up in one corner
feel of the place and this policy
of the hall at head height so
is carried on right through to
that performers appear in
the control room where
natural perspective on the
mullioned windows either side
video monitor above the
of the console provide a vista
mixing console in the control
trunking.
of the lush Somerset
room. Also, they may look
Although all the multitrack
countryside and bring natural
straight into the camera and
and mastering machines are
daylight, also in -filled with
thus give the impression that
sited away from the control
metal halide units, to create
they're looking through a
room in a longish attic -type
an expansive and airy
window at the viewer. "There's room entered by a door
freshness. The control room
nothing more disconcerting
between the monitoring
and studio, however, are both
than talking to someone on a
speakers, for the benefit of
air conditioned by entirely
video monitor who is looking
engineers and producers who
separate systems.
like to be reassured they're not
anywhere other than at the
Why had the SSL been
camera." Facial expressions are overloading the system, a
chosen?
'as important in the
video camera with zoom lens
"At the time we made the
interpretation of someone's
may be directed to image any
decision there wasn't anything
ideas, especially in the difficult of the VU meters and switched else available with that sort of
area of the translation of
into the left hand video
track record that could reliably
musical ideas, as the spoken
monitor above the console. In
deliver the goods. Which is not
word.
fact, all the working areas
to say we're blinkered; we did
The lighting grid also
may be viewed on the left
look at Westar, we did look at
supports a tungsten halogen
hand monitor by way of a
Neve. I even went to see the
uplighting system for `bounced' video patching system. The
Neve desk at Air and for us,
ambient lighting at night-time
and various coloured lights, on Control room
dimmers, for atmosphere and
mood control.
For `drying' up the liveness
of the studio, heavy curtains

and carpets are easily brought
into operation and for total
separation an isolation booth,
constructed of wood and glass,
stands in one corner. Large
enough for a full sized drum
kit it also features guitar lead
connections trunked in giving
the musician total flexibility
as to where he plays regardless
of where the speaker cabinet
has been miked up. It's worth
noting at this point that every
room in the whole complex,
apart from the bedrooms, has
mic and video tie lines
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being one studio, we couldn't
afford to make a commitment
to an up and coming
equivalent desk. We do
envisage rethinking the
situation in three or four years
time when the new desks have
gone through the teething
problems. The SSL series 6000
has already gone through all
that. I praise and admire
someone like Air Studios who
can take a chance on a new
system. Thank God there are
people like them that can do
that, to allow technology and
industry to progress."
What about tape machines?
"We're 48 -track at the
moment, that's two Otani
MTR 90s. For Tears for Fears
in December we brought in a
Mitsubishi X850 and had it
running side -by-side with the
Otaris. The results were
convincing enough and later in
the year we'll be looking at
what's available. We're very
interested to see how the new
Otani performs. It's too early
for us to leap straight into
digital with only one set of
clients but we can hire it in
anytime, we're all geared up
for it.
"We're looking to provide an
alternative big monitoring
system. On the smaller front
we've recently got in some
NS-20s which haven't really
been seen here yet.
"Mike Shipley, who's been
working here for the past five
months, has probably worked
95% of the time on the
Yamaha NS-10s. Some people
don't like big monitors. There
might come a day when
speakers develop so much that
it's realised there is no longer
a need to listen at ridiculous
levels. Most punters listen on
small speakers anyway and
they're what we're all here for.
"Generally speaking most
bands tend to work with
electronic instruments these
days and use the studio only
occasionally. Much of the
design work was fashioned
around Tears for Fears' own
requirements as they will be

using it quite extensively but
their success has taken them
more and more out of the
country so it's necessary that
the facility becomes selfsupporting. It was embarked
on as a commercial venture
anyway and the band's success
has provided us with a lot of
credibility when we've gone
from one stage to another in

These condensor microphones
are designed expressly for digital
audio recording.
They deliver an entirely natural, uncoloured sound. Their distortion figures are insignificant,
and their phase response is, to all
intents and purposes, perfect.
They are perhaps the finest of
their kind in the world.
And in the rarefied quality of
CD, they can make the vital difference.
THE SANKEN CU -41.
Developed jointly by Sanken
and NHK Research, the CU -41 is
the culmination of 58 years of
Japanese microphone design.
Two condensor capsules are
incorporated, each with a one micron titanium diaphragm, the
most stable material available.
Just as in a full range loud speaker, one handles the high frequencies; the other, the lows.
The overall response is flat
within 1dB - from 20Hz to 20kHz,
and at the maximum SPL of 134dB,
T.H.D. is just 0.5%.
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(Each microphone is accompanied by an individual frequency
response trace, a unique guarantee
of quality).
The Sanken CU -41's perfectly
phase- complementary design exceeds the performance of any other
microphone in the world.
THE SANKEN CMS-2.
Our unique MS Stereo micro-

phone is the smallest and lightest
in the world - just 180 grams of
leading -edge technology.
Again, it's in an acoustic class
of its own. A very flat response,
inaudible self-noise (below 16dB)
and a startling 129dB dynamic
range add up to extremely low
colouration and a near-perfect
stereo image.
They are features that make it
the perfect choice for broadcast/
compact disc recording.

How to make a perfect
microphone.
THE SANKEN CONNECTION.
As users of a world -class product, our clients receive excellent
before and after -sales back-up.
Ask your distributor ( see
list) to arrange a demonstration
for you, in your studio.
And, of course, they'll provide
you with a service that's as good
as the microphones themselves
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Pan Communications Inc.,Azabu Heights, Suite 607,
1-5-10 Roppongi, Minatu-ku, Tokyo 106, JAPAN.
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AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD

SANKEN DEALERS WORLDWIDE
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the development, which isn't
finished yet. Although we
seem to cater primarily for the
electronic bands, most of what
you see in the way of keyboard
stands and shelves is entirely
removable for the more
conventional band type format,
for instance, Green on Red who
were working here recently
and really loved the live studio

Wool Hall, continued

There are times when the best
form of advertising is no
advertising at all-assuming,
of course, that you discount the
studio credits on high -selling
records. The moment a studio
acquires a certain mystique
there are generally two roads
to follow: throw open the doors
and let everybody in on the
secret or shroud the mystique
even further by being
secretive. The latter course has
been chosen to a great extent
by the Power Station in New

The Power Station, New York

home (within reason of course).
Any type of pastime, we'll
cater for it. We've got a multigym going in here (a row of
outbuildings) with a `stone room' for natural
reverberation. We're also going
to put another Keyboard Club
in here too. But forgetting
downstairs."
recording for a minute, a
The window to the left of the swimming pool will be sunk
console looks over some of the into the field by that big oak
other buildings in the complex tree. Anything, even hot air
which forms a sort of double
ballooning. They say the word,
quadrangle. By the entrance
they've got it."
gate to the yard is a large
A special room was built on
Elizabethan farmhouse which just to house the full-size
has been converted to six
snooker table. Between the
bedroom accommodation. The
reception area and room with
lounge within features an
a cue is another lounge/
enormous fireplace. All meals are relaxation area also with a
provided and the cook, who is
dining table, interesting
half Indian, specialises in
circular fireplace, video and
Continental as well as
colour TV. The walls
Oriental menus.
throughout the studio
"When a band books this
reception and relaxation areas
place, it's theirs for the
are decorated with the work of
duration, it's their home and
local artists and shelves
they may live here and do as
adorned with large pots, full of
they would if they were at
beautifully arranged flowers.

To lessen the mystique that
surrounds a recording studio
for the local inhabitants of
Beckington, Wool Hall
engaged in several activities to
`break the ice'.
"At Christmas we had all of
the local schoolchildren in and
recorded them singing carols.
Each one of them was given a
cassette of the recordings and

buildings around here, and
also that we weren't a mob of
mindless yobbos, that we cared
about what we were doing,
really cared about how it was

going to affect them-and that
a lot of money was involved."
Spacewise, the studio has
expanded probably as far as it
can in the present building
and the equipment has
reached a penultimate
configuration. However, plans
some were sold for local
are afoot to convert the barn
charities. Then a barbecue was and stables on the opposite
organised for anyone from the side of the complex into a previllage to attend. A great time production room, Keyboard
was had by all. But what it
Club and stone live room but
achieves is that, if say Joni
still all capable of being
Mitchell is working here and
hooked into the present system.
would like to nip out for a
It's mind boggling to
drink in the local pub, you're
meditate on what might be the
able to sit in there, and as
outcome when all those MIDI'd
everyone knows who you are,
keyboard computers and Total
where you're from, you don't
Recall start `talking' to each
get any disturbance. The local other once the line is leyed'.
villagers and planners have all
been terrific. They were OK
David Hastilow
once they saw that we were
The Wool Hall, Castle
Conner, Beckington,
going to great lengths to get
the appearance of the place in Somerset BA3 6TA, UK.
keeping with all the other
Tel: 0373 830731.

The console was rebuilt in
1984 by Neve, "... to give us
the console we wanted but
start off with 1 ft thick poured straight into the studios
using the guts of the original
concrete;' explained bookings
without bothering about stairs. in order to preserve the sound
manager and technical
It's convenient and saves time of the control room".
engineer, Barry Bongiovi, "and and hassle."
Anybody expecting a modern
isolation between studios has
hi -tech look to the control
Staff includes six recording
never been a problem. We did
room will be disappointed as
engineers plus six to eight
float a new floor for Studio B
assistants. Maintenance is very the finish is essentially narrow
but with the massive
wood panelling. In fact, one
important here and the 24 hr
construction of the place it was schedule requires six people to could almost say it looks oldprobably just a luxury! The
fashioned! The room had a
keep the place running
building was a great find in
very pleasant sound on speech
smoothly.
itself as to build to these
The Power Station has three which is usually a good
York.
standards today would be
studios in operation-A, B and indication of how the room will
Owned by Bob Walters who
prohibitively expensive and
respond. The 'retro' look of the
C and the control rooms have
is also studio manager, and
whereas lots of studios have to been built as near identically
room is further implied by the
lbny Bongiovi, who designed
worry about interior acoustics
flown Altec 804 monitors
as possible.
the studios, the Power Station and isolation, we were able to
"...that work very well with
First impression was
has acquired a fairly enviable just concentrate on the
the room and the console".
`Nashville in New York' and
reputation as 'the place to be'. acoustic response of the
There is also a selection of
the low key atmosphere was
The studio dates back to
different rooms."
nearfield monitors.
very much at odds with the
January 1978 when Studio A
The Power Station has a
The rear half of the control
central Manhattan reality
was opened and the first
fairly central position in
room is slightly raised to give
outside. The reception décor
success was the Chic album
Manhattan island but nudging consists of low lights,
a view from the console down
Dance, Dance, Dance although into the West Side so that
into the studio for better
comfortable sofas, walls of
mix and overdub sessions were mundane things such as
visual contact with those on
unfinished wood and a fair
already going on from 1977
parking are not likely to cause sprinkling of flowers. In
the other side of the glass.
when the building was
hours of frustration! There is a addition there is a separate
A central feature of the room
acquired.
large freight lift with its
-literally-is the double rack
intimate lounge on the third
Prior to this the building
entrance at street level so you floor. There are also several
of 24 Pultec programme
had been the Edison Power
can drive straight into it and
equalisers behind the console:
TV sets around the room and
Station (hence the name) and
unload on any floor.
"We scoured New York and
catering facilities.
it was built to house extremely
"As you can see, we have lots
Studio A was the first studio around everywhere to get
heavy machinery. This means of room for expansion,"
enough of these so that each
to be completed and is
the basic structure is very
continued Barry. "It really is
room could be equipped with
equipped with a Neve 8068
sound and high isolation
handy to have a `parking lot'
40 -channel, 16-bus console. The 24 of them." Though this may
between the rooms was easily
on each floor. It also means
seem a little excessive clients
tape machines are all Studer
achieved. "The floors here
that equipment can be brought with 1 and V4 in mastering.
certainly seem to like the idea.
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THE AX73 MIDI
SYNTH HAS THE
HOTTEST AND
MOST SOUGHT
AFTER SOUNDS.
The AX73 MIDI 6 Voice Velocity Split Synthesizer is in a
class of its own as a full featured synthesizer with
unmatched versatility. Its 99 internal programs are
packed with some of the hottest and most sought after
sounds available. And of course you can customize your

own sounds as well and build up an unlimited library of
sounds on cassette tapes. The 6 octave keyboard is
velocity sensitive to let you express both subtle as well as
explosive nuances. You can even split the keyboard and
use it as a master keyboard to control MIDI sound
modules or digital samplers. The sound and processing
capabilities of the AX73 are so extensive that we added a
SAMPLER input to let you process digitally sampled
sounds through the AX73 and add filtering, stereo
chorusing, envelopes, modulation, and much more. In
fact the AX73 is the ideal synthesizer and master
keyboard to use with your
sampler.

find out more, ask your
professional Akai dealer.
To

For your nearest stockist call our Special Information line Tel: 01-897 2487

www.americanradiohistory.com

AI

professional
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Other outboard gear in the
racks was more than a
sprinkling of UREI LA-3A
limiters, Lexicon Prime Time 2
and PCM-42 digital effects
units, Eventide DDL and H910
Harmonizer, dbx compressors
and Neve equalisers and

Power Station, continued

compressors.

"These are standard pieces of
equipment that we find
everybody likes, whereas the
new sophisticated stuff is often
very much a matter of
personal taste. It also means
that clients can work between
the different rooms and not
lose a sense of continuity. We
aim to have a basic
complement of equipment for
each control room plus a pool
of equipment that can be
patched in when it is needed."
The control room is quite
spacious with plenty of room
to move around in. As the
console and rear half of the
room are raised people can be
seated in the front and out of
the way, leaving the
production team to work
unhampered.
Studio A is a large room
that has been designed with
strings and wind instruments
in mind, though full orchestras
have been fitted in with a bit
of a pinch. There are two large
isolation booths at the rear
which can be open to the
studio or closed off by sliding
glass doors.
The studio is very live and
has an exterior finish of
spaced rough wooden planking
and solid wood floor. The floor
plan is asymmetrical with
large rounded corners making
it almost circular to avoid
standing waves. From the
amount of bass and low middle
being pulled out of the room,
there is obviously some heavy
absorption going on behind the
panelling with the high mids
and trebles being diffused by
the wood surfaces. The room in
fact has a very pronounced
presence peak which is no
doubt attenuated the moment
it is full of musicians. This all
gives the room a very definite
character which may not
always suit one's requirements.
Reverberation time is
approximately 0.75 s-lots of
attack and short die-awaythough again this will vary
depending on numbers present.
The shape of the room can
most be likened to that of a
vault with the walls raking in
to a centre section-which is,
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in fact, off centre-that looks
like a large oval barrel
reaching up into the ceiling. A
feature of the room is that the
acoustical balance changes
from bottom to top and some

sound. The acoustic treatment
is fronted with spaced wooden
slats providing an extremely
short decay whilst retaining a
good attack. The floor is also
wood, though carpet can be
quite dramatic `EQ changes'
laid down if the sound needs
can be made simply by raising to be damped down further.
or lowering the microphones.
Again, the degree of
"We have a pair of PZMs
separation is very noticeable; a
strung up permanently in the dramatic change in the
centre section where the
acoustics can be heard
ambient sound gets funnelled
stepping from the booth into
up, so to speak, and they give
the studio.
a very interesting effect.
Control Room C is very
However, they can be dropped
similar to A with the consoledown so that they are away
this time an SSL 4000E with
from the ceiling if the sound
48 channels-raised on a dais
needs to be changed."
and an overall finish of wood
The two large rooms are well on the floor, walls and ceiling.
separated from the main
The rack with its 24 Pultecs
studio floor. The left booth is
was in evidence together with
intended more for quiet solo
the basic equipment roster
instruments when the studio is previously outlined.
being used with a large
Monitoring is a pair of UREI
orchestra, and retains a very
813Bs driven by a Yamaha
agreeable acoustic. Should
2200 power amp. As in Control
complete separation be
Room A, the monitors are
required, full height glass
flown from a track mounted in
doors recessed into the wall
the ceiling, enabling them to
can be pulled across. This also be moved in an arc about the
increases the overall liveness
listening position. Why flown
of the booth-and the studio.
monitors?
"However, it's very seldom the
"It means the monitor bridge
doors are closed:' said Barry.
is done away with and we have
"The separation with the
encountered no problems with
booth open is more often than this set up. We found that the
not sufficient. Also, even
813Bs work better with the
though 100% visual contact is SSL console than the 804s. It
maintained through the doors, would be an interesting
the musicians definitely feel
analysis job to find out why
much more part of the band
but as the combination works
with them open."
it would be purely academic!"
The right booth features a
In addition to the Studer
very dead though unmuffled
recorders was a Mitsubishi

digital multitrack, so had the
Power Station gone digital?
"It's here on rental for Bryan
Ferry at the moment but we
are obviously considering the
purchase of digital machines.
At the moment we hire them
in as required.
"One problem that has to be
considered is the fact of two
digital standards. Some clients
like the Sony, some the
Mitsubishi and it would be
expensive, to say the least, to
have both machines here.
Rental seems the best way to
do things until the market
settles into a more set
pattern."
On the SSL consoles Barry
had this to say: "It was a bit
strange but our engineers had
a hard time getting used to
them at first. The concept of
the SSL was different to what
they had been used to. The EQ
section was, we felt, very
clinical and took some getting
used to. We had a good
dialogue going with the
company as regards some
modifications that we wanted
done and were partly
instrumental in the realisation
of the 'P' EQ modules from
SSL."
(The 611-EQP equaliser

simulates the characteristics
and sound of valve (tube) units
such as the Pultec programme
equalisers.)
"We also have an SSL in
Studio B-a 48 -channel 6000E.
We put in a 6000E for its
better suitability for audio/
visual work though it is useful
to have the two types of
console within the building
depending on the projects in
hand. Both consoles feature
the SSL Studio Computer with
Total Recall but the Neve is
strictly manual-no
automation. It keeps engineers
on their toes and reminds
them what it was like in the
good old days!
"Studio B is the same as C
here, with the exception of it
being used more for A/V work.
Tony used the same design for
each control room so that
clients could move around the

building without worrying
about the sound changing. It's
an idea that sounds great in
theory but can give problems
in real life situations. However,
it has worked out very well
here at the Power Station:'
Studio C floor area is far
more rectangular than A and,
though it has basically wood

Watch it
take off
911.

BASF Studio Master 911. Developed
specifically to meet the considerable
demands of current multi -track
technology. Launched to wide acclaim.

significant design achievement
audio performance
matched with excellent mechanical
properties.

911 is a

- outstanding

High dynamic range at all
frequencies (74.5 dB at 1 kHz)
Very low modulation noise
(DC ratio 54.5 dB)

Excellent winding characteristics
Low print -through
(signal to print at 1 kHz 56.5 dB)

More sound. Less noise.
BASF United Kingdom Ltd.,
151 Wembley Park Drive,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 8JG.
01-908 3188

BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb -Daimler-Str. 10

D-6800 Mannhe m
Telefon: 06 21/4) 08-1
1

Telex: 4 62 621 basf d

bl BASF
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surfaces throughout, is a lot
smoother in its response. The
shape here is more barn -like,
with vertical walls and sloping
ceiling on both sides with a
flat central roof section.

Power Station, continued

but won't understand why the
acoustics work, how the wood
is treated, etc.
very popular. There aren't
manager. However, to be frank
"I consider the Power Station
many studios here in New
I never did like the term
to be a combination of proper
York where you can see
businessman and much prefer design and construction
"We did a lot of
outside!"
to think of myself as the guy
together with the proper
experimentation here,"
The studio also features
who takes care of business.
installation of the right type of
explained Barry, "and the
three isolation booths along
"Tony walked into Media
equipment. Apart from such
result is the end product of a
one side with the left booth
Sound in March 1970 looking
things as the installing of AC
lot of work. Studio A had a
having large windows for good for a job. He had just been
power, heavy plumbing, etc, all
great sound but it could tend
visual contact when it is
fired from the Record Plant
the studio construction was
towards being a bit limiting so closed off.
and wanted employment.
done by the staff. That way
Studio C had to be designed to
This completes description of Something clicked-I found
they got involved in the place
be a lot more flexible."
the studios and a conversation him very sincere-and I hired
and wanted to see it properly
The room has none of the
with Bob Walters reveals some him on the spot. When I left
done. We are very much a
peakiness of the first studio
background and philosophy.
Media in 1976 Tony came with team here where everyone is
and has a much more airy
Bob Walters led the career of me and we started up the
important."
atmosphere compared to the
a club bandleader, also playing Power Station."
A self-confessed management
almost `gothic' feel of A.
The Power Station has a very freak, Bob Walters feels that
trumpet and singing, until
Another valuable commodity is 1968 when Media Sound
protective attitude towards
the sign of a well -run
daylight!
itself and no photos of the
studio was founded.
organisation is that people are
"When we were building the
"I played music for a living
studios were allowed for
given responsibility. "As an
studio we weren't too sure
and also dabbled in a travel
security reasons (or to put it
administrator you have to be
whether to leave the windows
bluntly, for fear that people
agency for a bit. The latter
able to delegate-you can't do
in or not. In the end we
might steal their designs).
experience was very good as I
it all yourself and you
decided to keep them and
learned a lot about business
"One reason we don't get
shouldn't have to. Intelligent
installed shutters for those
from it. The combination of
involved in sharing technical
people should be able to make
people who insist on keeping
being able to understand
ideas is because my partner,
quick decisions and not wait
their studio tans! More often
musicians and business is a
Tony Bongiovi, did the designs for someone else to decide. It is
than not though we work with good asset for me in my
and he decided-no photos.
very much a team effort here
daylight here as it has proved position here as studio
People can look at the studios
and we have very little

CLEAR REASON
For the music studio owner, no decision is more critical
than choosing a console. Both financially and creatively,
the success of your operation may well depend on the capabilities ancI quality of the system you select, and the company
that supports it. Clear reason, we suggest-, to consider the
SL 4000 E Series Master Studio System from Solid State
Logic. But certainly not the only reason.
Consider, for instance,
that only SSL has builtin track remotes on
every channel, integrated with the industry's
most versatile monitor
fader and foldback facilities. Or that SSL alone
provides pushbutton
signal processor routing
for each channel's noise
gate and expander,
compressor/limiter, high
and low pass filters, and
parametric equaliser
plus switchable phantom power, patchfree audio subgrouping,
AFL and PFL monitoring, fader start for external devices,

-
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and stereo modules
with balance and
Image Width controls.
Consider that SSL
makes the industry's
only comprehensive
studio control system with integral
synchronisation of
up to five audio/video machines, concise English commands,
tape location by timecode,
foot/frames, cue numbers
or key words, and complete session list management. And that SSL alone

-

offers extensive fader,
group and mute automation and mix manipulation plus optional pro-

grammable parametric
equalisation and panning,
multi -repeatable Events
Control, and Automatic
Dialogue Replacement.
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turnover of staff. Attitude,
energy and knowledge are the
three things here that make
the place click.
"So far we have had seven of
our engineers go independent
and we are glad that their
careers are prospering. We are
also glad that they very often
like to come back here to
work:'
Discussion turned towards
the studios themselves.
"The Power Station has

never advertised-the place
sells itself. We hire very good
people, buy the best equipment
and put out a proper product.
Our trade comes from number
one people who listen to
records that have come out
from here or who are
recommended by producers and
musicians.
"The advantage of having
someone like Tony here is that
he understands the various
sectors of the business. He
started out as a sound mixer
and then became a producer
which means he knows the
needs of engineers, producers

music and when it's not:'
With the name Bongiovi in
evidence was there any link
with the group Bon Jovi?
"I would just like to say this:
John Bongiovi, the lead singer,
is Tony's cousin. We trained
him, gave him singing lessons,
recorded him, got him a deal
with Polygram and, in short,
invested in him." End of quote!
In keeping with its low
magazine TEC award in 1985.
for new talent-because that's profile image, the Power
"I think of awards like that
being mainly political but it's where you are going to find it! Station has no rate cards,
still thrilling to be recognised That's how it used to be done promotional material or
equipment lists. Rates do exist,
by our peers:'
and it's still relevant today.
of course, and these are fixed
With the studios often
You need to find people who
for 24- and 48 -track recording
working round the clock,
have performing experience
as well as for dubbing and
maintenance is a high priority and if we see anyone with
rentals. Whether there is a
and Bob Walters runs a `tight potential we bring them in,
secret to the place apart from
develop them and generally
ship'.
good equipment and people is
just help them along. At the
"Ed Evans heads the
up to the individual but the
moment we have four artists
maintenance staff and it is
what I would call `intelligently that we are working on and we mystique is there that creates
a certain type of success. And
look forward to them being
done'. I definitely think that
no-sell can often be a very
successful. However, this does
the technical staff-bath in
successful 'hard sell'.
not mean that we call all the
maintenance and design-are
Terry Nelson
the lifeblood of our business
shots. There should always be
Power Station, Inc 441 West
and that cutting back in this
one or two people in a band
who can make decisions when 53rd Street, New York, NY
area virtually amounts to
commercial suicide. Even with recording-they should be able 10019, USA.
Tel: (212) 246-2900.
the best of care, equipment can to say when it's the band's

and musicians.
"Another thing is that the
sound we get in the studios
here is the sound you get at
home. We have never had a
client take away a copy of a
mix and come back saying
that it sounds different away
from the studio."
Bob touched briefly on the
Power Station winning a Mix

break down and it's always at
three o'clock in the morning! If
the client sees a maintenance
engineer come in straightaway
to fix the problem, he feels
cared for but when there's
nobody...well, you get my
point."
Moving on to the studio's
relationship with artists: "We
very much believe in going out
into the clubs and looking out

Then consider that SSI2s Studio
Computer alone goes beyond mixing
automation to provide Total Recall'
a unique system, completely indepenO
dent of the audio path, which stores all
I/O module settings after each session.
The new TR AutoScan function makes
it faster than ever to recreate headphone and monitor
mixes, equalisation, or entire console setups with quarter dB accuracy and rapid verification. And SSL alone
offers data -compatibility with more than 300 installations in over 80 cities around the world.
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Finally, consider a company whose record of practical

innovation, ongoing development and in-depth technical support has earned repeat orders from many of
company that other
the world's toughest customers
manufacturers use as a standard for comparison. We
join them in urging you to compare. Our 40 page colour
brochure on the SL 4000 E Series is a good place to
start. It's yours for the asking, and it just might make
your difficult decision a whole lot easier. Clear reason,
may we suggest, to write or call us today.

-a

Solid State Logic
Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 RU (08675) 4353
200 West 57th Street New York, New York 10019 (212) 315-1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (2l3) 463-4444
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TONY F

Over the last few years Tony Faulkner has been
recognised as one of the leading classical
recording engineers. Janet Angus discussed
classical recording and the influence of digital
audio and found some positive opinions.
Faulkner is one of a new
breed of classical recording
engineer in that he is
independent of any particular
label. He has his own purpose
built facility for Green Room
Productions, designed with the
help of Munro Associates. This is located
at Henry Wood Hall in the Waterloo
district of London-a charitable trust
which is used by most of the London
orchestras for rehearsal and recording.
When, towards the end of the 1970s
the record industry began to experience
diminishing returns and therefore
budgets, one of the first areas to suffer
was that of classical music because the
market was that much smaller. At the
time Faulkner was working for Enigma
Records which WEA, having purchased,
proceeded to close down.
He decided to take a gamble and see if
he could make it to Christmas without
actually trying to get 'a job'. To his
delight business took off in a big way
and he has never looked back. With less
and less money to lavish on classical
recordings, record labels naturally found
it attractive to hire Tony to effect a
recording and then go away when he had
finished. When he embarked on this new
career he expected to be working for
small independents whereas a very large
proportion of his work comes from the
major record labels.
Tony

Having already experimented with
prototype Sony and JVC equipment as
far back as 1977 at Enigma, it was only
natural that he should continue.
"I'm just not interested in old
technology. I'm not a very nostalgic
person. I like valve microphones for
voices because they sound nicer but I
wouldn't want, just for old times' sake,
lots of valve microphones and analogue
tape machines because I don't like the
sound very much. I think things have
moved on and it's foolish to pretend that
they haven't. I don't like analogue.
There's no bass, it's `pitchy' and homily."
He invested in digital equipment as
soon as he could, albeit with relatively
humble beginnings.
"I invested in digital equipment
because it is much better than analogue
equipment. When I started up, the
analogue equipment I had was a Revox
G36-and old valve thing that I paid £40
for-and a C37 valve machine which I
bought from Morgan Studios. I had a
PCM-1-the old Sony quasi -domestic
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thing and one U-matic. I used to take
the hi-fi apart at home for the
monitoring and had to hide the Sansui
tuner/amplifier underneath the table on
location and have the Spendors from
home for the monitoring, that's how I
made my first 50 records.
"People get very nostalgic about the
sound of analogue but the fact is it's
nothing like what goes into it. Maybe
what comes off sounds nice but to my
ears it is a fairly gross distortion of what
goes in in terms of things like pitch. I
get this terrible feeling of seasickness
when I hear a piano off analogue just
from the way the pitch seems to wobble;
to my ears digital audio is a much more
stable sound. From the stereo image
point of view and perspective I find I can
do much more with digital in terms of
precision of stereo placement,
particularly around the centre of the
image. I have much less problems
convincing clients that a minimalist
technique will give them enough seconds
(violins) and violas, woodwind and timps
now that I'm using digital equipment
than I ever did using analogue with
Dolbies on the front. The middle of the
image always seemed to wander around
with analogue but it doesn't with digits.
"The other big plus, which is away
from sound quality, is editing on
classical music. Often you have to do a
lot of nit-picking editing on things like
harpsichord recitals where people are
bothered about squeaks or fluffs, and
with digital it is much easier to edit.
Operationally it is not easier in terms of
the fact that you've got to push lots of
buttons rather than use a razor blade
but you've got second and third chances
to fine tune things and often rhythm is
disturbed by joins. Being able to trim off
a few microseconds at a time means that
you can fine tune it so that disturbance
in the thrust and direction of the
performance, is minimised."
Although impressed with the
JVC sound, he has decided to
remain exclusively Sony for
reasons of compatibility.
"The JVC DAS900 does
sound very sweet, very clean,
and it doesn't have the glassy
top that some of the earlier machines
had from just about everybody-most of
them squeaked like the door hinge
needed some 3 -in-l! But it's still an old
format this idea of recording on to video

tape. I think R-DAT will change a lot of
the rules when it comes through. Not as
a storage system for compact disc, tape
exchange, things like that but for
sessions something like an R-DAT
machine or these new erasable disks is
definitely the direction I can see."
Green Room have done a lot of
modifications to their digital equipment,
mainly to the analogue circuits in order
to sweeten the sound.
"A lot of digital audio's criticism is to
do with the high frequency quality and
looking through the circuits it is because
of pretty lousy analogue design-the sort
of thing that turned up in applications
books when I was at university too many
years ago."
They have tweeked their Sony 1610s
and the Fl which they use for a lot of
sessions running on DMR2000s; thus
they are then able to direct edit on the
DA1100 by having those tapes on the
player and recording direct on to 1610 on
the recorder. They use the Harmonia
Mundi BW 102 to take out the DC
offs,.ts. Tony likes the sound of the
tweeked F1 and feels it is preferable to
investing in a 1630 which he doesn't feel
sounds any better.
The classical music market has become
used to the sound of digital recording
and now expects it.
"There is no reason why anyone would
want to record classical music
analogue-there is no market for it and
it is noisy. Once you get used to how
quiet digital recording is on large
symphony orchestras, there's just no way
you can go back to recording analogue. I
haven't got an analogue machine
anymore; I haven't made an analogue
album since 1980 and I've probably made
350 classical ones since then. None of my
clients are interested in it. I've forgotten
how to edit with a razor blade and I
don't really want to learn again."
Microphone techniques also changed
due to digital audio.
"The main way in which digitial has
affected my own microphone technique is
with the big symphony orchestra. I can
rarely get away with using just, say, a
coincident pair of directional
microphones having crossed figure -ofeight Blumlein style, or a pair of near
coincident cardioids-not because of any
stereo effect or musical balance problem
but purely because the microphones don't
sound very nice.
"The usual way the colouration from a
directional microphone shows itself up is
you'll get a bass roll-off akin to the
second order Butterworth high pass
filter, which means first of all you get no
bass and secondly it sounds a bit
`megaphonic'. So most of my clients tend
now to expect the sound to be less
coloured and, because of digital recording
having this extended bandwidth, it
means that I have had to move to
microphone techniques that use pressure
microphones or omnidirectionals and
trying to work out various deviations of
mic technique that will give me the sort
of stereo that I'm used to from a
coincident directional microphone
technique; trying to get that kind of
stereo image using omnis.
"It isn't easy because the basic idea of
coincident technique is that you have
two microphones very close to each
other, angled away from each other.

Being directional they will pick up the
directionality of the sound coming
towards them so that what's coming
from the left only goes into the left
microphone and isn't picked up much on
the right one. Well, doing that with
omnis normally means that you either
space them a lot (traditional technique
being 10, 15 or maybe 20 ft apart from
each other) but if you do that you don't
get the sort of stereo spread or
perspective that you used to as a
recording engineer trained in using
coincident techniques. So I've been
working out all sorts of peculiar
deviations for near coincident omni
microphones.
"The theoretical idea of an
omnidirectional microphone picking up
all frequencies equally from all
directions isn't actually a practical
possibility and because of the nature of a
pencil microphone for example it's much
better at picking up high frequencies in
front than it is from behind (because
there's a great lump obstructing the
sound from behind from reaching the
front of the capsule). So most real
omnidirectional microphones are actually
quite directional at high frequencies,
particularly the large capsule ones. But
you can use those irregularities to try
and get some stereo."

the microphone setups Tony and his associates
use at Henry Wood Hall
retain as the main pickup,
a pair of omnidirectional
microphones placed only a
few inches apart from each
other and angled out.
"The main difference in the last five
years is that people expect an omni
sound quality with the bass extended
and just generally a bit sweeter and
warmer. If you use directional
microphones they tend to sound hard and
brittle and, particularly with a big
orchestra, anything with an organ or any
information below 100 Hz, musicians feel
that it's gone, it's missing and I couldn't
argue with them."
The other effect has been that it is no
longer possible to get away with using
old noisy microphones and duff mic
cables because the distortions now are
above the threshold of audibility at the
end of the chain. In the old days it was
possible to hear the difference between
microphones in the control room but
when you played the tape back in the
control room you probably couldn't hear
Many of

them.
Green Room's backbone microphones
are Schoeps: MK2 omnis, MK4 cardioids,
MK41 hypercardioid, MK5 switchable
omni/cardioid ("they are my favourite in
the range"); MK6 3 -way changeable and
MK8 fixed on figure -of-eight ("if we feel
like going back to basics we stick those
up").

"Other microphones include Sanken

CU41 s and Bruel & Kjaer 4006s.
We've got a lot of Shure SM81 s and
SM8Os which are very under -rated
microphones-very, very good,
particularly the omni which has got a
nice capsule size halfway between the
two B&Ks. In many ways they offer the
advantages of both the B&Ks because
with them you either have a very ultra
low noise with the coloured capsule or

(Left to right) Mike Hatch (recording manager), John Boyden (producer), Tony Faulkner
sense of security that you can sort it out
else you have a very noisy one with an
on the mix, and you can't. There is no
uncoloured capsule, and the Shure
combines fairly low noise with fairly low way in a mix you can move a

microphone 6 in up, down, left, right,
backwards or forwards in the way that
you should have done it in the session
when you were listening to it in stereo."
Another argument for multitracking is
that singers and soloists sometimes need
the reassurance of hearing a good
representation of their performance, and
in a bad control room it can be an
advantage to be able to put up a
convenient mix for this purpose, safe in
the knowledge that you haven't
sabotaged your recording.
One of the key factors to the different
approach required for miking an
orchestra brought about by digital
recording is the way in which analogue
covers the seams of multiple mics. This
is a good reason for using minimalist
techniques.
"Analogue covers the seams because
everything's got a very nice sort of
romantic mist over it which some people
enjoy. In that one regard the lies that
engineer's meat is another engineer's
analogue's telling are lies that you like
poison, they don't like them."
to hear but I'm not interested in the
The idea of recording orchestral music
business of peddling lies."
on multitrack had its pros and cons.
Microphone set-ups will obviously
When you are working in a venue you
depend largely on the size and ambience
are not familiar with in a control room
which is quite likely just to be the vestry of the hall. At Henry Wood a typical
orchestral microphone set-up will
of a church or a similar type room with
probably consist of an ORTF pair or
an unsympathetic acoustic, it was quite
widened ORTF pair of MK5s or Sankens
useful to be able to mix tracks after the
with another pair-`American' style-of
event.
"Maybe from a sonic point of view you MK5s or B&Ks in front of the second
and third desks of violins and the second
can justify the idea of laying the
desk of the cellos, which will be brought
individual component microphones on to
separate tracks so that you can fine tune up a bit to bring the sound out and to
give a little bit more room tone. In
it later. But the real problem with
addition to these there may be some
multitrack is that you end up with
woodwind microphones if the orchestra
thousands of wires everywhere. It gets
has been set very deep. Often when
very complicated and confusing and
recording an orchestra will spread
nobody knows quite what you can get
themselves out over quite large arearight afterwards-particularly the
they want to put their feet out and put
musicians."
their newspapers beside their chairs, etc.
Faulkner favours straight to stereo
"If you have got woodwind on the flat
technique because everybody goes away
behind a sprawled bunch of string
knowing what has been achieved and
players they are far enough back but the
there are no illusions.
overall pickup is going to be very light
"But I can see why people want to
on woodwind. In concert halls, the
work multitrack and it's not purely so
that they can make the sound when they reverberation time can be affected by the
lack of an audience and you can find
get home; that's a fairly naïve attitude
that the woodwind sound will be much
that some of the hi-fi types come up
more laid back. So quite often we will
with, this idea that people walk into a
put a pair of microphones up high over
studio and say `gosh, how can we muck
the woodwind and in front of them a bit,
it up today? Let's do it multitrack and
something like the Sankens just to put a
twiddle the knobs so that everybody
little bit more front edge on the sound.
finds it unrecognisable when it comes
It's not actually a balance thing; if you
out'. That's just not the case; people
listen in mono we're not actually making
don't think like that.
the flute or the clarinet sound any
"Multitrack can, however, in my
harder, just somehow or other there is
limited experience, lull you into a false

coloration and in real operational use
that's often more helpful.
"We've got some old Neumann KM53
valve microphones and some KM84s.
Some people get frightfully enthusiastic
about the KM84; it's a very good
workaday microphone but it's got all the
usual directional microphone problems:
it's squeaky and it hasn't got much deep
bass. I find it a bit bland but a lot of
engineers are very familiar with them
which means they know how to use them
to get the sound they want. If I've got
foreign producers or foreign engineers
who don't know anything about Sar kens
or Shures or Schoeps, it's nice for them
to have something they recognise and
know what they can do with. A lot of
microphone technique comes down to
familiarity with the particular tools in
your mie kit and there's no point in
saying that one microphone is globally
better than another one because one
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piano is one area where
engineers have vastly differing
ideas how to go about setting

the left hand strings and a pair of PZMs
on the floor stuck down with masking
tape, which is a way I wouldn't dream of
recording a piano but I must say it
sounded very good. We all start from
different starting points and they get
their very good results by their own
methods."
Faulkner will instinctively work
further away from instruments in order
to avoid problems with buzz and peculiar
squeaks, ringing and modulation noises
coming from inside pianos and other
instruments that would not normally be
heard by an audience anyway.
"My background was in recording
Renaissance polyphony music. The first
stuff I ever did was Byrd and Tallis
masses, things like that where my main
interest was clarity of the details of the
words while still managing to get the
ambience of the location you are
recording in. That starting point has
really coloured my whole attitude to
recording since then. I am very
interested in trying to reproduce the
ambience and the atmosphere of the
location, not just the individual strands
of the performance."
For things like string quartets the
main two starting points will be either
an American oriented one or a European
oriented one. A lot of Green Room's
business is with American labels
working in London or on the continent.
An American based technique will
probably start with two or three spaced

Solo
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the mics up.
more front edge to the sound; more
"Some people tell you put two
'presence', to use a musical word. It's not
omnis down the bottom, about a
in terms of some EQ on the presence
foot apart from each other;
knob; musicians have certain words like
other people tell you put an ORTF pair
ambience, or air, that mean different
in the arc of the piano and then put two
things than they would to a mixer
omnis further back spaced apart; another
manufacturer. If you talk about presence, person will tell you you can only do it
most people just think it means pull it
with a C24, somebody will tell you you
forward, make it sound a bit harder, but
can only do it with pair of Sankens."
musicians don't mean that. Generally
Tony's own technique generally is to
they mean more ambience but then more use a pair of Sankens, not very far apart
clearly defined within the ambience, they from each other, angled out a bit: "Much
don't mean closer but more feeling of the higher than you would normally expect
hall to give more front edge to them.
to use them and much further away.
That sort of presence you can get, if you
That happens to suit my idea of what I
want it on woodwind, on a high pair of
want a piano to sound like. I wouldn't
KM84s or CU41s.
dream of telling everybody else to rush
"We prefer the Sankens because you
out and do this because it's going to
tend to pick up all the rest of the
change their lives because they would
orchestra and the timps will come
come back with something that perhaps
through on that rather than having to
they would hate. Piano is the most
put a microphone on them uniquely to
extraordinary thing for a classical
make them sound like steel drums. If,
engineer because I've been on quite a
however, you leave it on overall pickup
few set-ups with different engineers and
with the very deep set up orchestra, the
I've never found two engineers with the
timps can end up sounding like they're
same idea about how to record a piano;
unloading coal outside or slamming a
they may well end up with a similar
door in the car park. Although I believe
sound in the finished product but they
in minimalist microphone techniques I'm are arrived at in completely different
not going to make rotten records just to
ways.
prove that you ought to. A lot of
"We were working in Berlin last
minimal miking gets a bad name from
September-one of the big companies was
people who shoot their mouths off and
just moving out of the same location and
say it's the only way you can possibly
they had been recording Beethoven piano
record. It isn't the only way-there are a
sonatas with a KM84 at one end, very
heck of a lot of good records that have
close to the high frequency strings, a
been done in lots of different ways."
KM84 down the bottom end very close to

omnis.
"It is still the same basic technique
always that you try and arrive at an
overall balance from either two or three
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microphones that contain 80% at least of
what you want to hear on the final
record. You might do a little
embellishment with some spot
microphones or some space microphones
but your starting point must be a set of
two or three microphones which pick up
most of what you want to hear. That's
the so-called minimalist philosophy. It
doesn't mean you have to do everything
with a crossed pair of figure -of-eights or
two omnis or whatever; the basic idea is
that you have an overall pickup from
one set of microphones not too far apart
from each other and then maybe you
need to polish that up. But if you work
that way then you're leaving the balance
of the different instruments essentially
to the artists and the composer rather
than twiddling the knobs and confusing
what the performers are trying to do for
themselves."
Opera calls for an altogether different

work the way that worked last time. It
costs a fortune to have all these big time
singers flying in and out on Concorde
and a big symphony orchestra and
choruses all hanging around, and they
try to get everything done in the
minimum number of sessions, purely
because of the costs.
"The only other way you can do it
really is to go to live performances and
put some mies up but that requires a lot
of planning and organisation and usually
it's an impossibility."

approach. There is not really very much
roam for manoeuvre. Standard practice
calls for a set-up whereby the singers are
stationed on scaffolding behind the
orchestra each with a microphone from
which you "add enough of that to keep
them happy and not enough to make it
completely phoney". There is a
particular type of sound which people
have come to expect of an opera
recording which was laid down by things
like the Solti recording of Wagner's
Ring and that is a large boomy
symphony orchestra with very close
voices. Being realistic, says Tony, there
is not a lot else you can do anyway.
"in many ways opera is the most
frustrating thing to record because you
are locked into a certain style of sound,
with the voices very forward, the
orchestra a bit laid back and very wide;
you usually don't have very much time
on the session to do anything other than

Henry Wood Hall with City of Landon SiLfon_a recording Shubert 3

for miking up singers, Tony
was a bit hesitant. "This is
where I'm going to get
branded as a freak. I rather
like valve microphones on
vocalists but I don't have very
many of them and usually
have to hire them in. Something like a
U67 or a C12 if you have got to use a
microphone close. All my microphones
are ones that most pop engineers
wouldn't necessarily have much
experience of using. They are
microphones used at a distance and in a
pop studio that's about the last thing
you want."
The Green Room philosophy is to use
an eavesdropping technique where you
stand at a distance away from the
performers and in order to be at that
distance you need microphones that are
capable of reaching into the orchestra or
ensemble.
"The problem with opera is that you
actually need a microphone close to the
vocalist so that it doesn't pick up the
bassoonist who is sitting in front of
As
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where the soprano is. The traditional
microphone to use these days would be
something like a U87 or maybe TLM.
But my favourite is to use these old
valve things.
"The main disadvantage of valvesthings like noise and reliability and
whatever, those don't apply quite so
much with opera because they are only
add-on microphones and the noise floor
isn't going to be enough to give the same
away. Somehow it's a warmer sound.
"We did South Pacific here with some
valve microphones-they gave a much
warmer sound than the other
microphones we tried; somehow or other
something like an 84 just sounded a
little squeaky and thin and very
1 -dimensional when you used enough of
it to hear the words, and then if you laid
it back you could hear this funny sort of
double attack because it was coming in
on the overall microphones as well. You
can get over that particular thing if you
use delay lines but I think the answer is
really to find a microphone that flatters
the voice well."
Resolutely pursuing the idea that you
can get at least 80%, if not 90% of what
you want from an overall set of
microphones, Green Room Productions
does not have any outboard effects as
such.
"You hope that anything else you're
going to have to add in to the main
microphones will not be adding enough
that the time delay is going to ruin the
sound. It is quite a complication hooking
all that sort of thing up. Generally our

approach with equipment here is that
everything is minimalist, not just in the
sense of not using too many microphones
but in terms of signal path so that if,
say, we're doing a multitrack thing for
CBS, the actual number of components
between the mic input socket and the
A/D converter will be small. Once you
start using delay lines and things like
that it tends to make the signal path
complicated."
The advantage gained by putting 10 ms
of delay in between the main pick-up
and the wind microphones in terms of
stereo may actually be lost in terms of
the effect of the extra toys on the sound
quality. Faulkner prefers to add delay, if
necessary, in the digital domain, eg on
the Neve DPS console at CTS which has
assignable delay for the different tracks.
"So if we record with a clean feed
going straight on to individual tracks
then delays can be put in on the
mixdown rather than guessed at the
time. You have got too many other
things to worry about on the session to
go out with a tape measure and work out
you need x number of milliseconds. If
you start relying on toys too much it
means you have probably got a problem
with your basic technique."
The console installed at Henry
Wood Hall is by DDA. "DDA
consoles are transformerless
which is a particular' paranoia of

mine."
Another matter for particular
concern is types of cable- a
matter sometimes thought to be of more
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Same Henry Wood Hall session with clearer view of mies

concern to the hi-fi enthusiast than your
average recording engineer. Cables at
Green Room include a selection of
oxygen -free linear crystal interconnects
in the studio and control room.
"What you ought to ask me is 'is it
bullshit or not?' and the answer is
no ...but sometimes!
"People want to try listening with
their ears rather than pre judging these
things. Cables do make a difference-not
as much difference as changing between
the RPO and the LPO, it's not that sort
of difference. And it's not the sort of
difference you are going to hear after
two or three glasses of wine but the fact
is if you've got a choice of getting things
right or nearly right you might just as
well try and get them right. The cost of
the new cables isn't that great and if it
makes your recording better what's
wrong with that? In my experience the
people who are most vociferous about
saying there is no difference between
cables are the people who have had the
least experience of trying it and with the
most closed minds because they have
some kind of peculiar idea in their head
that they understand how the cosmos
works and that their understanding of
the cosmos doesn't include the possibility
that one cable might be different from

another.
"Cables make a difference in terms of
subtlety; it is a subtle difference but a
whole lot of subtle differences added
together make a big difference. I was
always told that all power amps sounded
the same and that all speakers sounded
the same, and everything sounds the
same. The fact is they don't.
"We've got fancy interconnects
between microphones and mixer for the
overall microphones which is what we
generally use them for. We have got all
the usual `cooking' cables and
multiways, and there are tie -lines in the
hall using cooking cable and they work
perfectly well. For the main microphones
we have some Monster, some linear
crystal oxygen free van den Hul cables
and some linear crystal oxygen free star
quad Hitachi cable. I wouldn't rush out
and burn all the old cable just to replace

it with the new stuff-it's very expensive
and not really worth all the huge
amount of bother but for main
microphones it is worth the bother. The
sound has got more impact, it sounds
cleaner. I don't make a big marketing
hooha about it-I would rather keep
quiet because I don't want to be branded
as too much of the hair shirt type
engineer. I'm not here making one
record a year and spending 12 months
fine tuning it, I'm in business. But if I
can use tools that will give me better
results, make my clients happier and
make them tell their friends then
obviously I ought to; I do."
reen Room's biggest
investment in the last couple
of years was not, as you would
expect, in digital equipment,
but in their Threshold
S1000 power amplifiers.
"Just having power amps
that are actually capable of reproducing
what you put into them. Listening when
you are recording on location, often the
control room is big and people want to
listen loud and often speakers like the
B&W 801s are quite insensitive and
need some driving. Put all that together
and you end up with a demand on a
power amplifier which isn't the same as
in domestic circumstances.
"We bought the big Threshold amps on
the insistence of one of my clients and he
was completely right. It was as big a
difference as buying new microphones or
a new mixer. Although monitoring may
seem an indirect part of the chain, it is
still a major part of the feedback
network and if you've got a good
representation of the sound you're
making, then you can fine tune things in
a much better way and just get it
sounding a bit nicer. I am very happy
with these and I'm just sad I wasted so
much time believing people who told me
that amplifiers didn't make a difference,
because anybody with a pair of ears on
his head can hear the difference they
make.
"What I have discovered is that things
like the difference cables make and

absolute phase-whether the overall
phase is the right way up or not-if you
haven't got it right the losses you get
are what quite a lot of fussy engineers
try to sort out with EQ and compressors
and effects boxes, whereas if they had
actually got the cable right and the
phase the right way up and kept their
signal paths short enough they wouldn't
have needed to putz around with lots of
EQ and effects. What they're trying to
put back in is what the cables and phase
problems have taken out. Absolute phase
is a particularly difficult thing to try and
correct in any way other than turning
the signal the right way up."
Working on location is virtually a way
of life with classical music recording.
There are precious few studios around
that are big enough to take a large
orchestra, let alone with sympathetic
acoustics for the types of sound required.
Churches and large halls play a major
role and these are fraught with practical
problems.
Henry Wood Hall is popular because
these problems are minimised. The hall
is dedicated to rehearsing and recording,
and the facilities even include a
restaurant in the crypt. Green Room
Productions therefore jumped at the
opportunity of installing themselves in
one of the `control rooms' which the
various record companies used, and
treating it to be acoustically acceptable
for monitoring.
One of the worst problems is

pneumatic drills!
"You have to try and identify with what
the artist is trying to achieve and the
last thing he wants to do is sit in a noisy
hall doing the same bit again and again
and again known that the one take
that'll be used on the record won't be
because he phrased it nicely or because it
was perfectly in tune but because there
wasn't a dog barking. That's not right."
Tony Faulkner sees Green Room's
immediate future securely tied in with
the increasing demand for budget
classical CD. At the time of this
interview they were making one
recording a week with major artists.
"I think some of the smaller labels,
particularly the British ones, feel almost
ashamed when they sell more than a few
copies. They must think they've done
something wrong if it's popular; it's
vulgar-if you've actually succeeded in
The `glorious' acoustic does not
reaching the public!
always make up for the
"All our best selling records have been
problems. "It is all edited around
the ones with no technical gobbledegook
the noises rather than the
about them at all but ironically a lot of
musicality. It doesn't put artists
them have been done with very simple
at their ease and you end up
sitting there writing on the score microphone techniques.
"One of our clients commissioned an
`quiet end' or `quiet here' or 'use this
take because no train'. The acoustic at St independent survey of CD sales earlier
this year and out of the Top 30, we
Barnabas is lovely but the noise is
recorded 12 of them. Of those, 10 had
sometimes unbearable and really the
been done with PCM Fl or PCM 100 and
best thing to do is get back in the car
all of them with strict minimalist
and go home but it costs you a fortune
just paying people off. One time last year microphone techniques. But there was no
technicalia about it on the sleeves. That
when we were there somebody was
sort of thing appeals to me."
demolishing an air raid shelter with

disturbance from outside which is often
insurmountable and therefore costly in
terms of lost session time. Many of the
popular locations are actually in use as
places of worship and there is nobody
prepared to fork out the capital required
in order to provide sound isolation.
"Usually in that order of priority
unfortunately. You would think that
sound quality would be the first one but
it isn't always. Henry Wood Hall is
quieter than most of the other locations
you go to work in. We have just been
over at St Barnabas Church, Finchley,
trying to do Mozart violin concertos. It
took us over a session to record the
cadenzas because of people mowing the
lawns and the blimp flying over and the
trains. It was just endless interruptions."
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Ait

conditioning is a phrase

that is frequently quoted as
necessary for a studio
environment and the first
question must be-what is air
conditioning? The true
definition of air conditioning
covers the filtering, cooling, dehumidification, re -heating and
humidification of air to achieve specific
conditions within a particular
environment. Under the terms of this
definition it would be difficult to find a
studio that has true air conditioning,
rather than comfort cooling.
Most studios require filtration, cooling
and de -humidification but the latter is
not generally controlled. Heating is
occasionally required. In the opinion of
most studio users a successful system
should be unnoticeable and reliable.

Start of a project
The ideal time to involve an air
conditioning consultant in a new project
is at the time of investigating premises.
I would rather give somebody some good
advice at the risk of losing a job than
have him find a building and then come
back for us to sort out the air
conditioning. If the client has the right
building, the design time is far shorter
and there are cost savings although

Stuart Bailey, an air
conditioning
consultant working
with Asadul Ltd of
Colchester, Essex,
looks at an important
area of studio design
that is a less obvious
component but
important in its own
way.
As air conditioning
design is related to

local climatic
conditions, it is
possible that some
aspects of this UK based article may not
apply in all locations.
It should, however, be
possible to relate the
facts to your local
conditions.

unfortunately we are not usually
involved at such an early stage.
I know it is often very hard to find any
premises at all in specific required areas,
let alone those that meet ideal air
conditioning requirements, but to illustrate
I recently investigated one building with an
acoustic consultant and estimated that in
this particular case air conditioning
mean that no matter how much money
would have cost nearly three times the
you throw at the project, you may never
norm. It goes further than cost because
have a good job.
in some cases the wrong building may
From the air conditioning aspect I look
Room air passes over the evaporator coil
The heat is rejected to atmosphere via the condenser coil

Hot Gas
Line

EVAPORATOR

Liquid Line

j

-

CONDENSER

Condensate
Line

Suction Line
COMPRESSOR
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for buildings with headroom such as old
warehouses (or new ones), power stations,
cinemas, etc. Ideally a minimum height
of four metres.

System design
have always believed in the concept of
one plant per area, therefore a typical
installation would have three
independent plants serving the studio,
control room and machine room although
sometimes there are budgetary or other
limitations which prevent this. With the
removal of equipment from control room
to machine room, this is becoming more
I

important.
There are two main reasons for
separate plants and if you were to do a
true comparison in terms of temperature
control and crosstalk, the cost of
independent systems will always be
cheaper.
Taking a typical studio, the loadings
presented by each area could be: control
room 4 to 5 kW; machine room 8 to
12 kW; studio 3 to 7 kW.
If the total load is handled by one
plant there are only two ways to
maintain independent room control: run
the cooling cycle continuously and reheat
the air to each area controlled via a
room sensor or each area can call for the
cooling cycle and reheat the air to each
area via a room sensor. In either case
the result is that the studio will run for
considerable periods on reheat, a lesser
degree in control rooms, but in both
instances the humidity levels will drop
below acceptable levels, causing stringed
instruments and pianos to require
frequent tuning. To overcome these
difficulties we add the humidification
plant but now costs are escalating.
Regrettably in many studios great
attention is made to plant and airborne
noise, but crosstalk is totally neglected.
With a common air distribution a
greater degree of attenuation is required
and again costs escalate.
Those studios with a common
installation continually suffer from poor
air conditioning, high running costs and
costly down time. A good system can
give many years' unnoticeable service.
The design begins with basic
information on the studio-the minimum
and maximum occupancy, lighting load
and the electrical load of the equipment.
The latter is undoubtedly the most
difficult to procure, manufacturers
continually quote and convert power
consumption to heat output but this is
only accurate on 100% inefficiency. This
accounts for the number of studios built
in the past with oversized air
conditioning installations and as a result
a loss of temperature control.
When a plant is oversized there are
severe control problems. As the
temperature rises a sensor calls for
cooling; the oversized plant starts and
the temperature decreases rapidly and
you will most certainly notice it, a chart
of the space temperature will give high
peaks and troughs. On the other hand
marginally undersized plant will result
in a gradual rise in temperature over a
period of time without this stepped
pattern. For this reason it is preferable
to err towards undersizing but matching
the load is very important.
For the studio air conditioning designer

British company dedicated to the
design and manufacture of one of the
broadest ranges of mixing consoles
in the World. We offer ten individual
models in over fifty versions to suit
your specific requirements.
A

The choice is yours.

Applications: 16 Track Recording
Broadcast Production
Video Post Production

Smundtracs plc. 91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey,
Telephone: 01.399 3392
KT6 6AH, England
Telex 8951073/STRACS/G
U.K.: Studio Equipment

Fax: 01.399 6821

Distribution (0582) 452495

the problem is understanding the
particular requirements of a studio
environment and obtaining the correct
design parameters. From the client's
standpoint there are advantages in using
contractors who are familiar with studio
operations as the air conditioning
requirements are highly specialised,
although the duties are low, and
packaged equipment is not always
suitable for the application.
A large percentage of our work is
studio related and many of the standard
products that we use are modified to our
own specification. We have also found it
necessary to design and build all our
own air handling plant and attenuators
as available equipment did not suit our
requirements. Due to the volume of
work, we have been able to standardise
our products so we can provide service
back-up and manufacture at an economic
level.
We, of course, also need to know the
details of the structure itself and the

AIR
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internal capacity of the different areas.
The capacity of the areas is always
measured from the acoustic treatment
inwards. Unfortunately, at the early
stages of the design it may not be
possible to obtain these figures from the
acoustic consultant but we have learnt to
estimate fairly accurately. Luckily we do
not really need to know the type of
treatment used within the areas.

Optimum environment
Air conditioning in the UK is designed
to achieve:

Space conditions
Temperature -21°C 50% relative

humidity.
Ventilation rate -34 m' per person per

hour.
Sound levels-NC20 across 63 Hz to
8 kHz.

External conditions
Summer ambient -30°C

DB (dry bulb),

22°C WB (wet bulb).

Winter ambient -1°C saturated.
An installation can be sub -divided into
four areas, in order of priority they are:
air distribution; noise; controls;
refrigeration.

Air distribution
Air is extracted from the area via grilles
and passed through ductwork, then
mixed with a quantity of fresh air. This
quantity is determined by the room
occupancy. The next stage is to filter the
air to remove dust particles and pass it
over a cooling coil to transfer the heat. A
secondary action of cooling air is to
remove moisture. The cooled and filtered
air is then circulated via ductwork and
grilles to be circulated within the room,
and the process repeated. The air
circulation is via a centrifugal fan, and
the filter, cooling coil and fan in one
package referred to as an air handling

unit.
the studio and in concert, Anthony Jackson is
world famous for his artistry on the contrabass
guitar. Less known, but essential to his standard, is
his uncompromising dedication to the accuracy
with which the sound of his instrument is reproduced.
His musicianship is always complimented by the most
precise amplification available so we are pleased when he says:
In

"This instrument is perhaps more demanding on a sound
system than any other and your amplifiers are nothing
short of awesome. The FM 1000's reproduction of low frequency transients is unmatched. There is no detectable
sound of stress, no sense of thermal stress either..."
"There is nothing to compare to lifting the lid on a piece of
equipment and realising that it has been designed and
constructed with no regard to cost."
"I've owned many power amps, and heard and played
through many more, and as far as am concerned,
the search for the ultimate has stopped here. Thanks for
I

your most inspiring performance!"

Anthony Jackson, New York
Professional Audio Ltd., Professional Audio House,
53 Corsica Street, London N5 1JT
Tel: 01-226 1226. Telex 24284
Contact: Richard Kelley
FM ACOUSTICS LTD. Tiefenhofstr. 17, CH -8820 Wädenswil/Switzerland
Telephone: 01/780 64 44, Telex: 875414 FMAC
US office: FM ACOUSTICS USA, P.O. BOX 854, BENICIA, CA 94510,
Telephone: (707) 745 4444, Telex: 550161 FMA

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO LTD

FM ACOUSTICS LTD
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It is the air distribution which has the
greatest single influence on the efficiency
of the system and the one that can, but
should not, make the user aware of a

conditioned environment.
Air at 10°C (approx) is supplied into
the space being maintained at 21°C.
This must be distributed through the
room without regenerating noise and
without creating draughts. In order to
prevent these problems care must be
taken when selecting grilles; those which
will induce a secondary airflow are
preferable. The outlet locations must be
positioned in order to provide optimum
room flow without exposing ankles,
necks, ears and wrists, which are the
most temperature sensitive areas to cold
draughts.
The air distribution chain is a source of
noise, ie fans, but via ductwork and
attenuators this can be removed. It
cannot be overemphasised, however, that
regenerated noise must be designed out.

Noise
Noise from an air conditioning system is
caused by three elements: mechanical
noise from the fan; the motor and its
bearings-the fan motor creates most of
the problems; air generated noise within
the ductwork which frequently cannot be
designed out as there are always
physical restrictions on duct paths; and
most frequently forgotten aboutcrosstalk. The first two problems are
generally solved by running fans at low
speed with low velocity air flows, some
attenuation and ductwork lining.
The area where many systems fail, if
they are measured, is crosstalk-sound
travelling through the ductwork from
one area to another. One way to solve
this is to have the silencer immediately
above the outlet or inlet grille and deal
with that problem at source. It is
surprising how many studios have
appalling isolation in this way and just
ignore it. The low frequencies are the
problem areas. Independent systems
rarely suffer this fault but on common
installations the problem is rife. This is

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
TO THE DESIGN OF A STUDIO MONITORING SYSTEM
recent ears recording techniques
have charged dramatically, placing
many new demands upon control room
monitor loudspeakers. The acvent of
digital recording has maintained
transient responses and dyne mic range
from the original performance, to the
final mixdown... and now beyond.
Where once, only during the original
performance, could the full dynamic
range be experienced, now, playback
after playback, the same transients
make thei- punishing demands on the
monitor loudspeakers.
As keyboard rigs are ever more
frequently to be seen in the control
rooms, not the studios, larger control
rooms have become the orde- of the
day. These larger rooms, together with
the need to produce "live" vo urne
levels for the performers, have led to
monitor power levels hithertc unheard
of. As many musicians "play Dff the
In

volume" for inspiration, the on-stage
monitor levels of a large concert may bE
required from the control room
monitors. This is in order to create the
appropriate feel for the musicians.
Turning it up afterwards won't help. It's
the frame of mind of the mus clan at
the time of the recording, that
determines the feel of the track.

if you're over equalising something on
the console, it's not masked by
try it!
unnatural, egJalised monitors
In terms of tonal characteristics,
analysers rea ly don't help. Even when
set flat in the same room, Altecs,
Tannoy's, JBL's, EV's etc. still have

-

their own individually recognisable
sounds. You can't (as yet!) make a
cheap violin, sound like a Stradivarius
just by equalising the resonances and
reverberations. Similarly, different
loudspeakers cannot be made to sound
the same, pure y by electronic means.
Despite the read ng on the analyser,
acoustically we would quite
categorically NOT have a flat response
in the room. Equalisers also tend to
introduce phase shifts, especially when
we're getting the alternating up/down
pattern. This makes a mockery of
achieving minimum phase shift in
crossovers. or "time aligning", of
drivers. There's even more! While it is
true that two cr more entirely
different settings of the analyser can
achieve a flat response on the
analysers, clearly they can't all be
right. In all probability none of them
are; they never accurately correspond
with what's realy happening. To cap
t all, even the different makes of

can be made to relatively small
frequency bands by adjustment of gain
controls only. To the ear, this seems to
sound much mcre natural and ifelike,
and much less fatiguing than
correction by means of equalisers. The
system is produced with enormaus
power handing capability, removing
the need for monitor limiting and
protection circuits. Since the first
system wen- into commercial ojeration
in March 19B4 the number of systems
has been multiplying rapidly, bcth in
Reflexion Arts designed control rooms
and also as free standing systems.
Accepting that not all control rooms
can accommodate monitor
loudspeakers of the size of the 235's,
two variants are available. Model 233
is a similar, 4 -way system, bi,t with
only one 15' bans driver, as opposed to
the two of the 2.35's. The reduction in
the required internal volume of the
cabinet, together with a re -location of
the bass anc lower mid drivers, enable
a considerably smaller cabinet to be
used. The 233'sare supplied in left and
right handec pa rs, for cjntra room
symmetry.
A more compact model, the 238,
dispenses with the 10" oudsaeeker
and operates as a three way system.

I
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Limitinc is dangerous on monitors;
what's limiting, your monitors or your
mix? It may well be imprudent to mix at
ridiculous levels, but occasionally, in
practice, that may be what the
circumsta -icesdemand. Even if it's only
on peaks, monitor limiting will
suppress transients and you may find
yourself putting too much top on tape tc
help compensate for the lost peaks.
The whole subject of monitor
equalisation is a minefield. Has anyone
yet seen a monitor graphic which truly
reflects the inverse of the
room/loudspeaker combinatian?
Switch ou: the equalisation a -id see
just how much more natural and clear,
things sound. You can actually hear

analyser rarey correspond. Put the
equalisers pack where they belong; in
the mixing corrsale's effects rack!
What do we need? A system capable
of high output, fast response to large
transients, relative indestructibility to
cope with keyboard "accidents" (they
don't always put out the level that you
were expecting i, flat acoustic output to
the extremes of the audio spectrum,
ow distortion E nd a well balanced
tonal character, independent of level.
The culmination of this overall design
philosophy was the Reflexion Arts
model 235 morilor system. It is
designed to be used with 4 -way multi amplifier systems and a suitable
crossover so that smooth adjustments

To arrange a demonstration or

While not havin3 the ex -reme
ruggedness Df the larger models, in the
less punishing situations env seged for
the 238, it is a truly excellent urit.
As a further option, a cone mid range
unit can be f tted to any of the systems
by means of a quick and simple
conversion. While the cone driver is
less efficient then the compression
horn, by means of pre-set ampliier
gain control evels, the system can be
set up for rapid interchaige. For
orchestral music, or situations where
the full output potential of the system is
not required this option may be
considered cesirable where core
drivers are p-eferred. W th this
flexibility, the possibiities for further
mid range options are considerable.

for further details please contact:

Reflexion Arts, 15 Grandison Road, London SW 11 6LS, 01-350 1208

one of the reasons I have been anti glass
fibre ducting. It offers quite a good
degree of attenuation at high frequencies
but at low frequencies it does nothing;

penetrating an isolated shell with this
type of duct is equivalent to opening a
door.

Really for a studio area or control room
there is no alternative to a ducted
installation, certainly not to meet the
noise levels required. Some budget
studios will have split systems with a
fan coil unit but the noise levels are
really higher than a top class studio can
tolerate.
Recently, due to public awareness and
Local Authorities, a further noise
problem has arisen: the location of the
outside plant itself. Studios have always
worked unsocial hours compared to the
rest of the world but the situation has
worsened with some studios leaving
digital equipment powered up
permanently and therefore needing air
conditioning 24 hours a day. I am certain
this problem will increase; further, the

ze
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problem is far harder and costlier to
solve. We have used specialised plant
that offers low noise levels but the costs
are ludicrous so we are now building our
own plant. On a commercial level I see
this as a growth market.

Controls
It should be borne in mind that plant
size for studio applications compared
with other types of air conditioning
works is small. Frequently we are
looking at one cooling plant per area. As
such I am a great believer in keeping
things simple and view with total
dismay electronic controls on single stage
plant. There exists a vast range of
thermostats by major manufacturers that
are useless. Fortunately one mechanical

ERFORMANCE
IDI
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Our new software installed in your DR1 offers you the most extensive MIDI
Implementation of any reverb made and includes Performance MIDI!
You now have real time control, in addition to full computer control, preset
dump and reload, and master/slave operations allowing you to link two DR1 s.
Other features standard in ART's new Version 1.2 software include a
Flanger/Chorus Room. a Preset Sequences feature and 10 additional new
Factory Presets.
For those who demand performance, check out these specifications for our
DR1 with Performance MIDI:
PRESETS.

D/A BANDWIDTH:
UPDATEABLE:
REMOTE CONTROL:
MIDI:

SPECIAL EFFECTS:
DECAY TIME:

40 FACTORY. 100 USER

PROGRAMMABLE!

electronic controls. Close tolerance
electronic controls should not be installed
as the net result will be compressor
failure due to too many starts per hour.
This is where plant to load matching and
air distribution play such an important
part in temperature control.
Care of thermostat or sensor location is
vital. Located within a room the actual
position is the only one that will be at
the set point temperature. Room
positions are influenced by so many
aspects that the ideal location is rarely
available. By mounting within the
return air ductwork a better average
condition can be achieved.

Refrigeration plant
The great mystery of a system. In
essence the plant's function is to
circulate a cooling medium, normally
refrigerant. The medium collects the
heat from the air as it passes over the
cooling coil and then the plant rejects
this heat to atmosphere. The plant
consists of a compressor and condensor
coil and fan. Water could be used but
plant size would be considerable so
liquids with low boiling points are used.
On larger projects and in some
instances studios, water is used as an
additional transfer medium. Refrigerant
chills the water which in turn cools the
air. For studio applications the response
time of such installations leads to poor
control and high maintenance costa
One aspect of refrigeration plant that
is sadly neglected is head pressure
control. Omission of this single item
causes 80% of plant freeze up. The
problem arises because the plant is
designed and selected to maintain space
conditions when operating at the height
of summer. The external condenser fan
and coil handles the volume of air
required at these times but as the
ambient temperature drops the heat
transfer process increases and the
refrigerant temperature is lowered to an
unacceptable level. Only by varying fan
speed and hence air volume can this be
stabilised.

Maintenance

16 BIT LINEAR - 14KHz RESPONSE'

As with any piece of electromechanical

YES! AND, WE DELIVER. VERSION 1.2 NOW AVAILABLE!

equipment, air conditioning systems need
regular maintenance. Normally this is
just cleaning in general and checking
through electrical components. Once an
air conditioning system is fully
operational it doesn't really go out of
tune. The main problem is dirt. Dirty air
filters restrict air flow and then go on to
cause other problems. On the electrical
side few adjustments are possible but
deterioration can be monitored.
The frequency of maintenance depends
on several factors. The building itself
and the surrounding environment
together with plant usage. As a guide
between three to four visits per annum
are the norm. The length of each visit
increases with plant age but good design
will allow access with a minimum down
time, if any.
As air conditioning is such an
important part of studio operation these

YES! FULL CONTROL OF ALL REVERB AND PERFORMANCE MIDI FUNCTIONS!
YES! THE MOST MIDI CONTROLLED REVERB AVAILABLE!

YES! UPDATEABLE AND EXPANDABLE!
0.1

TO 25 SECONDS AND DYNAMIC DECAY TIME CAPABILITIES!

PREDELAY: 00 TO 200ms. IN 1.Oms. INCREMENTS!
OTHER CONTROLS: H.F. DAMPING, POSITION AND DIFFUSION!

Simply. if you want the best sounding reverb with the fullest MIDI
implementation available including the best sounding PLATES, ROOMS AND
HALLS, contact us. We'll continue to impress you with unique products that
deliver superior performance!
Call or write today, for more ',formation'

Digital Reverberation Systems
Digital Delay Systems
Full Line of Equalizers
Pitch Transposer Packages
Software Update Packages

PRO -AUDIO NEVER
SOUNDED SO GOOD!
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stat of Swiss manufacture will, if
required, control to within 0.5°C. This is
more than adequate, 1°C being the
norm, and this is superior to many
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Applied Research

&

Technology Inc.

215 Tremont Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 436.2720

A CLOSER LIS'l'EN
NEW TECHNIQUES IN DIGITAL
Digital technology raises

the standards
Digital audio places strict requirements on every link in the signal chain.
From input transformers to monitor
speakers, the tools of modern audio
production are being re-examined in
the unforgiving light of digital record-

ing and playback.
To re-evaluate digital reverberation
and effects, Lexicon engineers went
back to actual rooms and concert halls.
Since the design objective of digital re verb is the simulation of natural ambience, they reasoned that a closer look
at the real thing could generate useful
insights.
The first practical result of their research is Lexicon's versatile new 480L
Digital Effects System. Computational
power contributes to its superior performance of multiple audio tasks. However, its innovative software also
reflects a more accurate model of the
acoustic and psychoacoustic phenomenon of reverb. The 480L's capabilities
include time -based effects and sampling as well as plate, gated and ambient reverb sounds in a variety of
blends and combinations.

Why digital reverb sounds
artificial
Recent research has shown that the
initial buildup and decay of reverberation are critical to the perception of
ambience. Echograms of some of the
recording industry's favorite halls reveal a gradual buildup of energy from
the direct sound's arrival to maximum
reverb density, with complex, uneven
buildup and decay profiles. Pre-delays
were used in earlier reverbs to increase effective audible reverb time
and apparent room size. Because their
sharply defined attacks do not occur in
nature, pre -delays give the sound an
unavoidably artificial character.

A more natural sounding
digital reverb
Lexicon's engineers have taken a different approach. Instead of using pre delays to change apparent time and
size, the 480L employs SHAPE and
SPREAD parameters to emulate
the uneven profile of natural reverb.

Roo\I SIMULATIOV AND SPATIAL EFFECTS.

SHAPE affects the contour of the initial reverb envelope, SPREAD determines the time over which that
contour is active.
Increasing SHAPE values lengthen
the initial buildup and introduce a sustain before the decay. SPREAD interacts at this point to control the length
of these segments. Carefully used and
balanced with the SIZE (reverb density) and RT60 MID controls, SHAPE
and SPREAD create warm, spacious
and deep ambience without excessive
RT60s. In addition, different envelopes can be set up for high and low
frequencies (with a variable crossover
point) to simulate room absorption
characteristics.
Higher levels of SHAPE produce a
secondary sustain in the envelope,
simulating the diffuse reflections from
the back wall of a hall. At very high
SHAPE settings the envelope inverts
to create special effects. With SHAPE
at minimum the reverb builds very
quickly and decays at a smooth exponential rate; the typical sound of small
chambers, plates and first generation
digital reverbs.

Typical digital pre -echos

coarsen the sound
Pre-echos are conventionally in-

serted between direct sound and pre delayed reverberation in an attempt to
simulate early reflections. Because
pre-echos are discrete delayed versions of the original sound, transients
are clearly heard as distinct reflections.
This produces a harsh, grainy sound.
The same reflection pattern is applied
to every instrument, so the overall
sound acquires the timbre characteristic of those pre -echos.

Complexity pleases the ear
The complicated reflective surfaces
in the best halls produce smooth, diffuse early reflections that are more interesting and tolerable to the ear, in

part because they are less readily isolated and identified. Because each instrument has a different set of pre -

echo delays and a different timbrai
shift, the overall sound is basically unchanged by actual early reflections.

The 480L approaches this natural
complexity by generating clusters
of pre -echos, with density set by the
DIFFUSION control. Some of the hall
programs, such as "Carnegie" and
"Concertgebouw;" even allow the
omission of pre -echos, emulating
engineers who record in the center of
the hall to minimize the muddiness of
early reflections.

Creative power for the next
stage in audio production
The 480L is engineered for the
emerging all -digital audio production
environment. Its unique 18 bit linear
A/D and D/A converters produce a dynamic range of 98 dB in the wet signal
this is the only digital reverb available that doesn't raise the noise floor of
a digital master. And the PCM
1610/1630 compatible digital I/O interface lets you add true stereo ambience
and sample without leaving the digital
domain.
Lexicon's work on more accurate
room simulations has produced a digital effects system that suggests a multitude of new approaches to ambience,
imaging, sampling and spatial enhancement. Controlled from the LARC
(Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console) familiar to owners of the 224XL
Digital Reverberator, the 480L's two
high speed processors can operate in a
variety of configurations. Samples can
be processed with reverb or time based effects, all in the digital domain.
One 480L can serve two control
rooms. Or two 480Ls can be connected through their digital I/O ports
for even wider creative horizons. The
480L can even be connected to a
224XL and both units operated from a

-

single LARC.

The present software is powerful
and complex, a dramatic step forward
in digital signal processing technology.
Yet it hasn't explored the limit of the
480L's architecture, which is itself
configured for future hardware expansion. In the current glut of 'throwaway' digital devices with ever-cheaper
versions of the same sounds, the 480L
takes the long view. It makes a powerful case for continually expanding creative options.

This discussion has been brought to you in the interest of furthering advances in audio
technology by GEXCO International Inc., worldwide distributors of the Lexicon 480L and
other high quality products for the recording, broadcast and post -production industries.

GEXCO
INTERNATIONAL
GEXCO International Inc., 317 St. Paul's Avenue. Jersey City, NJ 07306, (201) 653-2383 Telex 285261 GEXCI

days regular maintenance is essential. It
may be very difficult to arrange time for
servicing around bookings but it is not
quite as simple as this. The main
refrigeration plant of an air conditioning
system will give about five years life if
serviced about four times a year. We
have, however, some installations that
have been running non-stop since 1975;
these have been well looked after and
regularly serviced. I think 10 years is
generally the maximum life expectancy
and then it is borrowed time. If regular
servicing can gain you twice the lifetime
of the plant then this must also be costed
into the down time equation.

AIR
CONDITIONING
air has to come from outside at ambient
temperature. As soon as the external
temperature goes above 21°C you are going
to want a proportionate amount of cooling
and so we have not really saved anything.
There is a narrow band of air
temperature in the UK that means if the
outside air temperature is within 5° or
6° C of the temeprature you get off the
cooling coil, then you could use the
outside air to give free cooling but only
when operating between 42° to 48° F.
Once the air temperature goes below
that you will have to start heating the
air which costs proportionately as much
as cooling it. The gains are therefore
small and the concept not worth use.
We have, however, often linked up
external effects racks. When it was
popular to put outboard gear in the

Other techniques and
machine rooms
am sometimes asked why we can't just
take the hot air from the back of the
equipment and simply throw it away.
I

The problem is that you have to make
up that volume of air in the room. The
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upward slope of compression ceilings we
often used to put conditioned air to
them, sensing off a common point. This
requirement has died with the advent of
machine rooms.
The trend for machine rooms started
modestly and is now almost the norm in
current installations. We have felt that
it generally wasn't economic from the
client's point of view to install a ducted
installation-the costs are just too high.
We have been using a split system which
basically comprises a fan coil unit and
an external refrigeration plant with
pipework between the two. This system
generates a much higher level of noise
but within a machine room this has not
been a problem.
One problem exists in that clients have
assumed use of only one digital machine.
We know of many instances where three
have been in operation and as a result

the plant is now undersized-once again

correct design information is essential.
Further, we may see a similar
situation developing as happened in
control rooms-air conditioning plant
increased in cooling capacity to cope with
heat from consoles, they in turn became
cooler running leaving oversized
installations with all the control
problems previously referred to. It should
therefore be seen that air conditioning
often requires updating to match
electronic trends.

Future developments
As specialist air conditioning contractors
we can see definite trends in studio

If your tape machine went down,

what could you do?

Good question. Are you using top quality
tape or is your tape supplier fooling you?
Another good question. Before making
any hasty decisions on what audio analyzer you need for audio testing, consider
the RE201 Dual Channel Audio Analyzer.
In a high pressure situation you'll be glad
you did.

The RE201 measures:

Fast, complete audio testing

D Intermodulation distortion
Transient Intermodulation distortion
D Frequency and Drift

The RE201 makes it easy to get the heart
of an audio problem. You can run complete test procedures with the capability
to store and recall up to 100 test setups.
Testing which used to take hours can now
be done in minutes with more consistency
than ever before. This single instrument
replaces an entire configuration of audio
test instruments.

Level: True RMS (selective bandwidth),
Peak, Quasi-peak, Average, DC
S/N: weighted and unweighted

D Harmonic distortion
SINAD
D Difference Frequency distortion
(DIN std).

Phase and Phase Drift
Separation and Crosstalk

D Rumble
Wow and Flutter
Write or call us today. We have more
detailed information on how the RE201
can work for you tape & tape recorder
testing as well as many other testing
applications areas.

RE INSTRUMENTS Limited
Sherwood House, High Street, Crowthorne, Berkshire, U.K.
(0344) 772369 Telefax (0344) 778809 Telex 847782 reukg
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development and the way they affect air
conditioning requirements. We have seen
the effects of changing mixing console
design and the removal of computers
from within the console itself, increasing
use of digital tape machines with their
far higher heat load than analogue
machines and the move towards machine
rooms to lower the noise floor within the
control room.
The question must be-are current
basic air conditioning techniques capable
of delivering future low noise
requirements? I believe they are. In
many ways I have felt that air
conditioning has been further ahead in
noise requirements than the control
rooms themselves. We have been designing
to NC20 in control rooms for some
time now. When walking into a control
room in the past I have noticed
instantly the fans on the tape machine;
we have been aiming for NC20 for some
while, somewhat ironically the ambient
level with the equipment running has
been higher.
For the future we would have no
problem going down to NC15 which I
think is more than adequate-we can
design lower, although costs escalate.
In general terms air conditioning
standards can and are rising but it is
probably true to say that optimum result
can only be obtained by close cooperation between air conditioning
contractor, acoustic designer and studio
owner right from the project inception,
saving money but almost always giving a
far better end result. Perhaps studios
themselves should place more emphasis
on air conditioning with regard to
maintenance and servicing.

WE ARE RATHER GOOD
AT ASSEMBLING PACKAGES

We think the Soundtracs CM4400 with the CMS2
SMPTE Automation and Soundcraft SCM762 24 track
machine represents unbeatable value.
The Soundtracs CM4400 with CMS2 gives you

automated routing, channel and group muting, preprogramming of effects, sends and returns,
programmable record drop in via events recorder,
control of eight external devices and 30 different mixing
combinations all under SMPTE timecode control
recorder comes
complete with remote control, varispeed, zero'ocate
The Soundcraft SCM762 Mk

Ill

and cycle functions. It will run at 15 or 30 ips and is
widely used by many professionals in master recording
and video post -production work.

Package consists of:

-

Soundtracs CM4400 32 input mixing console.
Soundtracs CMS2 automation system.
Soundcraft SCM762 Mk Ill 24 track recorder.
Commodore PC and disk drive.
Video monitor.
Set of interconnecting cables.

-

Please ring for a full demonstration.

o

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. LW 2N0 Telephone Luton (0582) 450066 Telex 825488 DONLAR
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audio sales

A

user report by Patrick Stapley

ALESIS
MIDIVERB & MIDIFEX
the Midiverb
in February. This has now
been followed by the Midifex.
Both units share the same
appearance, operation,
number of programs and price
-which at under £400 each in
the UK, make these some of the cheapest
pieces of quality outboard equipment
available. It is also refreshing to find
Alesis introduced

that they are not Japanese!

Layout and operation
Each unit consists of a shallow black
moulded plastic square box measuring
8 x 8 x 11/2 in with a cut away section at
the front housing the controls. The
overall appearance of the units is rather
basic but this has had a lot to do with
keeping the price down. On top of each
box is a list of 63 preset programs
accessed by the Up and Down buttons at
the front. There is a display that reads
the program or MIDI channel number
depending if the MIDI channel button
has been selected; there is also a Defeat
button that kills all effected output. The
input level is read by a green and a red
LED and it is recommended that the red
LED should flash briefly for transients
only. On the rear panel is a mix control
for wet and dry output signals which in
normal studio operation would be set to
wet; also at the back are stereo inputs
and outputs on phonos and MIDI In and
Thru connectors on DIN sockets.
Although there is a stereo input, this is
only used to supply the wet and dry mix
control, and signal going to the effects
circuitry is in combined channel mono.
The units respond to one of 16 selectable
MIDI channels and any MIDI controlling
device can operate program step and
Defeat On and Off functions. Alesis have
just designed a special 19 in rack
mounting adapter that allows a pair of
units to be mounted side by side in a
single rack space otherwise they can sit
on any convenient flat surface.

Midiverb programs
As mentioned, each unit contains 63
preset locked digital programs which
cannot be altered in any way. In the
82
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Frequency response: 30 Hz to

10 kHz ± 2dB.

Dynamic range: 75 dB (typical reverb programs).
Programs: 63 fixed.
Input level: +6 dBV peak, one input driven;

0 dBV peak, both driven.
Output level: +6 dBV peak.
Input impedance: 50 kIt.

Output impedance: 600 S2.
Audio connectors: RCA phono jacks.
Power requirements: 16 V centre tapped,

transformer, 800 mA.
MIDI connections: In and Thru.
Manufacturer: Alesis Corp, PO Box 3908, Los
Angeles, CA 90078, USA.
UK: Sound Technology Ltd, 6 Letchworth
Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth, Herts
SG6 2HR.

Midiverb, the first 50 of these are
various ambient spaces arranged in order
of reverb time, which is between 0.2 and
20 s. Apart from reverb time each
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program is defined by Size which can be
Small, Medium, Large or Extra Large,
and by the Decay Contour which can be
Bright, Warm or Dark. Bright programs
allow high frequency content to pass
through the duration of the decay; Warm
programs cause the high frequencies to
be attenuated as the reverb decays, and
Dark programs implement a quick high
frequency roll off leaving a bass
dominant decay. Although these are the
only parameters listed, there are other
differences between programs-most
noticeably the introduction of pre -delays
on some of the larger reverbs.
There is a good selection of ambient
spaces from a tiny intimate room to an
enormous concert hall. The spatial
imagery is excellent with different stereo
perspectives between programs and a

300 MS
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so you thought Shure
only made vocal mics
SHURE SM10A/12A/14A

SHURE 520D

SHURE SM98

HARMONICA

DRUMS AND BRASS

HEADSET

The SM98 utilizes a high performance, low
noise, low distortion preamp, allowing it to be
used for close mi king of drums, brass
instruments, and other high SPL sources without

The hands -free operation drummers and
keyboard players demand. The noise -reducing
cartridge in the SM10A, SM12A and SM14A gives
you high output for punch in live vocal situations,
and a crisp, clean, balanced midrange. In addition,
these microphones reject background noise and
minimise leakage from other sound sources on
stage. The microphone
in each model is
unidirectional and
close talking.

The legendary 520D CONTROLLED

MAGNETIC® "Green Bullet" microphone is
world-renowned. It features a controlled low end frequency response which reduces
"bassiness" and delivers the "gritty" sound
and response harmonica players want. Its size,
weight and styling make it an exceptional choice
for performers who
want freedom to move
about the stage and
still be heard.

danger of overload problems. Extremely smooth
frequency response for accurate, faithful
reproduction of acoustic instruments and near
perfect cardioid polar
pattern at all
frequenciesforsuperior
source isolation.

SHURE SM94

SHURE SM91

SHURE SM57

GENERAL INSTRUMENTS

BOUNDARY EFFECTS

GENERAL INSTRUMENTS

The SM94 is an excellent instrumentalist's
microphone with performance that compares
favourably to many more expensive studio units.
Flat frequency response with no troublesome
"spikes" or "icicles", very uniform cardioid
pattern does not "collapse" at high frequencies
for highly controlled off -axis performance,
internal battery takes
over if Simplex power
fails, low handling

The SM91 its a surface -mounted
permanently biased condenser microphone with
a half-cardioid directional pattern. Because of
this unidirectional pattern, the SM91
discriminates against sounds originating from the
rear and permits the microphone to operate with

Offering wide range reproduction of music
and voice, this dynamic microphone features an
exceptionally uniform and effective unidirectional
pickup pattern. The performance characteristics
and unique construction make it ideal for both
studio and remote use. The SM57's mid -range
presence peak and good low -frequency
response make it an
ideal microphone for

noise.

much less reverberant pickup and muddiness
than omnidirectional
models. Applications
include piano, stage
work and conferencing.

use with a wide variety
of instruments.

1.11111111

UER
N
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

good feeling of depth in the larger spaces.
For basic reverb requirements I think
one would be hard pressed not to find
something suitable amongst these 50

programs.
Programs 51 to 59 are devoted to Gated
Reverbs ranging from 100 ms to 600 ms.
These are not as `aggressive' as some of
the non-linear sounds I have come across
but they can be enhanced with EQ to
produce some good results, particularly
on drums.
The last four programs are Reverse
Reverbs ranging from 300 ms to 600 ms. I
was impressed with these and they did
produce a convincing backwards effect
which some other units fail to.
The overall operating noise level of the
units is very low. The units are both
12 -bit and I found two slight problems
that are probably largely tied to this
fact. Firstly, on programs with long decay
times there is sometimes an abrupt end
to the reverb decay rather than a total
decay into system noise, rather like a
noise gate although there are no
compander systems used I am informed.
Secondly, if sending an extremely
dynamic signal to a short ambient
program, it was possible to hear clipping
when the input signal mix was low. It
must be stressed that both problems are
only noticeable with isolated signals and
in most circumstances one would not be
aware of them. The same situation
existed with both units and for those of
you with `Golden Ears' it may be
relevant.

Midifex programs
The programs in the Midifex are based
around time, stereo, EQ and reverb.
Programs 1 to 21 are echoes divided into
Long, Medium, Short and Extra Short
delays, and are arranged in order of
length with program 1 being the longest
at 600 ms. There may be high or low
pass filters added to the programs and
where they are combined, band pass
filter will be listed. These filters add a
distinctive colouration to the echo and
can be used to feature frequencies,
bringing out a particular instrument or
vocal in a mix. Most of the echoes are in
stereo, either Wide spread or Ambient,
which gives a subtle feeling of space
around the sound. The thick setting
creates a narrow stereo image.
Programs 22 to 30 are 2 -tap programs,
and 31 to 36 are 3 -tap programs. Again,
these are arranged in decreasing lengths
of delay starting at Medium and ending
in Extra Short. They are treated with
various combinations of filters and stereo
perspectives, including a pan setting for
programs 27, 31 and 32 that puts Tap 1
to the left, Tap 2 to the right, and Tap 3
to the centre. Next are six Regenerating
Echo programs ranging from medium to
extra short delays. These are followed by
the Slap-Back programs which are flat
and in mono. They give five lengths of
extremely short delay starting at a few
84
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milliseconds and working up to extra
short.
Programs 48 to 54 are Reverbs
providing a short gated reverb, a medium
sized warm reverb, a long reverb with
HPF and a reverse reverb; although
these are all programs that appear in the
Midiverb, they sound different-which, if
you have both units, is a bonus. There
are also some interesting reverb effects
like program 50 Reverb Medium Bloom
which has a slow attack time and an 8 s
decay producing the effect of swelled,
delayed reverb although there is no
added predelay. Reverb Medium Pan
creates a subtle left to right movement
and works best with sparse inputs as
does Reverb Reverse Regeneration which
is an effect that should be used in small
doses.

The next three effects are Multitap
programs: Multitap Pan is quite a quick
3 -tap delay panning right -left-right;
Multitap Reverb has a very quick
succession of taps with a short reverb
characteristic which worked better with
sharp, percussive sounds creating a nice
`bounce' effect on snare drum; and
Multitap Reverse Pan which has such
close taps that they sound almost joined
together. This latter program has a
reverse characteristic panning from left
to right in about 600 ms and requires
space to be at its most effective.
Programs 58 and 59 and called
`Thickeners' and are designed to give
body to thin sounds. They performed well
on guitar and piano with 58 producing
an ambient effect whilst 59 tended to be
more up -front.
The last four programs create varying
degrees of stereo spread; the extra wide

setting is impressive, really opening the
sound and creating some interesting
`outside of the speakers' effects. The
Midifex houses some complex programs
which to recreate would involve a lot of
ancillary equipment, mixer space and

labour. One does, of course, have to
consider how useful some of these
programs wÌ'11 be and whether the lack of
control over individual delay time is
going to be a problem. I tend to feel in
these days of musical precision within
the studio that some of these effects may
prove a little hit or miss. For example, if
I were setting up a selection of echoes for
a particular piece of music, I would be
basing most of them around the BPM
value of the track and the chances of
finding an accurate interval in Midifex
would be slim. However, this applies
more to the programs incorporating
longer delays; the shorter echoes and
slap programs will always be useful. As
for the more involved programs, a lot is
down to individual taste and perception
but one thing is certain: there is bound
to be something in this unit for everyone.

Conclusion
These units will appeal to all levels of
user. The important factor is that for the
price these units are amazing, and for
that reason they will appeal to the
budget studio market. While the fact
that the programs are locked makes
them restrictive to the more innovative
user, the sheer convenience of having
some quite complex sounds, plus some
useful everyday ones at the press of a
button, makes these units a most likely
addition to many of the more extravagant
outboard racks.
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From a single control panel you
can wield power up to 100 channels.
You can store up to 20 desk states
and re-call them at the touch of a

button.
The Audix AAT3000
mixing console does all this and
more.
Find out just how much more on
stand G31 at IBC..
Pay us a visit.
And put your feet up for a while.
Audix Iid.,
Station Road,
Wendcn,

Saffron Walden;
Essex CB 11 4LG, England.
Telephone: Saffron Walden (0799) 40888.

.a urlix
AAT3000

Sound creation from sound technology.

REVIEW
REVIEW
A

user report by Dave Foister

timing is crucial-as can a `Delay Kill'
function which does just what it says. I
would have thought this could usefully
have been duplicated on the front panel.
The audio quality from the delay line
is extremely good. With a good digital
signal fed into it the output was
virtually indistinguishable from the
original even at maximum delay settings.
No figures are quoted for clock speeds,
memory size or even the number of bits
used but I would imagine they're a bit
higher than might be expected for the
price. There is a slight trace of hum on
the output but the bandwidth is
excellent. There are no audible noise
breathing effects and very low distortion
provided the input control is sensibly
adjusted.
All in all, the unit is simple, logical
and pleasant to use. The layout is good
apart from one or two small points, the
controls (apart from the feedback and
mod depth knobs) are well designed to
give useful ranges and fast access to
effects, and the sound is excellent. What
does rather give its price away is the
quality of construction. The poor little
mains transformer seems to be
struggling badly; the case resonates at
mains frequency with a loud mechanical
hum when the unit is switched on, and
the top panel where the transformer is
mounted soon gets quite hot. (The review
unit was a UK 240 V 50 Hz version. The
review of the larger 3.6 s unit had to be
shelved when the power transformer
primary went open circuit. This
transformer was marked 110 V in a 240 V
unit.-Ed.) The front panel doesn't
exactly look tacky but it's functional
rather than sleek.
The RDS 1900 is the middle of a range
of three Dod delay lines. The RDS 900
has exactly the same facilities but only
900 ms maximum delay, while the
RDS 3600 has a couple of extra features,
such as the trigger input already
mentioned and a digital readout of the
delay time, and a maximum delay of
3.6 s, extendable to 7.2 s at reduced
bandwidth. They may not do everything
but they do a lot for the price and what
they do do they do well.
so

DOD

RDS 1900
In the apparently bottomless market

for outboard effects devices there
seems to be a trend for
manufacturers to move up from an
established range of stage effects
pedals to rack mount units aimed at
the budget conscious studio.
Dod's range of delay lines (the Digitech
name has been dropped in the UK
because of the clash with JHS's Digitec)
would seem to fit into this category.
The RDS 1900 provides 1,900 ms of
digital delay with most of the modulation
and mixing facilities found on more
expensive gear and although the
parameters are not programmable, Dod
has tried to make it as easy as possible
to get to most of the standard delay related effects quickly. One feature which
has this in mind is the use of four
pushbuttons to select the basic delay
range of the unit, labelled Flange,
Chorus, Double and Echo. Unfortunately,

this might mislead the first time user
into thinking that these were preset
effects but this is not the case; all it
means is that the four coarse delay
settings have been chosen as useful
starting points for the named effects,
namely 14, 56, 224 and 1,900 ms. The

Delay Time knob gives fine control over
an 8:1 range, with the pre -selected time
being the maximum available value
rather than the mid -point of the control.
Modulation width and speed are variable
over a considerable range but the law of
the width control seems a little odd-a
lot happens in the first quarter of a turn
or so with changes becoming less marked
after that, which can make setting up a
subtle chorus more of a chore than it
needs to be.
Level, mix and feedback controls are all
on the right of the unit, with the input
level knob being the furthest right,
which seems a little illogical; the LEDs
next to it are labelled `headroom'
although in fact they're calibrated in
terms of signal level and do little more
than show the thing's working. I found
some signals could keep the +3 light on
with no ill effects while others produced
curious grating effects while hardly
reaching `0'. Input and output controls
will cope with studio levels (although
don't expect it to handle +22 dBm) as
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well as lower -level home studio gear.
The feedback control has a centre
detent at which the feedback is off;
turning it clockwise adds progressively
more in -phase feedback, while
anticlockwise adds reverse -phase
feedback. This presumably saves a switch
somewhere but it means that it's
impossible to compare instantly the
`positive' and `negative' versions of the
same effect without losing the feedback
setting. It also means that there is no
way of inverting the phase of the first
delay-only the feedback can be inverted,

straightforward negative flanging
can't be done. However, it seems curious
to come up with an idea which was
supposed to improve the ergonomics but
actually reduces the usefulness of the
so

device.

There is a useful repeat hold function,
which repeats indefinitely what's in the
memory at the moment it's switched in;
on the RDS 3600, the 1900's big brother,
the memory can then be triggered by
external pulses such as a drum machine
to give basic sampling facilities. As you
would expect, there's also an effect bypass
switch.
Dod has obviously realised that
engineers often have their hands full of
faders and that musicians tend to be
cluttered up with instruments so they've
added a couple of footswitch connectors
on the back. The Repeat Hold function
can be activated by a pedal-useful as
there's no editing facility on the memory

STEREO STABILIZER

Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction in public address and sound

reinforcement
Mono version, box types and 5 Hz fixed shift boards also available
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Hugh Ford's technical review of a power amplifier

CAMCO LA 801

Camco's LA -801 is the big
brother of the LA -401 and
LA -601 which offer lower power
outputs of 250 W/channel or
450 W/channel into 4 52 as
opposed to the 700 W/channel
specified for the LA -801.
All models are based on a 1.25 mm
thick steel case finished inside and out

with black paint. The case forms the four
sides and bottom cover of the amplifier
with a perforated vertical division across
the width of the case separating the
power supplies at the rear from the
signal electronics. A steel cover is
secured to the top by 16 machine screws
which fit into inserts in the main case.
The 6 mm thick black anodised front
panel is held in place by four bolts which
secure the substantial carrying handles.
The unit can be mounted in a standard
19 in rack. The top part of the front
panel has multiple perforations through
which air is expelled during operation of
the rather noisy cooling fan.
At the bottom of the front panel is the
heavy duty rocker power switch; separate
detented potentiometers control the
sensitivity of each channel. Recessed
screwdriver operated potentiometers
adjacent to each level control set the
operating point of internal limiters.
These protect against amplifier clipping
or may be set to provide loudspeaker
protection.
Between these there are two vertical
arrays of four LEDs. For each channel
two green LEDs illuminate for power on
and signal present and two red LEDs
indicate when the limiter is activated or
if clipping occurs.
To the rear the mains lead is well
secured and correctly colour coded and
next to this the unfiltered cooling fan
draws air into the amplifier. The fan is
controlled by temperature sensors on the
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heatsinks which switch the fan on/off
electronically to avoid clicks. At the
other end the electronically balanced,
audio inputs are at XLR sockets in
parallel with '/4 in jack sockets. No
provision is made for daisy chaining
amplifiers in a rack mounted
configuration.
The loudspeaker outputs are at banana
sockets/terminals of adequate dimensions
on the standard '/4 in spacing.
Three recessed slide switches allow the
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Output power: (specified with both channels
driven, by a 1 kHz sine wave) 2 x700 W min on
4 0 load, 2 x420 W min on 8 f) load, 1 x 1400 W
min mono bridge 8 IZ.

Signal/noise ratio: better than -106 dB.
Total harmonic distortion: (250 mW nominal
power output) maximum 0.02%.

Channel separation: better than 70 dB.
Frequency response: (from 1 W to full power)
5 Hz to 70

kHz

-3 dB,

10 Hz to 40 kHz

Slew rate: better than 30 V/µs.
Damping factor: better than 350:1.
DC offset: maximum 10 mV.

-1 dB.

Features: clip -limiter, power -limiter, options for
active operation (two print-plugs per channel),
option for input-transformer use, ground lift,
mono-switch.

Input sensitivity: 1.55 V.
Input impedance, electronically balanced:
20 kf).
Input impedance, unbalanced: 20 kf)

Voltage gain: 33.5.
Indicators: LEDs for indicating power on, signal
present, limit, clip.
Finish: front plate 6 mm aluminium, black
anodised case 1.25 mm steel, sealed with special
black paint.
Input connectors: Switchcraft XLR-type and
1/4 in jack.
Output connectors: 5 -way binding posts, gold
plated, according to MIL specifications.
Usable temperature range: -20°C to +65°C.
Power consumption: maximum 2500 W.

Power requirements: 190 to 250 V (90 to
Dimensions: (whd) 483 x 177 x 345 mm/

130 V).

19x7x131/2 in.
Weight: 24.2 kg.

Manufacturer: Camco-Audiotechnik, D-5910
Kreurtal 9, Brucherweg 38, West Germany.
UK: Shuttlesound Ltd, Unit 15, Osiers Estate,
Osiers Road, London SW18 1EJ.

amplifier to be floated from ground,
switched between stereo and bridge
modes of operation and ground one side
of the inputs for unbalanced operation.
No front panel indication is given for
any of these conditions.
Within the case the large toroidal
power transformer is mounted just in
front of the cooling fan and is
thermostatically protected. Primary tap
changing is by push connectors with an
unidentified 1V4 in fuse providing
primary protection. Separate secondary
windings feed bridge rectifiers for each
channel. The smoothing capacitors are
also in the rear compartment of the case.
A small printed circuit board secured
to the rear panel contains a power line
input filter, an unidentified 20 mm fuse
and various other components which are
directly connected to the incoming power
line. None of these components is
protected from contact during servicing
and the manufacturer should insulate
this part of the amplifier in addition to
giving warning of the serious danger of
electric shock.
Connections are by slide connectors or
plugs and sockets to ease servicing, with
the exception of the ground connections
to the power amplifier modules. As the
manufacturer has been unable to find a
suitable connector, these two are
soldered.
Each power output module with its 12
output transistors in a complementary
configuration is mounted on a single
printed circuit board which is fixed
directly to a large heatsink located
behind the perforated part of the front
panel and extending the full width of the
amplifier. One section is mounted above
the other with four M4 screws extending
vertically through the heatsinks securing
the output sections to the chassis.
Removal of these allows output sections
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to be removed for servicing whilst still
connected to the remainder of the

amplifier.
Mounted in the amplifier's base below
the output sections are two further
printed circuit boards: the input and
limiter section and the loudspeaker
protection board.
Within the input and limiter section a
potentiometer and a variable capacitor
set the optimum common mode rejection
with pin connections being provided for
fitting transformer coupled inputs. In
either case the inputs are DC isolated.
Further connectors allow the insertion of
optional filters which include
equalisation modules for horn drivers,
18 dB/octave crossover filters, or high
and low frequency protection filters to
guard against RF or infrasonic inputs
which may damage loudspeakers.
Within the loudspeaker protection
board relays are used in series with the
loudspeakers with a separate secondary
on the protection board power
transformer via two unidentified fuses.
These relays disconnect the loudspeaker
outputs in the event of DC at the
outputs and provide a turn-on delay.
Whilst the finish and layout of the
printed circuit boards is good and the
integrated circuits are socketed for ease
of servicing, there are no component

identifications, no fuse values are
identified and no layout diagrams are
included. In fact the service manual only
includes circuits and component listings
and lacks any other servicing
information.
In fairness it must be said that these
complaints are easily rectified by the
manufacturer and that this is a well
made amplifier with a good overall finish
in all respects.

Inputs and outputs
The input impedance of both channels
was constant with gain and closely
matched at 19.6 kfl in the unbalanced
mode or 26 112 in the balanced mode
with the maximum sensitivity being
1.775/1.78 VRMS for delivering the rated
power of 420 W into 8 S2. The maximum
voltage gain for 8 S2 loads was
30.45/30.33 dB for the two channels
showing a well -matched gain.
Gain steps on the detented
potentiometers were sensible: around
0.5 dB down to -15 dB gain and then
increasing to less than 1 dB to -20 dB
below which the steps became coarse.
The maximum input that could be
handled for less than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion was 7.08/6.17 VRMS
(+19.2/+18.0 dB.7 V) which may be on

the low side for some applications with
distortion becoming greater than 1%
above 10 VRMS input (+22 dB.7 V).
These levels were independent of the
input configuration.
Common mode rejection for each
channel was similar; Fig 1 shows how
good the performance was on the worst
channel. At the outputs the impedance
remained constant with output current
and Fig 2 shows the relation between
the modulus of the output impedance
and frequency for both channels where
the damping factor is >400 up to
1.5 kHz.
The DC offset

at the outputs was

-30/-54 mV effectively constant with

temperature, which whilst not being
excessive, was greater than the
manufacturer's specification of less than
10 mV.

Frequency response
and noise
The frequency response of both channels
was measured at the rated power of
420 W into 8 S2 and in five -2 dB
increments to produce Fig 3 which shows
that power output has little effect upon
the frequency response. Approximately
0.5 dB difference between the two

FIG.2
CAMCO LA 801
MODULUS OF OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
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TABLE

20k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY

Hz

IN

Nz

1

-3 der

Noise referred to 420 W into 8 Sl
Minimum gain
Maximum gain
Left
Right
Left
Right
- 104.1 dB -102.6 dB -99.6 dB -99.6 dB
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A -weighted RMS
-108.6 dB -107.1 dB -102.4 dB -102.7 dB
-95.6 dB -94.3 dB -91.0 dB -91.3 dB
CCIR-weighted quasi -peak
-116.0 dB -115.2 dB -102.1 dB -102.1 dB
CCIR/ARM ref 2 kHz

-5dBr

TABLE 2a

-1dBr

Single channels into 8 12
Both channels into 8 12
Single channels into 4 12
Both channels into 412

Measurement method

1dBr
-1dBr

Condition

-9dBr

Left channel
470 W
442 W
846 W
773 W

Right channel
473
447
847
780

W
W
W
W

-11dBr

TABLE 2b
13der
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channels is apparent at 20 kHz where
the response is -0.5/-1.0 dB relative to
1 kHz falling to -3 dB and 70 kHz. At
low frequencies the response extended to
-1 dB at 2 Hz but the output level is
limited by the loudspeaker protection
circuitry.
Noise in the outputs was measured at
minimum and maximum gain with

respect to 420 W into 8 2. The maximum
gain setting was the worst and power
line hum was at a very low level at all
gain settings.
Table 1 shows a good noise
performance, however, the large
difference at minimum gain between
A -weighted noise and CCIR/ARM noise
seems peculiar. This was checked several

FIG. 4

FIG.

CAM CO LA 801
THD+N AND POWER OUTPUT INTO 811
VERSUS INPUT LEVEL
BOTH CHANNELS SHOWN WITH SINGLE
CHANNELS DRIVEN

times using separate noise meters but all
measurements remained in close
agreement.

Power output and

distortion

Whilst the amplifier was supplied for
240 V UK use it was marked for 220 V
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supplies thus it was not clear which
setting was in use and the instruction
manual made no reference to tap
changing.
Table 2 shows the available power
output at 1 kHz when fed by 240 VAC
stabilised at the onset of a rapid rise in
harmonic distortion. A very accurate
digital voltmeter was used to determine
the input and output voltages. If
operated from 220 V mains these results
are 5% lower so the amplifier remains
within the manufacturer's specification
of 420 W into 8 Sl or 700 W into 4 S2.
Using 10 ms bursts of 1 kHz tone every
100 ms, considerably more power was
available into 4 or 8 S2 but the amplifier
current limited when driving 2 S2 so some
care is needed when selecting 4 S2
loudspeakers to make sure their
impedance does not approach 2 S2.
Fig 4 shows the relation between input
voltage and on the X axis power output
and THD+N when working into 8 S2 at
1 kHz. The distortion, as usual, rises
rapidly but then flattens out at around
0.5% as a result of the use of the
internal limiter.
The results working into 4 12 are
similar as shown in Fig 5, however, it
will be noted that whilst the distortion is
around the specified 0.02% when loaded
into 812 there is a considerable rise
when the load is reduced to 4 S2.
The relation between total harmonic
distortion and frequency is shown in
Fig 6 for 420 W into 8 S2 where
distortion rises at high frequencies. The
distortion products were a mixture of
crossover products and harmonics; Fig 7
shows the typical second and third
harmonic products at 100 W into 8 S2.
Intermodulation distortion to the
SMPTE or CCIF twin tone methods
versus power output followed a similar
pattern to the harmonic distortion
(Fig 4). The CCIF intermodulation
distortion versus frequency at 420 W
peak equivalent sine wave was less than
0.1% up to 40 kHz as shown in Fig 8.
Use of the dynamic intermodulation
distortion DIM30 test-when a sine wave
is superimposed on a 3.15 kHz square
wave band limited to 30 kHz in a 1:4
peak amplitude ratio-produced Fig 9.
This shows distortion versus input level
when using a 15 kHz sine wave probe
tone such that the fourth and fifth order
products (4th 3.15 to 15 kHz and 5th
3.15 to 15 kHz) were measured.
Overshoot of a 1 kHz square wave
when feeding 8 2 in parallel with 2µF is
shown in Fig 10 to contain little ringing

constant at 3 ms and 400 ms resp.
Harmonic distortion during limiting
depended upon frequency and did not
exhibit wide variations with the degree
of limiting. It was less than 0.3% above
250 Hz and increased at lower
frequencies. This showed up in the
SMPTE intermodulation testing where
1.5% distortion was recorded using 50 Hz
and 7 kHz tones.
All the LED indicators on the front
panel were rather dim and not always
easy to see. The signal present indicators
became illuminated at 160 mV input at
maximum gain corresponding to an
output of 3.5 W into 8 S2. As expected the

FIG 10
Overshoot of

1

kHz square wave

TITansra-we

Series 4000 professional microphones

or droop.

Limiters and indicators
The individual channel limiters could be
set to limit the output power to between
18 W into 8 12 and the full rated power
output. Irrespective of the potential
overload of the limiters the attack and

release times appeared to remain

86-270

Brüel & Kjær
Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd
Harrow Weald Lodge 92 Uxbridge Road Harrow Middlesex HA3 6BZ
Telephone 01 -954 2366 Telex: 934150 Fax: 01 .954 9504
Contact Ralph Dunlop or Jon Ridel at turnkey for further information Telephone: 01 -202 4366
-

-

-

-
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CAMCO LA 801
PHASE RESPONSE WORKING INTO 8S1

12

CAMCO LA 801
CROSSTALK BETWEEN CHANNELS
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Fig 11 shows that the phase shift is not
insignificant in the audio band, also the
overall amplifier was phase inverting-a
matter that could be troublesome in
some circumstances.
Interchannel crosstalk was low as
shown in Fig 12, being better than

100k

FREQUENCY I6 Hz

-80 dB below 1 kHz. The rise and fall
times were symmetrical at 4.8 .is for one
channel and 5.2 as for the other with a
maximum slew rate of 25 V/µs.

Other matters

10k

1k

N:

limit indicators operated at the onset of
limiting; the clip indicators aligned with
the onset of clipping at 1 kHz.

(J*o

-120der

,

100k

10k

1k

Summary
This is a well made amplifier which is
capable of delivering a considerable
power into 8 or 4 S2 loads but I do have
some reservations about the current
limiting into lower impedances.

The internal limiter is a useful feature
where it is desirable to limit the output
power either for loudspeaker protection
or to limit possible sound levels. The
amplifier trips at excessive low
frequencies and disconnects the speakers
until the offending input is removed.
Whilst the distortion performance and
some other matters do not exactly
compare with a straight wire, the Cameo
LA 801 is a very robust unit that can
take considerable punishment with no
untoward effects.
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of world wide fame

THE EMT 445 DIGITAL AUDIO DELAY UNIT
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THE EMT 246

1
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DIGITAL REVERBERATOR

TêT
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a.
expands the boundaries:
'ï,1 "ÿY
. ...
I.
New reverberation proIII
.:.
i:
grams with optimized
eigentone distribution
allow reverb times from
0.25 to 20 seconds. The
"sound" of the reverberation is freely adaptable due to the
adjustments in bandwidth. pre -delay, level of early reflections. as well as frequency content of the reverberation. In
spite of the abundance of parameters. operation of the unit
is quite simple. even if things should become hectic. And,
if need be, one of the 190 (!) program memories may be
of assistance.

*
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combines separate entities: picture with
sound, when transmitting via satellite and cable or in combination with video standards conversion or framestores;
sound with sound, when transmitting via wire and air.
The high -resolution delay will help you with these tasks.
Even stereophonic signals may be delayed with absolute
phase coherence: ideally suited for analog disk cutting.

POSTFACH 1520, D-7630 LAHR
TEL. 07825-1011, TELEX 754319

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

THE EMT 266 X TRANSIENT LIMITER solves your

worries:

because (with adaptive pre -emphasis) you will never exceed
the maximum frequency deviation for FM transmissions.
but. moreover. are able to process maximum levels at the
input of the limiter; because transients are limited in a click free manner with digital recording or in tape duplication
applications. It's all made possible by the principle of

transient limiting.
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There are a lot of keyboard rental companies around.
However there is only one company like Audio FX.
Dedicated to providing service backup and equipment unequalled by
anyone else, we carry a wide range of synchronisers, sequencers and
keyboards from Kurzweils to Clavinets!
All our equipment has the latest versions of operating software and
full sound libraries on discs or 'chips'.
A team of engineers and programmers is available 24 hours a day to
help explain the ins and outs of connecting all the pieces together.
So the next time you need a keyboard or signal processing equipment,
just call Audio FX.
That's what's behind our equipment
and that's what's behind our success.

-

Our reputation's built on success
London NW3 4UH
Telephone 01-586 9592 (24 hours)

15 Elizabeth Mews,
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FFD Distribute
ALTEC LANSING
ATLAS

Loudspeakers
Microphone Stands & Accessories
Microphones, Headphones & Headsets
Markers
Cables, Winders & Stage Boxes
Locking Connectors
Time -Code & Video Products
Chemical Products
Wires & Cables
7000 Series Audio Modules
Batteries
516 Series Connectors
Studio Accessories
J & M Series Cables, Attenuators
Audio/VideoJackfields & Patchcords
Monitoring Loudspeakers
Hellermann Wiring Aids
4mm Connectors
Microphone Stands & Accessories
Video & Pulse Delays & Filters
Microphones
Audio Connectors
Fish poles
Locking DIN Connectors
Jack Plugs & Sockets
Communications & Studio Equipment
Faders
Audio Products
Headsets & Radio Accessories
Microphones & Accessories
Audio Meters
Audio Level Measuring Equipment
Recording Equipment
Connectors, Jackfields & Accessories
Monitoring Loudspeakers
Jacks, Jackfields, Cords & Tag Blocks
Locking DIN Connectors

beyerdynamic ))))
BR/cDN.

CA/VL7f7E
CANNON

COHERENT
COLCLENE
ceSOI!lla

drake

DURACELL
EDAC
EMO
IffDI
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HIRSCHMANN
KEITH MONKS
NEUMANN
NEUTRIK

Panamic

PREH
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RTS SYSTEMS
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SIFAM

Soundex
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TRIMM, INC.
TUCHEL
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FILM DEVELOPMENTS

P.O. Box 3DG, 114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.
Telephone: 01-434 3344 & 01-4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

Cables: Allotrope -LondonW 1.
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SBES

If you are involved in any way with
SOUND broadcasting this show is a must

for you.

Featuring over forty major
manufacturers and suppliers of
equipment and services, dedicated to
SOUND broadcasting.
Equipment for radio, television 0/B
sytems, portable systems, turnkey
studios, community radio, hospital radio
and all the associate services.
To ensure you can get to see the
equipment and discuss your
requirements in an easy going and
sociable atmosphere admission is
restricted to INVITATION ONLY.
To obtain your invitation contact
POINT PROMOTIONS on Reading (0734)
583086, either of the sponsors, or any of

the exhibitors.

The Sound Broadcasting Equipment Show is
organised on behalf of the industry by Point
Promotions and is jointly sponsored by Audio Design
Calrec Ltd and Broadcast Systems Engineering.

Albany Suite Albany Hotel
Birmingham
28th October 1986
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PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SECONDHAND PRODUCTS
P.O.A.
Neve 8128 48 frame fitted (new console available now)
Neve 8128 28-24-24 with 4 reverberation channels two years old in very
£47,500
good clean condition, available July '86
SSL 40 frame with 32 fitted, plus 2 stereo channels, this frame has total
£93,500
recall and computer with patchbay on the right
P.O.A.
Neve V range 60 input frame, fitted the same, available Oct. '86
P.O.A.
Neve Necam 96 and software for the above console
£12,500
Helios 32-24-24 raparound console with VCA faders
£23,500
Soundcraft TS 24 console, 15 months old in good condition
£23,500
MCI 636C 32-24-24 with JH50 automation
£15,500
Otani MTR 90 Mk2 with Mk2 remote and autolocate
£1,200
Otani MX 50-50 8 -track Mk2 in good condition
£3,450
Otani MTR 12 % inch master, two years old
£7,500
Studer A80 RC stereo master (NEW), ex demo
£3,500
Soundcraft S20 Y. inch master on stand, 1 year old
£10,500
MCI JH116 24 -track recorder with remote/autolocate
P.O.A.
Studer A800 Mk3 with autolocate and remote (NEW)
Studer A800 Mk1A 6/7 years old with new headblock remote/

£19,500
£9,500
£2,750
£4,000
£1,500
£4,995

autolocater
Trident TRS 24 24-track recorder, 3 years old
AMS 1580 DDL in flight case, two years old
AMS RMX 16 reverb, ex demo
Eventide 949 harmonizer, 12 months old
Lexicon 224 with 4.4 seconds (no lark)
Lexicon 200 reverb, nice one
Fairchild comp/lim in packing case in mint condition

1,950
£2,500
£

EMT 140 plate V/S model with remote
JBL 4430 monitors, 6 months old in good order
JBL 4435 monitors, 2 years old in good order
Yamaha NS 10, in stock now
Yamaha NS 1000 monitors, 12 months old in good shape
Tannoy DTM 8 monitors in stock
Tannoy Stratfords, used
Bose 301 monitors
Technics cassette decks, two off new
Psionics 4 way gate, as new
20U high steel 19 in rack
BEL stereo noise reduction
Vestafire comp/lim, ex demo
Quad 405/2 power amp, ex demo

1,500
£1,500
£2,350
£204
£595
£275
£95
£220
£

each

f75

£275
£50
£70
£185
£ 185

NEW PRODUCTS IN STOCK

Soundcraft consoles 200, 400, 500, 600 and the new 8000 series.
Sennheiser, Shure, Beyer, Neumann and AKG, AMS Drawmer, Quad, Neve,
BEL, Tannoy, Bose, Soundcraft AMPS.
NOTICE
We also act for studios as selling agents, let us handle the hassle of getting rid of
unwanted items, it does not matter where you are in the world, why not drop us a line
listing your equipment or ring us on the numbers below for the best rates. We assure you
of our best attention and service plus the utmost confidentiality of all times.

WANTED urgently SSL4040 consoles up to 2 years old with total recall. Customers waiting.

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT. PLEASE GIVE US A RING.

RING TONY BAYLEY ON 061-483 9563/4299 anytime or WRITE TO US AT:
4 CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH

L

Tel: 061-483 9563/4299

TELEX 666597 NAUDIOG

Subscribe Now
STUDIO

magazine for 12 issues.
enclose a cheque/postal order/International Money Order
payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £18.00 UK or
£24.50 Overseas. US rates: $40 surface, $75 airmail.
Please send me
I

Or debit my credit card account

'AME

visa

RIFAN

E<PRE55

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

JOIN THE AUDIO PROFESSIONALS
You're obviously interested in professional audio.
You want to know what's going on in the world of
professional sound, be it in music recording, new
equipment, techniques or live sound reinforcement.

(please tick box)
CREDIT CARD NO

SIGNATURE

ire

Credit card holders can order
dendbsimply by ringing 01-760 0054,
quoting your credit card number

NAME
ADDRESS

There's only one answer, subscribe to
STUDIO SOUND.
STUDIO SOUND gives you the hard facts, techniques and opinions which cannot be matched by
any other publication in the field.

tttttt
Keep in touch
Subscribe to Studio Sound Now
The International Publication for the
Professionals in Sound

ffl

11131

(please print in block capitals)
issue
understand that am
Commencing with the
committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine, and should wish to
cancel my subscription, no refund will be made.
I

I

I

To:
The Subscriptions Department, Link House Magazines Ltd.,
Central House, 27 Park Street, Croydon CR10 1YD.
Tel: 01-760 0054

STUDIO
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

The official
guide to APRS
members.
Published by STUDIO SOUND, the
number one sound recording magazine
in the world, in partnership with the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios. This guide is an essential
reference source for professionals
in sound recording throughout
the world.
* Full facility listings to member studios
UK and overseas.
* Main cross referenced sections to
which studio has what, by consoles,
primary monitoring and tape
machines.
* Location maps divided into individual
geographic areas where each studio is
pinpointed by a reference number.
* Comprehensive cross reference
sections.
* Master studio address file.
* Manufactures/Agents section to what
they manufacture and or are agents for.
* Courses and facilities offered by UK
and overseas educational members.
* Handy A5 size. 81/2" x 53/4".

Size A5
92

pages

Soft cover

ISBN 0-86296-029-0

£3/$5net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me
I
I

copies APRS Producers Guide

1984/85.
£3.50 (UK). Overseas surface mail £4
Overseas airmail £6

USA surface mail $6
USA airmail $10

Includes Postage
and Packing

Name

Address

enclose a cheque/postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

(please print)

Or debit my credit card

VISA

Credit card No.

*

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01-686
ext 136, quoting credit card No.

LSigned

2599,

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.
.1.1111
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CLA SSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 55p per word, minimum £13.75. Box Nos. £3.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in DECEMBER issue must reach these offices by 15th OCTOBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

051-430-9001
CASSETTE DUPLICATING USING screwed
shells. Ferric or chrome tape. Label and inlay
printing. Shrink wrapping. Audicord, 59
Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 8BL. Tel:
0455 47298.
(M)

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting,
pressings, duplicated cassettes and blanks. Bin
Masters. Location Recording. Free Brochure.
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3
IAN. Tel: 01-346 0033.
(X)

HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION
MASTERING, DUBBING, EDITING
INLAY CARD & SIDE LABEL DESIGN
& PRINTING

THE COMPLETE SERVICE
AMPEX & BASF DISTRIBUTORS
STUDIO ACCESSORIES

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS
31 ECCLESTON STREET
PRESCOT, MERSEYSIDE L34-5QA

QUALITY HIGH-SPEED and real-time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7-days -a -week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
Tel: 01-723 1583/5190.
(X)

WHO SAYS YOU DON'T NOTICE THESE
SMALL ADS! For as little as £13.75+ VAT you too

could be getting your service message across. For
more details contact Damien Dowling at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01-686 2599.
SPEEDY

R EVOX

AA Tape Winders

03744-65010
For rapid supply of exact length
Audio Cassette + Tape Duplicating

&tech, 9e
ode@
DIRECT FROM

100 C-60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
SERVICE

Plus TEACITASCAM, FOSTEX, UHER, most Mixers.
Amplifiers, Effects. Priority Bookings taken.

Collection/Delivery arranged.
A personal service by experienced engineers.
34 Danbury Street, London N1 WJU
Telephone 01-359 9342/3030

RAPER & WAYMAN

from £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 'high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your % in
edited master. Any length C-5 to C-90. Ring for
price check.

01-446 3218

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

01868 5555

01-866 5555

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SALES

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory -approved laboratory and
training guarantees finish to original
performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED
Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 8EG
Tel: 01-254 5203 or 0836 215900 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:
Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ 0367 20262

SAKI
milm mime

sE
i
THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed duplication

Blank cassettes wound to length
TEL: 061-973 1884

SERVICE

Studio Sound, October 1986

MAINTENANCE

High speed cassette duplicators throughout the
United Kingdom and export.

ICIHANISICL
AUDIO

GRAFF WOLLENSAK SONY

High quality, Real-time cassette duplication.
Printed inlay cards and side labels. Custom wound blank cassettes

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.

Brake Shear House, 164 High St., Barnet, Herts EN5 5XP

LONDON SERVICING FACILITIES

TEL: 01-441 5170

P.O. Box 2, Chard. Somerset

0460 67237

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX In -Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE-OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO-VISUALS)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 45B. TEL: 01-231 0961

CLASSIFIEDS
100

11110141

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING °PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS°SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA and BASF chrome tape available

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES

_QQholme-9Ud[o

ICM C -O's
Leeholms

Audio

Services

ID)

Ltd.,

350-4

Leabridge

REVOX

WE ARE THE TAPE MACHINE SPECIALISTS.
WE PROVIDE PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE AND
REPAIRS FOR THE WORLD FAMOUS RANGE OF
STUDER REVOX MACHINES. WE ALSO HANDLE
TEAC/TASCAM+NAGRA RECORDERS IN OUR
WELL EQUIPPED WORKSHOPS WITHIN EASY
REACH OF LONDON.
WHEN YOU RELY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT,
YOU CAN RELY ON US!

Road,

Leyton,

SPARES

OFFICIAL UK SERVICE CO.
Service Calls Save Time!

153A VICTORIA STREET, ST. ALBANS
Telephone: 58977 (0727)

11
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Telephone01-5564748

TAPE & FILM HEADS
WE MAKE
WE STOCK
WE RE -PROFILE AND RE -LAP

Turn -around time is fast
30 Years Experience
Very Competitive prices
HEAD TECHNOLOGY Ltd
Magnetic House

Tel:

11 Britannia Way
Stanwell, Staines
Middx. TW19 7HJ
Ashford 0784 256046

01-864 1577

THE TAPE RECORDING CO. PROVIDES A COMPLETE CASSETTE DUPLICATION SERVICE

Utilising a high quality mastering machine and slave cassette decks
All recordings produced through exacting quality control

Artwork and sleeve design

jbs records

MUSIC -SPEECH -COMPUTER

REAL-TIME or (Slow) HIGH-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000+. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Speech and tb" reel-to-reel
recording/editing. Fast Security Delivery service.
jbs records-a division of FILTERBOND LTD.
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992-551188.

AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
precision wound cassettes C1-120, labels, library cases
and cards, C -zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

12 Brittania Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 2AA
Tel:
061-905 1127
SOUND AND VIDEOSERVICES

FOR

QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, "Suncliffe", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

SPECTRUM SOUND
0303 38752

Revox&Uher

Sales &Service
open reel and

cassette

projectors,
35mm slide
and repaired. then
l8mm sound Briers, etc., serviced
Revox, Tandberg,
amplifiers,
recorders,
available.
contracts
Maintenance
r e agents. Showroom
oom at:P°
Te1:090g 610625.
Amateur
Visit ourtree,NewRadport
NewP

Belloapproved

58 High Street,

Photo Acoustics

Ltd

sette duplication, Prewound
blank cassettes, and all

EI

increased cassette duplication capacity
using latest hi -speed loop bin technology

PHONE: 0924 451717

"71
RECORDS

di TAPES

aspects of record manufacture, call 0322 71712 for
comprehensive quote.

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Onto exact length Ferric

and a total service from studio recording
& editing to printing of labels etc.

FIELD HOUSE, WELLINGTON ROAD

DEWSBURY WF13 1HF

Prompt service
Ring us today for a price list or information (24 hour service)
THE TAPE RECORDING CO., 206 LEICESTER ROAD, GLEN HILLS,
LEICESTER LE2 9HH. TELEPHONE: LEICESTER (05331 775084

FOR SALE-PRIVATE
SOUNDCRAFT SERIES 2 24/8/2 Console plus
power supply £1,300 o.n.o. JBL L300's monitors
£700 pair. Telephone (0706) 353789.
NEUMANN U87 two brand new boxed nucs.
Complete with stand clips and Neumann P.S.U.
unused £1,050 complete. Also Revox PR99 unused,
boxed £975. Call 0608 811234.
PPG 16 BIT COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEM for
sale (private seller): Waveterm B, Wave 2.3 V6, EVU
(2, 3 Midi -Expander). Capable of sound sampling,
sequencing, analog and digital sounds and much
more! New '86 Software, complete new Sound Library. Only one year homes tudio-used, as good
as new, £9,300. Wolfgang Muermann,
Schoeneberger Str. 102, 2 Hamburg 73, W.
Germany. Phone: Hamburg (040) 672 20 30
CALL W. GERMANY!
BRENELL 2" 16 Track Recorder. Console
mounted, £2,750. AHB System 8 1616 mixer, as new
£1,200. AHB 186 Stage monitor mixer, £750. Ring

-

01-788 2287.

COACH HOUSE For real time & high speed cas-

SOUND COMMUNICATION LTD

READING 0734-302600

The Tape Recording Co.

Professional

worn tape heads, they can be
refurbished to a standard as
good as new.

I

CUSTOM LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES
MONO & DATA DUPLICATING
LABEL PRINTING - SHRINK WRAPPING

REAL TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION

TECHNOLOGY LTD

Don't throw away your

mom MUGU

STONEFIELD WAY, RUISLIP
MIDDLESEX HA4 OYL

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS

TAPE HEAD REFURBISH

TEL: 01-627 4758

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD

WORKSHOP LIMITED

HEAD-

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4BLR

AGFA/BASF TAPES,

London,

*

3M

1

/

TEL: Cardiff 10222) 790040
Backyard Recording Studios Ltd.
60 Orchard Park St. Mellon Cardiff.

FOR SALE -TRADE
STUDIO EQUIPMENT. Liquidation sale.
Immaculate Studer A80 Mkl 16 -track, 71/2/15,
good heads, needs some chips. Studer 16 -track desk
26-16-16 including 4 stereo reverb channels with
EMT remotes and EQ + full A80 remote including
channel switching onboard. Totally immaculate,
switchable Quadrophonic, all PPM. Immediate sale
required hence £50,000+ value available for £9,950.
01-833 0615.

Chrome tape.

CUSTOM WOUND BLANK CASSETTES
ICM C -O's

TWO TEAC C -2X mint condition £500 each. One
Wollensak 2770 mint condition £1,400, still in
boxes. Redditch 22654.
EX-BBC RP2/6 GRAM. units. Full Facility, RSA's,
filters, line level out. Robust, reliable and in mint
condition. The ultimate studio record deck. Only
two remaining £350 each. Tel: 01-397 4556.
SRC FRIENDCHIP TIME code reader and
generator, absolutely perfect condition, very
little used. Private sale £1,850. Marc, London
01-289 1732.

BASF Tape

Ibacky9r4

ONE SONY TA-E900 pre -amplifier with one pair
TA-N900 mono amplifiers, £1,995. Also one pair
TA-N900's, £995. Purchased in Sept. '83 and
offered in mint condition with original boxes,
booklets, etc. Free delivered in UK. SME Limited,
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY. (0903) 814321.
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FOR SALE-TRADE

NEVE SPECIALIST

AGFA PROFESSIONAL PER 368, '/a" tape. 5"
LP reels only £1.50+VAT ea. 25 reels -10%.
Post £2/order. C.W.O. to Solent Records, 6
Mountbatten Drive, Ryde, Isle of Wight.

Neve 16/4 film console, 1066 EQ
12,000 pounds
Neve 24/4 console, 1066 EQ
15,000 pounds
Neve 16/4 console 1073 EQ
10,000 pounds
Neve 56/16/24 custom console 1073 EQ
35,000 pounds
As above but with 4 band EQ
45,000 pounds
Neve BCM 10/2 console
3,500 pounds
Neve 36/4/2 mobile console in 3 sections
with 3115-3114 EQ. 7 aux. PPMS
20,000 pounds
Neve 1066, 1073 3 band to 4 band conversions. Let us convert your
existing modules. Fully tested with new front panel for only
275 pounds per module. Or converted modules from stock at 500 pounds each
Many spare modules, etc. for old Neves.
Customising of Neves our speciality. Focusrite Equalisers
call
M79/24 machine, new heads, overhauled, with XT24 autolocator11,000 pounds

-

UMI-2B MIDI composing system.
Sales, advice
& software support contact SoftRock Systems: Ed
Jones 01-229 4052. DX-7 Library vol. 2 now available on 5.25" disks with voice data base utility
programme.
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM/ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3 IAN. Telephone
(X)

01-346 0033.

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks VCD, Brighouse 722121 (Bob)
LOCKWOOD, TANNOY, etc., new and used
equipment always available and wanted.
Lockwood Audio Sales 01-866 0671.
(X)

SURPLUS mono & stereo amplifiers, speakers,
turntables etc; bought & sold at reasonable
prices. Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane,
(J)
Birmingham B14 4PE. Tel: 021-430 7817.
USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE?
Advertise it now in STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIEDS for as little as £13.75 + VAT. For
more details contact Damien Dowling at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01-686 2599.

-

M79/24 machine, XT24 autolocator
M79/16 machine, CM50 autolocator
M79/24 relaped headset

10,500 pounds
7,500 pounds
1,000 pounds
2,200 pounds
2,200 pounds
1,000 pounds
350 pounds each

MC 1 J 10 stereo machine
EMT 140 valve stereo plate, remote
28 DBX K9 N.Red.Cards, fit Dolby rack

Neumann KM86 mics, boxed, 2 available
STC 4033 ribbon mics, boxed with leads
150 pounds each
STC 4013 lip mic, boxed with EQ
150 pounds
Raindirk Concord console 28/24
7,500 pounds
Most new equipment available at competitive prices.
LET US QUOTE YOU FOR A PACKAGE.
Installations etc. undertaken in any country

SHEP ASSOCIATES Tel: 0763 61686
Telex 8950511 ONEONE G, Quote Ref 25429001

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT MARKETING LTD.
Rare opportunity to acquire fully guaranteed equipment

at very special prices
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR DEMONSTRATION
STOCK CLEAROUT
Many items have only been used for
exhibitions and seminars
Auratone 5RC road cubes, the road version of the famous cube
Auratone T6, the big Auratone
DBX 160X, the ever popular comp/limiter 132,000 sold worldwidelthese are a bit tatty, hence
DBX 164 stereo comp/limiter
one knob squeezer
DBX 166 stereo comp/limiter
a bit tatty, hence
DBX 310 noise reduction module
useful as a spare
DBX 411 noise reduction module, fits in F900/208
DBX 903
DBX 904
All old style front panels
DBX 907
Amber 4400 audio test set, specially customised
Amber 3501 distortion set
HH V150L Mosfet amp
HH V200 Mosfet amp
HH V800 Mosfet amp
JBL 4411 not to be missed
JBL 4412 not to be missed
Lexicon 200, this one has done the rounds, but is still in good order
Lexicon PCM 70, only two of these amazing units
both a bit tatty
Lexicon 97, super prime time
especially super at this price
Orban 412 comp/limiter
Orban 6228 parametric EQ
Orban 672A graphic + parametric
Publison IM90 21 sec multisampling
Publison fullmost relief enlarger
Schoeps Microphones
a selection at special prices
TAC Matchless 26/24 with patch bay
make us an offer
360 systems programmable parametric EQ
CONTACT NICK MARTIN or JOHN WASE

-

-

-

-

-

£60 pair
£ 160 pair

£280

each

£105 each
£375 each
£95 each

£195 each
£260 each
£4,500
£2,500

f250
£300
£540
£750 pair
£650 pair
£2,750
£1,595
£2,400
£500
£695
£ 595
£10,500
£950

-

01-387

1

262

£395

DISC CUTTING SYSTEM
Complete, Studer A80 PREL, Dolby's,
Ortofon Electronics, Lyrec Lathe, may be
inspected working.
Telephone Dublin 688405

THE HHB SILLY SUMMER SALE
Sony CCDM8 Handycam Video 8 camera, ex -demo, £595
Sony C35P Condenser Mic, £119
Sony EBP 9LC D50 power supply, £35
Sony EVC8 Portable Video 8 VCR, £395
Sony EVS700 Video 8/PCM VCR, £550
Sony SLC9P Printer VCR, £295
Sony PCM1610 (S/handl digital audio processor, £11,000
Sennheiser MD421 mics, £99
Gauss 3588 Coaxial loudspeakers, £275
Electrospace spanner stereo panner, £425
Clue (Computer, logging unit+editor), ex demo, £1,995
12" Green screen VDU, £59
BSS FDS320 Crossover, f275
Lexicon PCM60 digital reverb, £1,095
Allen & Heath CMC168 mixer, £1,325
Allen & Heath CMC 32, 32 into 24 mixer, £2,750

All prices exclude VAT

HHB HIRE & SALES

Unit F, New Crescent Works
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX

Telephone: 01-961 3295
Telex No: 923393

CLASSIFIEDS
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USED NEVE CONSOLES FROM
DON LARKING AUDIO SALES
NEVE 8108 32 -input mixing console with
NECAM II
£57,000
NEVE 8068
£50,000
NEVE 8048 with NECAM II
£50,000

Call us now on (0582) 450066 for more

information

en"' Crg2
audio sales
Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066. Telex: 825488 DONLAR G

/(GM

szists

Your Northern appointed agent for:
NEUMANN
SENNHEISER
SHURE
BEYER
UREI

J.B.L
TANNOY
REVOX

TASCAM
QUAD
ROLAND

LEXICON
DRAWMER
D.B.X.
YAMAHA
AMPEX
AKG

soles, microphones, outboard gear, etc. Write or
call Dan Alexander Audio, PO Box 9830,
Berkeley, CA 94708, U.S.A. Tel: (415) 527 1411.
(J)

STUDER B 62

71/2-15. One rec/play amp CCIR+
Stereo heads for same. Stereowreck with ie
decektixe motors also wanted. Must be cheap.
Phone Bill on: 024359200.

SAM THERAPY
The first Hire Company
to offer the

FAIRLIGHT III

01-229 0225/960 1336

T el:

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
Neumann valve mics
Types U47, U48, U67
Tel: 01-387 9356

MAC
sound hie«

Telephone

nationwide
061-969 8311 for brochure

& 2 Attenburys Park, Park Road,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 SQE.
1

SOUNDCRAFT
STUDIOMASTER
B.E.L.
APHEX
APPLIED
MICROSYSTEMS

TRIDENT
18-42 Charlotte Street, WAKEFIELD, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 109241 371766

STUDIO FOR SALE
24 -track recording studio for sale
Nl. For further details
contact Box Number 938.
in London

WANTED TO BUY RECORDING EQUIPMENT of all ages and varieties, recording con-

TIME DELAY
SPECTROMETRY

HIRE

Discover why your studio sounds
the way it does ... or should

MULTITRACK

MUNRO ASSOCIATES. 01-480 7121

The first 2 editions of ONE TO ONE (as shown) proved to be extremely well received by readers
and advertisers alike,
ONE TO ONE seems to have filled

a

gap in

a

market hungry for information.

News and commentary are the mainstay of the magazine keeping the professional in the many
areas of mastering, pressing and duplicating up-to-date on developments and techniques
throughout the world. In addition to this there are articles covering the use of equipment, profiles,
overviews on the international industry plus the interface between producers and the record
industry as a whole and much more.
Circulated to over 70 countries and published by the same world renowned team who produce
STUDIO SOUND magazine, the third edition of ONE TO ONE will be published in October.
To coincide with the Los Angeles AES (12th to 16th November) and the Japanese International

Broadcast Equipment Exhibition (19th to 21st November) ONE TO ONE will be available free
of charge during these two important events.

a

'apiiúM'
Oevelopmere
CB$pressie9
CBS

holey

tape formalss tor CO

ensure that your message is seen contact Carl Anthony Snape, Editor; Phil Guy,
Commercial Manager, or Adrian Tippin, Advertisement Manager by the final dates to
be included in this important new magazine.
To

Further information on advertising rates are available from
ONE TO ONE, Link House Magazines Ltd., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA,
U.K. Tel: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709. Fax: 760 0973.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
ENGINEER REQUIRED by established West
Yorkshire 24 -track studio. Woodlands Studio, 20
Raglan Works, Methley Road, Castleford WF10

HIRE & SALES INSTALLATIONS
ONE NIGHT WITH US CAN
LEAD TO ANOTHER
THE PA COMPANY LIMITED
01 607 0087

SPECIALIST SERVICE AND ADVICE
ON ALL SOUND PRESENTATION

SITUATIONS WANTED
STUDIO ENGINEER, just completed training at
Gateway's, seeks job as same in Portsmouth and
surrounding area. Call Chris on Portsmouth (0705)
828587.

CHIEF ENGINEER WANTED-SEE BELOW

CHIEF ENGINEER/3rd MAN to complete team,
required in a full-time position with Falconer
Studios and Productions Co., London. Job
description: A chief engineer to work with established and new clients, to appoint engineers, tape
ops, trainees etc. and to oversee studio generally.
Age: between 23-40. Experience: essential 24-40

track work/contemporary music/good knowledge
of outboard and SMPTE/MIDI. Only basic
technical maintenance required, initiative and good
manner with people essential plus the ability to
work in a team. Previous applicants need not apply.
Applicants should send CV to: The Studio
Manager, Falconer Studios, 17 Ferdinand Street,
London NWI 8EU.

1PW.

A REPRESENTATIVE FOR BRUEL & KJAER PRO AUDIO GROUP
IN CONTINENTAL EUROPE AND THE UK
Bruel & Kjaer require an enthusiastic, assertive and independent
individual to join the newly -formed Pro Audio Group. As the
successful candidate you will be responsible for the sales and
marketing of the Series 4000 Professional Microphones in
continental Europe and the UK and will receive full support from
the company headquarters in Denmark. After an initial three
month training period there you will be involved in promotion of
the Bruel & Kjaer name and products in the Professional Audio
market through dealer support, demonstrations and marketing

presentations.

This new and challenging position will allow you to broaden your
experience of, and commitment to Professional Audio and to
inject your own ideas and creativity into the marketing of world class products.
Please apply, enclosing

Bruel & Kjær
Bruel & Kjaer (UK) Ltd

a

full CV/résumé, to:
Adrian Weidmann,

a
'

Bruel & Kjaer,
Naerum Hovedgade,
2850 Naerum,
Denmark

r-- -_---__ttNI___________ta__-----STUDIO

use this coupon for all your sales and wa its
SOUND Please
Rates: 55p per word. Min £13.75. Box Nos. £3.50 extra

3
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AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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To: STUDIO SOUND, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes/No. If no, please include remittance to cover name and address
and/or tel. no.
Name
Address

L
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STUDIO SOUND'S
PRO -AUDIO DIRECTORY 1986/7
From the publishers of the world's leading

professional recording magazine Studio Sound,
comes the latest edition of their sister publication,
The Pro -Audio Directory.
This unique and vital reference source has been
completely updated and revised to provide in one
volume information on every aspect of the
professional recording industry; From Acoustic
Materials to Tape Recorders; From Mixing Consoles
through to Synthesisers.

addition to its forty extensive hardware sections
are chapters covering Dealers in the UK, USA and
Worldwide. Pin -pointing which equipment can be
brought where anywhere in the world.
In

-

The ultimate section is the extensive address listing
featuring the full details of over 3,000 companies
mentioned in the directory, including key contact
names. Also there is a cross reference listing of
Worldwide Distributors detailing international
availability of any given product. This information is
not available in any other publication.
The Pro -Audio Directory has all the information you
need, and to make sure it is straight forward to use,
this edition sees a complete redesign with an even
greater emphasis on clarity.
To ensure you stay in touch with the expanding,
rapidly changing world of professional recording
order your copy of the specialised Pro-Audio
Directory now.
Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me

copies of

Name

Pro Audio Directory 1986/7.

Address
£13 (UK) £14.00 Europe $25 USA Airmail
£16.50 World Airmail. Includes Postage and Packing

enclose a cheque/postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

Or debit my credit card

le..+ti

-"' 11!2!
_

Credit card No.
0 Credit card holders can order

by simply ringing 01-686 2599
ext 550, quoting credit card No.

Signed

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.
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Professional Audio & Audio for Video Equipment
Phone and ask for our latest list - more bargains are coming in daily!

NEW HIGH-TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT
24-track sequencer package,comprising: ATARI 1040 ST, monochrome monitor,
mouse, word processing & language software plus STEINBERG RESEARCH Pro
24 software.
All ready-to -run for the amazing price of £915!
The whole system is absolutely remarkable and can only be appreciated from a
demonstration. Be warned - You will be impressed!
Another new product launched recently is the BOKSE SM- 9 SMPTE/EBU
Event Controller, which among many other things can synchronise midi sequencers
to tape using SMPTE time code. As long as your midi sequencer is implemented with
Midi Song Position Pointer (such as the Atari/Pro 24!) there is no need to laboriously
rewind the tape to the beginning every time you want to drop-in or remix a certain
section. Price: £720
New from ALESIS - the MIDIFEX. Same shape, same size and the same price
as the MIDIVERB but does a whole host of really useable effects. Put this together
in the new Rackit with the Midiverb and you've got a very powerful, creative device.
Special introductory offer Midiverb + Midifex + 19" Rack Kit: £625
Despite a somewhat up-and-down past, RSD STUDIOMASTER have finally got
it together with their new SERIES II consoles. They have every facility you would
expect on a board of this price range, plus Midi Muting
when used in conjunction
with a C64 or Spectrum
to facilitate really complex mixes. On demonstration now
:

-

-

in our Stockport showroom.
To add to our already extensive servicing facilities, we have just purchased an
all -singing, all -dancing LINDOS computerised test set. This enables us to accurately

plot the frequency response of tape heads, wow and flutter, distortion figures etc of
your tape machine. We can offer this service with a print-out for just £10 + VAT.
Highly recommended before purchasing a second-hand machine, for instance.
BEL are no newcomers to digital delay and when it comes to making a 24 or 32
sec delay/sampler with full bandwidth and Midi, they came up with the goods in the
shape of the new BDE 2400 and BDE 3600 with full editing facilities and disk drive
storage of sounds.
Both units are available now
around £300.
£2995. Disk drive soon

-

-

And now on with the usual list ...
SECOND HAND AND EX -DEMO EQUIPMENT
offers around £6,000
ALLEN & HEATH Syncon A 28:24 inc patchbay & producer's desk
£4,500
ALLEN & HEATH Syncon B 32:24 inc patchbay & producer's desk
£21,000
SOUNDCRAFT TS -24 28 in 32 frame -11 months old
£6,000
MCI JH 16/24 Mkll inc autolocate
Mint condition
£2,000
AMPEX MM1000 1" 8T autolocate noise reduction
£11,950
SOUNDCRAFT SCM 762 Mklll autolocate/remote -11 months old
£19,000
STUDER A80 Mklll Compact 1600 hours only
£31,000
One only -'New'
OTARI MTR-9011 autolocate
'New'
£70,000
SONY Digital 24 track
One only
£3,950
TASCAM 58 OB
New ex -exhibition
ex -exhibition
£7,900
TASCAM MS -16 + dBx + autolocate, console etc
£3,295
TASCAM 48 OB
Ex -exhibition
£1,595
TASCAM 44 OB
Ex -exhibition
£2,100
TASCAM 52 NB
Ex -exhibition
£1,595
TASCAM 42 NB
Ex -exhibition
£1,450
TASCAM 38
months old
£795
TASCAM 34
1 year old
Boxed
one year old
£5,795
TASCAM 85 - 16B complete with autolocate & line -amps
£1,950
TASCAM 388
Slightly marked, ex -demo unit one only
Perfect
£550
TEAC 3440
£375
TEAC M5B
£150
TEAC M2A
£895
FOSTEX A.8 About two years old
£895
'New'
LEXICON PCM-60 One only
16
Reverb
£495
EIGHT
CPR
Digital
QUAD
£795
AMS DMX 1580 370 + 370 MS
£495
AKG BX-20E
Just reduced
£250
MASTER ROOM MR -3 Just reduced
Offers
OBX
Synth
OBERHEIM
Offers
OBERHEIM DMX drum machine
YAMAHA P2200 Good condition
£495
£295
H/H V200
Good condition
405
£150
Good condition
QUAD
£150
ITAM 10:4 Mixer- Fair condition
£145
YAMAHA RM 602
As new
Boxed
£295
Little used
PROMARK MX -3
16:8:2
Both
mint
£695
SECK
available
Reduced for quick sale
£495
STUDIOMASTER 16:8
£100
ARP Odyssey in flight case
ARP String Ensemble Solina
£60
£120
LOGAN String Synth
£25
KORG 700S Mono Synth
FENDER RHODES Stage '73
£250
ROLAND Juno 106 in flight case
Immaculate
£395
All second-hand
POA
NEUMANN Mics U47s, U87s, SM69s, U67s
AKG C535 EB
available
£95
AKG D202 E1
available
£85
Immaculate still boxed
FOSTEX A8
£850

-
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Loads more equipment in stock - we have gear coming in all the time.
Please note: the prices above do not include VAT
All major credit cards accepted.

STUDIO HOUSE

High Lane Village

Stockport SK6 8AA

4

LONDON

Wellington Road,
St. John's Wood,

London NW8 Tel: 01-586 3167
Tel: 06632 4244. Telex: 665721
Normal opening hours are 9.30 am to 6.00 pm Monday to Friday; 10.00 am to 2.00 Saturdays.
If you intend to call at either of our premises we recommend you make an appointment first.

APRS
AMS Industries PLC
Akai
AKG
Altec Lansing
Amek Ltd
Ampex (UK)
Aphex Systems
Applied Research & Technology
Asona
Audio Developments
Audio FX
Audio Precision
Audio Service Co
Audix
BASF AG

Britannia Row
Bruel+Kjaer A/S
Citronic
Connectronics Ltd
Digital Information Technology
Don Larking Audio
DBX

Eardley Electronics
EMT Franz
FM Acoustics Ltd
Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd
Gexco

H W International (Shure)
Harrison Information Technology
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HHB Hire & Sales
Hilton Sound
ITA

Keydial Ltd

Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Lyrec UK Ltd
Mosses & Mitchell Ltd
Music Labs Group Ltd
Neve Electronics Labs
Northern Audio

10

23
61
45
6

57

IBC
18

78
10
19

95
11

106
85

63
28
93
29
96
99
81
37
13

94
76
96
23, 31, OBC

79
83
50
20, 24
4, 27, 68, 69, 102
21

33
8

34, 35
15

89

43
49
97

Orban
Otari
Palmer Av Systems
Point Promotions
Professional Audio Ltd
Rane Corporation
RE Instruments A/S
Reflexion Arts

22
51

Rebis Audio
Revox

14
31

SED
SAJE

71

Sanken

59

Scenic Sounds Equipment

Shuttlesound
Solid State Logic
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Sony USA

Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
Soundout Labs
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THE FEGEND CONTINUES
When you're in trie studio, tape that's 5aod enoug'' is not encugh. Which
continued c fishing the potential cf recorded
sound. Through a decade of increased fiderty and reli9bility, Grand Master' 456
remains an audio tape obsessed with performarc9. Which is why more top
albums are recorded cn Ampex tape than arty other taTE
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on.
is why for ten years Ampex has

Ampex Corporation. Magnetic lade J iv ,ot, 401 Broadway. Redwood City. CF 94Jr.3.415:3&7.3309
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Arrpex Corporation 'On= of The Signal Con-peni310

AND THE BEAT GOES ON
Ampex Corporation Magnetic Tape, International Divisio,. Acre Road. Feeding, England. Tel. (0734) 675200

First we proved it.
Then we improved it.

Over the past four years we've
installed over 500 Studer A800 multitrack recorders in studios all around
the world. We've proven this machine
on all counts-reliability, sonic
performance, production versatility,
and total client satisfaction. No other
recorder has earned such widespread admiration among recording
professionals.
And now, with the introduction of
the A800 MKIII, we've improved on
the proven standard. We've removed
all transformers from the record and
reproduce paths. We've added
interfaces for Solid State Logic and

Neve/Necam automation, and for all
SMPTE/EBU synchronizing and
editing systems. We've also updated
the software for the microprocessor
controls to meet the most demanding
industry requirements.
Improving the A800 was not an
easy assignment, but at Studer the
pursuit of perfection has become an
ingrained habit. Discover the
difference yourself.
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